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LET

E ,. OUR

STICKS

W as there ever greater folly than this? The strong
Every one is familiar with the old story of the
have
said that they needed no support. The weak have
him
father who took his son into the yard and, handing
felt
that
none was available. Albuquerque has grown
him
them.
to
asked
break
When
sticks, one at a time,
as a result.
slowly
very
all were broken the father took an equal number of
We are all selfish. But there is a benighted selftied
in
bundle.
and
them
these
a
sticks
similar
Handing
ishness which makes us seek personal advantage through
to his son he said, "now break these." The boy was
or destroying others. There is an enlightened
unable so much as to bend them. "In union there is injurying
selfishness which leads us to see that in the advantage
strength."
of all lies our greatest personal advantage.
After the signers of the Declaration of Independence
We have rivalries in
business. But the field
had attached their names to that immortal document, of conflicting interests isprivate
narrow. Beyond that
very
Benjamin Franklin said, "Now gentlemen we must all point is that great field of a community of interests where
He
was the common good produces what is best for each indihang together or we will all hang separately."
pointing to the same truth which the father exemplified vidual.
with the sticks.
If 25,000 people can be added to Albuquerque the
Time was, perhaps, when Albuquerque practiced increased volume of business will produce for each,
this great principle but not of late. Each has gone more profit than we can take away from each other by
alone. We have even broken each others sticks. Jeal- "strong arm" methods.
It has been said that "when thieves fall out, honest
ousies, rivalries, quarrels, have prevented us from binding our interests together. One by one our plans have men get their dues." It is also true that when honest
been broken.
men fall out, thieves get their opportunity.
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5 OFFICIALS

TA
OF SANTA

If Albuquerque can learn this great lesson and men 'election of a new board of directors to aid in getting
can bury that worst of enemies, malice, and can go for- our best men pressed into our service. This election
ward in community cooperation, nothing can stop her.
will be held by mail, after the drive is over.
The fourth cord is a thoughtful vote by every memAll right! We arc agreed in principle. Now, how
ber on the ten most important things to be done by the
shall we apply that principle to the problem in hand
that of stimulating the development of Albuquerque? Chamber this coming year. A program for the year
A plan has been made; let us carry it out. A drive for will be decided upon by a majority vote.
ine nnn cora is me decision 10 lay Down our
memberships in the Chamber of Commerce will occur on
ideas after this vote is taken and to join
personal
Friday, Saturday and Monday.
There are five cords which we can use to bind our enthusiastically in bringing those ten things to accomplish- bundle of sticks. Without these cord3, tied energetically, jment in 1922.
By this method this city can tie its sticks so tightly
the sticks will not remain bound.
no power can break them. The absence of one stick
that
The first cord is team-wor- k
in the drive. Workers will weaken
the bundle. Do not be silly and disloyal
are needed. Call the Chamber of Commerce today and enough to hold aloof. Join
your fellows in this supreme
say you will help tie this cord.
to put across a program of city building in Albu(effort
The second cord is at least one membership in the querque.
Chamber for every man and every business woman, in
To the degree in which we succeed in binding our
the city. When the solicitor calls, tie a knot in this sticks together
with these cords, will we succeed in our
cord by joining your neighbors in community effort.
'plans. Without plans, well conceived and intelligently
The third cord is to take an active interest in the pressed, no city can grow as it should.
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S. Proposes to Scrap These Five 1 ypes
of Capital Ships That Cost $99,535,000

William

Mathie,

Takes
Issue
the Charge of Pre
mier Briand of France in
His Washington Speech.

With

Superin-

'

J&0L

i

iMy

fiilitl

&S

L

BY THE SENATE
t,.il PrefH
(Ilj Tin-Nov.
22. A
Washington,
concurrent
was
resolution
senate
the
late tondnpted ly
to
tomorsine
die
adjourn
day
row night after a vote Is taken
on the tax bill. The resolution
now goes to the housn, where
It is expected to bo acted favorably upon.
Tho senate In executive sesto
sion tonight endeavored
clean the slate of presidential
nominations and more than
200 were confirmed.
Nomination of Henry Lincoln Johnson, negro and republican national committeeman for Georgia, to be recorder of deeds for the Iiistrict
of Columbia, was rejected.
Plans for the adjournment
of congress tomorrow virtually
preclude any action on parking
a resolution to order work on
battleships stopped while the
arms conference is in session.
Senator King, democrat, Utah,
today souKht to obtain committee action on his resolution
to this effect nod was promised
by Senator
Page, republican.
Vermont, chnirmari, that a poll
would bo
of the committee
taken to determine
whether
the question should lie taken
leaders deup. Republican
clared an adverse decision was
certain.

1

tendent of the Albuquer- ADDRESS IS BRANDED
AS "FLAT FALSEHOOD"
que Division, at Winslow,
Is One of the Victims.

Attitude May Under
the
mine and
Nullify
Whole Effort Toward Disarmament Papers Fear.'

His

4 OTHER PERSONS
REPORTED
An

Automobile
Car Overturns

INJURED

Inspection

(By The Annotated Treti.)
Berlin, Nov. 21 (by the Asso
Ariz., Close to ciated Press'). In a statement to
the Associated Press today, the
California Border.
Herman government takes issue
(By The Ammrlated I'rewt.)
with the charge of Premier Priand
of France in his address before
Phoeniz, Ariz., NoV. 22.-H. Oliver of Los Angeles, the Washington conference that
chief engineer of the Coast the German police forces and the
Line3 of the Atchison, To-pe- relchswehr constituted a nucleus
army.
and Santa Fe railway, for a future German
M. Briand's assertion
and four division officers of It declared
tho relchswehr is composed
that railway were killed that
of officers and nonexclusively
when a motor inspection car commissioned officers of the old
;- turned over. three . miles army
and says, that
AriIs
made
of
north
Wickenburg,
the built of the relchswehr
of
zona, 40 miles northwest of up of youths between the ageswar.
19 and21, recruited since the
here.
Tho statement says that the
In addition to those killed, "protection
police" were created
several persons were in- at the bidding of the entente, and
adds:
jured, some of them
"The relchswehr is wholly unaffiliated with the schutz polizei,
which took the place of the se- The other dead are :
police when the entente or- nfjeurity
MATHIE
WILLIAM
UV1 f (I LI1U Kllttl O lliomiiUHi'u.
"The srhutz polizei is primarily Above, the. Vermont Center, the Connecticut (left) and the Missouri
Winslow, Arizona, division
an agency to maintain law and
Iiclow, the Michigan (left) and the Virginia.
superintendent.
order. It takes orders solely from
H. C. STOREY of Pres the
Washington, Nov. i2. (Special) Hudson river, was swamped and
civilian ministries of the fedThe fifteen capital ships of the 29 men were drowned.
Its numerical
cott, Arizona, assistant div erated states.
U. S. navy which under the Hughes
with
and
its
New Jersey, Virginia, Georgia,
composition
strength
ision superintendent.
reference to the ration of officers
it is proposed to scrap fall
Rhode Island and XcbrnHko.
WILLIAM
BOWMAN, and men are designated and sup- plan
into five classes and originally
All were built in private shipervised by the entente control
road master.
cost $99,535,000. They are all old building plants, each for about
J. A. JAGER, assistant committee.
and practically obsolete. Here is $6,600,000, and were completed in
Arms Surrendered.
division engineer.
"Tho number of rifles and small the list:
1906, except the Rhode Island,
The accident happened, accord- arms, it is permitted to have is
Connecticut nml Ionlsiana.
which was not finished until 1907.
These are sister ships, each of They range in speed from 18.2 to
ing to those on board the car, as specified. It dor j not possess heavy
ARE
the car was rounding a curve. An calibre arms. The einwohnerwehv, about 16,000 tons displacement, 19.26 knots. They are of 14.948
axle on the front truck broke, or civilian guards, referred to by and were completed in 1906. The tons displacement.
Of the five,
they said, and the car plunged M. Briand, have been dissolved, Louisiana was built by the New- three, tho Rhode Island, New Jerdown an eight foot embankment, and their arms have boen sur- port News Shipbuilding company, sey and Nebraska, were at the caprendered and destroyed."
costing $7,196,846. Tho Connecti- ture of Vera Cruz.
turning over at least once.
The statement disputes M. Bri- cut, which cost $7,360,709,
was
The four division officials wen
The explosion of two
assertion
still
and's
that
Mr.
died
Oliver
killed
but
built In the Brooklyn navy yard. charges of
Germany
In a superiminstantly
numerous
arsenals The Louisiana was used by Presi posed turretpowder
later on the train that was bring- possessed
of the Georgia on
ing the dead and injured to thl:i equipped to turn out war mater- dent Roosevelt when he made a July 15, 1907, caused the death
CLAIM
ials, and asserts these plants are trip of inspection to the Panama of one officer and seven men and
city.
limited to two or three required canal In 1906. These were the first tho injury of a score of others.
to keep the German army sup two of five 16,000-to- n
STOREY'S AVinoW AND
battle cruis The accident happened while the
CHILI) IX I'ASADKNA plied and that their output is sup- ers to be added to the new navy.
Georgia was cruising off the coast
At
ervised by the entente control com- Kansas, Vermont, Minnesota nml of Massachusetts.
Are Apprehended
On September Men
Nov.
mission.
C.
22.
H.
New Hampshire.
Prescott. Ariz..
23, 1910, one of the forward
Planned
The government's statement reKnown as the "Kansas" clas?.
Nogales,Sonora;
Storey of this city, assistant diviguns of the Georgia burst,
sion superintendent of the Atchi- fers the French premier to the ad- these vessels, averaging in cost but no one was injured.
to
Capture That City,
son, Topeka & Santa Fe railway, dress from tho throne in which about $7,180,000, were all built i'i
Maine nml Missouri.
who was killed in a wreck near King George of Kngland declared
Then Spread Rebellion.
Om
private shipyards, and all comtons
12,500
displace'
had been pleted in 1907, except the New ment, they were built bv
progress
Wlckonburg, this afternoon, had satisfactory
been connected with the railway made by Germany in execution of Hampshire, which was not fin- firms, costing about $5,1prlvato
6.'), 000
(By The Amocliited I'rpM.)
e
years that her financial and disarmament ob- ished until 1908. The four ships each, and were completed in 1902
during the twenty-fivAriz., Nov. 22. Three
Nogales,
he lived here, lie was superintend- ligations.
18.5
to 18.9 knots and 1903. Each has a speed of
averaged from
of a revolutionary
leaders
alleged
ent of the division before a recent
Newspaper romment generally an hour on their trial trips, the 18 knots.
Tho Maine was built
of the road- when characterizes M. Briand's speech Vermont being a few points faster as a memorial to the battleship movement In Mexico were arrested
reorganization
this portion of the road and an- as "flat falsehood," but most of than the others. The New Hamp- Maine which was sunk In the In Nogales, Sonora, acrors the inother division were combined to the Journals express fear that shire and Vermont took part in
n
war. On April ternational boundary from here,
form the present Albuquerque di- America may believe what he said. the taking of Vera Crujs in April, 15, 1904, there was an
explosion late this afternoon.
The opinion generally expressed 1914.
vision.
on the Missouri in which 33 lives
Mr. Storey camo hero from Cali- was thnt his attitude was likely
Joequim Perrazaf, Mcxicaa conOn the night of Octoher 2, 1910, were lost.
sul in this city, who uncovered
fornia whore he was connected to undermine and nullify tho a liberty party returning to the
Soiith Carolina and Mlelilgan.
with the coast lines of the railway. whole effort toward disarmament. New Hampshire, anchored in the
Of 16,000 tons displacement, the alleged plot and caused the
His widow and daughter. Mildred,
these two first-lin- e
Rhips were arrest of the three men, ta'.d .hat
in
now are
Pasadena, Calif., where
n
in isio by private con- he believed the proposed ro
the latter is attending school. Mrs,
tract, each at a cost of about
with recent
HL
connected
was
Clarence McNeil of this city Is an
$6,700,000.
The Michigan is the
other daughter of Mr. Storey.
faster of tho two, having a speed disturbances In Lower California.
Jack Jaeger, who was engineer
of 20.01, while the South Carolina
The three arrested hero today
of the old rrecott & Phoenix rail
makes but 19.68. At the time of were E. Amavlzca, who was a colroad, was made assistant division
completion these vessels were conwhile Governor
In Sonora
engineer under the reorganization.
sidered the highest type of fight- onel
was chief executive of
He had been with the Santa Fe sys
Maytorena
then
ing
ship
existing, exceeding
tern since 1898, coming hero from
in power those of any other
that state; a civil engineer nam(d
conn-trColorado. He was born In Jacks
Six men on the Michigan Vasquez, and a third man whose
boro, Mo., and Is survived by a
were killed on January 15, 1918, name was withheld by the authori(BY THK ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
by the breaking of a foremast in ties.
(Continued on Page Two.)
Chicago, Nov. 22. The Chicago,
$2.95?4
per 100 a heavy gale.
Machinery,
Amavlzca participated In the reMilwaukee and St. Paul railway, pounds.
volt led by Governor Maytorcn.i
against former Preflilent Cnrranza
acting independently of other lines
Proposed Rate.
LANDRU WAS LOVING
later fled
in 1914.
Maytorena
Article:
today announced freight rate reAND ATTENTIVE, SAYS from Mexico and now is reported
Cotton piece goods, $1.55 per
ductions ranging as high as 40
to be living in Los Angeles, Calif.
per cent in some cases on certain 100 pounds.
FORECAST.
Tho revolutionary leaders, acThe Associated Frm.)
(By
100
90o
Iron
bar
commodities
from
the
per
Nov.
22.
New
Denver, Colo.,
shipped
plate,
to the offitiaK planned to
cording
Versailles, Nov. 22. Ferdcnade secure a largo
Mexico: Fair, Wednesday; warmer middle west to the Paciflo coast pounds.
number of followa
woman wno lived with ers in Nogales.
extreme northeast, somewhat cool- and .destined for the Hawaiian
Iron nails, 80c per 100 pounds. Zgret,
Sonora, capture
Henri
"Bluebeard
Landru,
of
er southeast portion. Thursday, Islands. The reductions are made
Tobacco, smoking, plug. $1.90
city and then spread a revolt
in Versailles, and also in that
fair.
to meet Panama canal shipping per 100 pounds.
to other parts of the country.
Gambais, from late in 1917 until
Arizona:
Fair,
Wednesday; competition and will cover shipThe arrest of the three men folPaints, $1.20 per 100 pounds.
Landru was arrested In April, 1919, lowed
somewhat cooler extreme southeast ments from tho east so soon as
tho arrival here Sunday
Soap, $1.20 per 100 poundB.
was
with
charged
eleven
fair.
100
murders,
portion. Thursday,
$2.25
arrangements can be made with
of 650 Mexican soldiers who
per
Machinery,
the principal witness for the de- night
eastern roads, it was announced.
were sent here to guard the borpounds.
LOCAL REPORT.
The road's announcement listed
Tho announcement said middle fense today.
der.
She
testified that Landru was
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
the following as examples of the western railroads are "suffering
According to officials of the
m.
6
normal
lovat
ended
hours
p.
from the competition
of water
mentally; that he was
Moxican city, adherents of the proyesterday, reductions:
tesrecorded by the university:
and
to
Rate.
attentive
her. Her
Present
route from the Atlantic coast, via ing
posed revolution had attempted to
65
Article:
Highest temperature
the Panama canal," which made timony regarding the normal con smuggle ammunition into Mexico
21
Lowest
Cotton piece goods, $1.7514 Per it
for mlddlewestern dition of the prisoner was support- from the United States. The revpossible
41 100 pounds.
Kange
olutionists also are declared by ofshippers to pay rail freight rates ed by three doctors.
41
Mean
Iron bar plate, $1.60 per 100 to the Atlantic coast and tnen
You
accuse me nf helnoua ficials In Nogales, Sonora, to have
Si pounds.
coast
Humidity at 6 a. m
at
west
to
water
hold several meetings there.
man
the
ship by
such as only a mad
M Iron nails, $1.50 per 100 pounds. less cost than direct rail shipping crime,
Humidity at 6 p. m
could commit, and the greatest
United States officials here toNono
from the middle west to the west specialists In France swear that I night said
Precipitation
Tobacco, smoking, plug, $2.75
believed the ar19 per J 00 pounds.
Maximum wind velocity,
coast and that the announced re- am normal and rational," Landru rests today they
hod mado it cortain
West
Direction of wind
ductions would partly meet this told the court, adding:
Paints, $1.60 per 100 pounds.
that there would be no trouble in
Character ot day
.Clear! Boap, $1.58i per 100 pounds.
"It provea my lnnocepce.
this vicinity.
situation,
NearWick-enbur-

g,

W.

3 MEXICANS

ARRESTED; REBEL

100-pou-

LEADERS

Spanish-America-

'clu-tlo-

C.

& ST. P. RAILWAY, ACTING

INDEPENDENTLY, CUTS FREIGHT
RATES AS MUCH AS 40 PER CENT

WEATHER

Gam-bais-

...

,"

OF.

PL

W'"'

Customs
tions
Great
Probed

Be

BRIAND'S PLEA FALLS
ON SYMPATHETIC
EARS

Committee of the Whole on
Land Armament Will
Meet Today; French Premier is to Speak.
(By The Awioclatcd

BEGUi

and Tax Restric- imposed tsy we
Powers Will Be
by

ee

1

two-thir-

six-ten-

seven-tenth-

ten-ye-

IN NATION'S TAX
BILL FOR NEXT CALENDAR YEAR

REDUCTIONS

(IJV THK ASSOl'IATKU IM'.ESS.
Admission and dues, $20,000,000.
Washington, Nov. 22. Here fire
the reductions in the nation's tax
musical instruments, $12,000,000.
bill for tho next calendar year as
Sporting goods, $4,000,000.
estimated by the experts on the
Chewing gum. $1,000,000.
Motion picture films, $ii,000,000.
basis of the tax revision bill as reand
written in conference
Candy, $8,000,000.
Furs, $9,000,000.
yesterday by the house:
Toilet soaps, etc., $2,000,000.
Individual income:
Account of increased exemptions
luxury taxes, $18,000,-00bocause of dependents, $30,000,000.
Heads of families, $40,000,000.
Perfumes, cosmetics, proprietary
Lccreased surtaxes, $60,000,000. medicines, $0,000,000.
Parcel post stamp taxes,
$20,000,000.
Capital gains,
Corporations:
Surety bonds stamp taxes,
Repeal excess profits tax,

0.

0.

$260,-000,00- 0.

Art works. $700,000.
Electric fans. $300,000.
Thermos bottles, $200,000.
Total, $835,200,000.

DETAILS OF

Move More
Negotiations
the
as
Delegates
Slowly
Get Down to Serious Consideration of Problems.

(By Tli AMncintea rress.)
Washington, Nov. 22 (by tho
Associated Tress). With the first
step by the Far Eastern committee of the conference taken today
toward rehabilitation of China'?!
Internal affairs through appointto exment of a
amine customs and tax restricthe
tions imposed by
great powers, one of the most important
phases of tho Chinese problem has
3,000 BOTTLES BOOZE,
been reached, from the Chinese
viewpoint.
HORSES AND SADDLES
China lost control over her marSEIZED BY OFFICERS itime customs in 843, following
the opium war with Kngland,
when, It was declared, she was
(Uy The Aftsorluled rrrsii.)
Sau Antonio, 'lexas, Xov. 22.
compelled to accept rates based
on a uniform B per rent duty both
Tlireo thousand quart bottles of Mexican
for Imports and exports. This was
smuggled
e
tlilrty-tlirehorses und
extended to virtually all other naliquor,
Ki.ucen saddles were taken by
tions having treaties with China.
Texas rangers mid custom
restrictions
ThrotiKh pressure,
were placed on land customs, as
agents following a l't'ht with
Hi.xtoen armed Mexican smugwell as tho maritime,
whereby
Russia obtained a land rate reglers today near Heaiitos, oil
tho Mexican-Texa- s
of the general
duced to
railway, according to word received lit the
tariff.
France and England recustoms house here today,
ceived a reduction to
Tlireo smugglers were res
of the maritime
and
Tho liquor
ported wounded.
rate, respectively.
was in bottles packed In saddle
According to the Chinese delebags and other containers.
gation, the following tariffs are
Tim siiHi,';Iei'H after un hour'
In effect:
Maritime, S per cent:
fighting, left their horses and
land frontier, about 3 3 per cent;
brush.
into
the heavy
escaped
and transit dues 2V& per cent.
China was gradually induced by
treaty, It was explained, to grant
F0CH IS INVITED TO
tho nationals of the powers this
WHIPPLE BARRACKS rate of 2 per cent in addition 'o
the export and import duties In
lieu of all internal tariffs.
Thus,
(By Thl Amwirv-toIWI
22
Nov.
Patients the Chinese say. native merchants
Prescott, Ariz.,
at Whipple Barrac:cs here today are penalized as compared with
sent an invitation to Marshal Foch foreign traders since the internal
rato Is Invariably higher
asking him to visit the hospital customs
while in Arizona in order to see than 2 j per cent.
how America is caring for ita disSFXTKNCR IS (TOIMl TFI).
abled veterans here. The invita22. PresiNov.
tion was sent by tho patients' orWashington,
dent
at
tho
hospital.
Harding has commuted the
ganization
sentence of Emll Herman.,
MaJ. II. K. Hedilirig, who has
been executive officer at the hos- confined at McNeil Island. Wash,
pital for the past three years, has to expire December 24, it was said
been ordered to take command of today at the department of justhe hospital at Fort Bayard. N. M. tice. Herman was convicted at
Major lied ding will leave tomor- Seattle in June. 191S. for violation
row to take up his new duties.
of the espionage act.

Transportation, $270,000,000.
Insurance premiums, $20,000,000.

a Month

topic

CUT PROPOSALS

AFFAIRS..!

CHINA IS

Keverages,

H.'ic

EAST AND ARMS

REHABILITATION

ka

l2iv

or Mull

RESOLUTION TO
ENVOYS DISCUSS
ADJOURN PASSED

GERMAN CHIEFS
Government

EDITION

N:nglc

FOR ARMY, SAY

EFT

by Carrier

CITY

Prow.)

Washington, Nov. 22 (by the Associated Press.) Negotiations relating to both tho Far East and
armament limitation moved more
slowly today as attention of tha
arms deleg.ites passed from general
policies to details.
China's
economic embarrassments formed tho text for tho Fur
Eastern discussions, which resulted
in tho appointment of a
of representatives of niim
nations to study the subject of administrative autonomy
for China,
with particular reference to tariff
and tax restrictions.
Tho land armament problem el- so was considered nt informal conferences and a meeting of tho armament committee of the whole was
called for tomorrow, with tho expectation that Premier liriaud, of
France, would say a Inst word as
on armies.
t0 hla c01,,tvui8AB.imiiiient.
On the side of naval armament.
informal exchanges continued between delegates and naval experts
with an air of growing confidence
that details of the American plan
would eventually bring ail the powers into agreement.
It is possible
that the naval plan may receive
some consideration at tomorrow's
meeting of the five delegations
tho armament
which constitute
committee of the whole, but the
is expected to
attention
greater
center on land armament In view
of the imminence of M. Briand's
departure for France. It is the
preservation of her arms', with the
moral backing of tho principal
powers, that most interests Franca
at present and it is known M. Briand would lie pleased to tJke back
to Fiance a formal conference endorsement of the position he has
taken against material reduction.
Sympathy for France.
Whether the other delegation
be
will
willing to go so far as to
take formal action of that characalthough It it
ter, is uncertain,
taken for granted that at tomorrow's meeting there will be mairr
of appreciageneral expressions
tion for the reasons which impel
the largoft
to
maintain
Franco
army.
Land, naval and Far Faster
Sec
questions were talked over byAmr-iearetary Hughes today with the21. ailfln
advisory committee of
after he had presented a report
were instructed to
for the American
prcpaio reports
delegates on dotails. The submarine issue raised by Great Britain
will be ono question to be investigated and another, whose Inclusion was regarded as forecasting a
new anglo of the negotiations, will
lie the use and legitimacy of new
Thus far
weapons of warfare.
that subject has not been
conference.
in tho
( Ill nose Autonomy.
on Chin-t- o
The
administrative autonomy authorized todfy by tho full body of delegates of' the nine nations, sitting
ns a committee of the whole on the
Far East, Is expected to find its
chief tusk i" an attempted
of the customs arrangehave
ments which
kept China
from imposing a duty of more timn
five per cent on her imports. In
addition, there is expected to bo
an inquiry into the international
from which certain
agreements
specified items of the republic's
tax returns must be turned over
immediately for payment of foreign obligations.
All of these restrictions the Chinese declare, have resulted In such
a curtailment of national revenue
aa to make economic progress impossible. Tho Chinese delegates
havo emphasized the tariff autonomy principles as one of tho most
Important she wished to establish,
and there are said to have been
indications in today's discussions
that this view had met with much
sympathy among other delegations.
was authoriTho
zed at the suggestion ot Senator
Underwood, of the American delegation.
Progress Is Mncournglng.
Although tho delegates have not
taken up some of the most troublesome questions Involved in the
Far Eastern situation, the progress
made thus far was described iq
official circles tonight as highly
So
and
encouraging.
rapidly
(Continued ou Page Two.)
maa-tion-

MAN'S AID, MAKES
NATURE, WITH
--

TAX CONFERENCE

REMBRANDT"

OF U. S.

ENVOYS DISCUSS
DETAILS OF FAR EAST

CAPITOL

AND

GALLED TO MEET

smoothly have the negotlaMons
moved that some of thos" connected with tho American delegation are predicting that tho conference will go a long way toward
clearing up tho Far Eastern tan

1
ON DECEMBER

19
1

County Assessors and State
" Commission Will Discuss
Assessment Laws Passed
.

' f-

By

(Siwlfil

to The Jmirtinl

gle.

with
The probable procedure
reformce to Chinese and other
Pacific
Far Eastern and
questions
was forecast today in authoritative

IS

quarters.
adopted

Last Legislature.
Cirwr"lence

1

V
W

"

I

Santa Fe, Nov. 22. Owing to the
many changes made In the asssess-men- t
"
and taxation laws by the fifth
H
f
legislature the county assessors
conference,
commissioners
and
?
which opens here December 19,
will ha the most important called,
snys the official call sent out today by J. E. Saint, tax commission
chief.
'The text of the call:
"'To All Assessors:
"You are hereby notified that
tile state tax commission hns set
Monday, December 19, as the date
for the next annual tax conference
with the assessors and county commissioners. This session will probably last from 2 o'clock in the afternoon of the 19th to noon of Wednesday, the 21st.
"Owing to tho many chances
affecting assessment laws and the
assesors of the state, made by
tile last legislature, the commis- n f tliia mpntinfr will be
Dlnn fnala
t ,f
NNii: 5V,- f
i"". (fc.
the most important of any of the j
reMeld.
'Hie
sessions heretofore
peal of chapter 115 rcRardinR the
assessment of grazing lands, placof assessing the responsibility
V5
ing grazing lands on the county
assessor will be one of the main
questions for discussion: also the
repeal of chapter 64, section 4 of
-s
the laws of 1915.
i
i"The last session of the legislat-B4
ure repealed the entire chapter tax
and made no provisions for the
1
commission fixing the value for
purpose in tho month of
and
cattle
November for sheep,
nfcher livestock as provided In this
chapter. Fixing the value of liveThis remarkable photo shows a view ot the capital in Washington
stock will be one of the question-tflooded with liRhts, especially installed for the duration of the arm
be discussed at this conference
conference. A light rain aided the photographer in fretting a pictun
Under the new law assessors
to make personal lnspec
that is as nearly a "Kembrar.dt" as it is possible to make - photograph.
an
assessed
tlon of nil property
ad
for
of
$2,400
the allowance
deptitv to the amount ex-of
method of administering tho new CITY MARSHAL SHOT,
$1,200 for traveling
ti 200 and
penses, will he a mntter for discus- law.
WOUNDED
"Under an opinion of the a'.toi-ne- y
sion.
' "It might he we'l In this connecgeneral given fur former concommission
allowed
ferences you will be
your
Ksnrlnlcd I'roM.)
tion to sny that the tax
(Tty T!io
floes not believe that It is policy
traveling expenses and hotel exEl Centro, Calif., Nov. 22. City
assessor to employ a dep'-tpenses by your county fur ths Marshal C. T.
Dlzney of Imperial,
for a whole year at $1,200. The trip."
near here, who was shot and serifeel thai
commission members
and efflrlir"y
'!OT!T.T ViXOl WED
prreater economy
ously wounded while altemntlrT
can be created by emntoytmt
J. D,
I.ondnn, Nov, 22 (by the Asso- to .arrest a man known
the ciated
three or four deputies during
of
The
brthrothnl
i:ry;T, said to be wanted in Toxa
I'rcs).
of
the
months
first three or four
I'rlncess Mary, ontv daughter oi on a, charge of pas ing fictit'on
vear. These are matters that wl'l
a hosGeorge and Queen Mary, to checks, la rest ng easily at
y
he discussed at the conference and I'lng
v,a
Viscount I,a3eclles, was announced pital here. Marshal
we want each and everv one of j )u this evening.
on today n'd three b
operated
to he prepared to give the tar comts were removed from h's bo !v.
mission your ideas of value on laid
fo lov. lng the
Eryer who
want ads a?t result? shooting,
and livestock and your proposed
Is still at lll erty.
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Root

rorolution,

prospect.

Koot Hcsolntlon.
Adoption of tho Hoot rerolut'on
offiby tho committee,-Americacials said, was a far step toward
even
of
ahouM
China,
protection
It not be taken before a plenary
session as isj planned.
Publication of tho Root resolution as an expression of policy by
the powers, it waa asserted, carried with it a promise of futurti
action with respect to Chinese territorial and political sovereignty.
The subject of future procedure
on other Chines? questions Is to
be developed further nt another
meeting of the Far Eastern committee of tho wholo tomorrow. It
was learned that a suggestion for
a general
of two
exports representing each of the
nine powers was rejected at thi
suggestion of Senator I.odie, wfio
was raid o have argued that Chinese questions were not matters for
experts and that the representatives of tho powers were respons-'hl- e
directly for any action taken.
His objections were said to havo
been supported by Mr. Balfour
and Premier Iiriand.
Questions relating to Shantun.T,
Manchuria and foreign treaty and
other concessions in China, It ws
soon would bo
said, probably
reached by tho committee. It was
said that ho far no hint as to (he
r,hlneso attitude regarding Fhan-un- g
hnd been received bv Amert-iofficials, although Intimations
ad como Hint the Japanese wore
Isposed to Insist on retention and
irotectlon of their rights and privileges In Manchuria.
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Tho

yesterday by tho Far
Eastern committee of the whole,
with
together
any adopted in tho
future, it was said, would be
brought before a plenary session
of the conference for final discussion and adoption.
Another
resolution on Pacific
and Far
Eastern questions U said to be in
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Ten Are

Enrolled as Students in the University of
Akron; One is the Mother of Four Children.

f!--

Ir-'rn-

B

(Dr The Associated Trn..)
22. Ten
Ohio, Nov.
Akron,
married women,
Mrs
including
Iyrla Kolbe, wife of Dr. Park II.
Kolbo, president of the institution,
are enrolled as students in the
I'nlverslty of Akron. Another lh
Mr. T.oulne Copp, who has a son
attending tho engineering collegf
at the university, and another
Mrs. Edna Kneale, the mother of
four-

children.

Asked why she is going to college now, Mri". Kolbe said'
"It Is every woman's duty o
learn how properly and economical
to run her home and that U
what I am doing, a well as completing an Intemtp' d college ca
rcer." She is studying for a
of bachelor of science In
home economics. This Is her second year as a university student
"I want a co'lerre
I want
a bettor foundation dewe;
for my horn"
management, and I want a useful
and profitable way of spondin't
my spare time," in the. answer of
Mrs. Copp.
Mrs. Copp and her
son can be seen going to school
tognther almost ev ry morning.
No ons must
tho value of learning. I believe In
petting all of it I can," said Mrs
Mary J. Rothrock. She is attending Buchtel coll.'pe of liberal
arts. Her husband Is studying for
a degree in medicine.
Mm Vera Howard Rlaxlll, formerly of Reading, Pa., Is taking
courseg both In tho engineering
college and in the college of bust-ne-

Thanksgiving:

undcr-ostlma-

Dinner
for this meal cf meals the clean, crdsrly arranged,
well stocked pantry, which is visited daily by one million

'

administration.
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The effort put forth during the
present "BIO CREDIT PERIOD"
will easily bring success to club
members in the Morning Journal's
big Salesmanship Club campaign.
The laggard, unwilling to devote
tlmo or thought to the campaign,
however, will finish as an "also
ran." This is a campaign for "live
wires." the kind of people who do
things.
If yon are alive nnt awake
to the great opportunity offer.
ct you In the Journal's $8,200
canipahiii, then you should be
n rluli member In tho race a
live- - unci energetic worker. Tills
Is YOl'It OPPORTl'NITV. Are
you taking ndvantage of It?
You can secure a beautiful,
Sttulehaker
new model
Redan, $MSri Stndehaker Tour,
lug f'nr, $fl!)2 Chevrolet Touring Car or ono of tho many
other prizes offered. The work
is cny, requires no special tl-ror education to earn tho
very larwt of nwards. What
it docs require is steady plug-Itln- e
and liammeriiu;
away
during tin next few days.
Your opiwirtiinlty, then, to
win n prize that will repay yon
many t'mes over for the effort
But to get
put forth. Is here.
your rlghfful share yo:i must
now
today.
get buv WAY TO WIS.
THE
Don't get behind in this race;
got ahead. Go right to it and keep
right nt It after me prize or your
choice. Give your campaign as
much of your time and attention as
you can ennre. For rliht here, no
rtnubt H T1IR OHEATEST OPPOREVER.
THAT WILIi
TUNITY
COME "V'OL'll WAT. Blop and con- itlPr did you ever before in a rew
weeks, have the opportunity to
nt

OF
MEET
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SANTA
DEATH IN ACCIDENT
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Hhe is

work-'n-
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widow and three children, who live
here.
Jaeger was a member of the
Yavapai county board of supervis
ors for two terms, during one or
which he was chairman of the
board. He retired from the board
last January.
SIATIIIE

I.KAVES

WIDOW

AM) TiUlEE CillliDREN

Wlnslow, Ariz.. Nov. 22. Will
iam Mathie, killed In an Occident
at Wickenburg, Aria., this afternoon, was promoted from trainmaster at Needles, Calif., to superintendent here early In 1920.
He wan born In Canada and started
his railroad career on the Grand
He
Trunk railroad as operator.
had been employed by the Bants Fe
railroad for about twenty-fiv- e
He leaves a widow and
years.
three children,
H. C. Storey had worked for th
Santa Fe and allied lines for more
than twenty-fiv- e
years. He leaves
a widow and two children,
J. A. Jaeger, a native of Missouri, had been with the Bnnta Fe
and allied lines for twenty-twMe leaves a widow and
years.
three children.
W. S. Bowman leaves a widow.

.
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cash your spare time for almost
J2.800.
Ho not think that you haven t a
You
good chance if you enter now.memhave every chance. No club
ber In the published list today lu.s
a better chance than you: no one
a lead in credits that cannot bo
easily overcome.
ITS t'P TO YOE.
The only tliinir that will
one
keep you from winning race
of the) big prizes In this
is you, yourself. If you enter
tho cnnipa'gn determined to
bo successful, then yon will
he, if you wnnt a Stuilebakcr
8lx bedan or liny other prizo
In tho entire list, then get in
tho csmpaten right nway.
nomination
Send In your
hlnnk at once. Do It now.
can
spare tho tlmo
If you
come down to tho cnmpalgn
office yourself, this afternoon
or this cvcnlnR. Find out nil
about the campaign, how to
to
get tho credits necesfiirythorn
win, and then go after
of
your
and win tho prize
choice.
LESS CREDITS SOOX.
The present big credit period
will continue In effect until December 4, and all subscriptions
will
turned in before that time that
After
count on this offer.
time LESS CREDITS will be given
for each and every subscription
Just exactly as published in the
first campaign annoucement.
This big credit period will not
be extended or repeated; it will
not wait for you: you'll have to
Jump in and take advantage of
it while you can. And it's mighty
adimportant that you do take
vantage of it If you want to win
one of the better prizes.
100,000 EXTRA CREDITS FREE
Vnderstnnd that with every
127 worth of subscriptions
terned In you will
100 000 EXTnA CREDITS In
addition to nil the regular
credits on each subscription's
pnvment.
These arc the days that
coi-n-

t
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C. H. CARNES

Boiip.OfntnMne,TaIeriin,.iiTwhrt.fnrMBiplf

SPECIAt 1ST

I I.AK

IN

HEimt'TION

J0RE THROAT

107 H.

Phone

Fonrth

1057--

Gargle with warm salt water
Jicn apply over throat

M0

g,

VA

ro Run

Over 17 Million

Jan

Vied Ywly

DON'T DELAY LONGER
g
Take a
course in our DAY or NIGHT
SCHOOL.
Business, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Sc.
Secretarial.
Pace
Banking,
Pace Higher Accountancy, Civil
Sendee Courses prepare for examinations. PRIVATE AND INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION. Special attention given to backward
students.
Call or Write for Information.
ALBUQCEROEE BUSINESS
COLLEGE.
high-grad-

Wind Snield Glass Lumber
J. O. HW.DHI. E I.L'MIM K CO.
t'honr 402
Ail South l'lrt Street.

FOR SALE

WATER MOTOR
Innnire
jOrRNAI OKFI V
C

e,

money-earnin-

GLASS. PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

NOItTH FIHS1 HTREK.

41211

Gallup Egg
Aztec Fuel Company
Phone 251

Letterheads
Folders
Blotters

irot

tho

New Mexico Steel Co

Cuticura Soap
Complexions

credits for you. They will
never count for ns many
n,raln during tho campaign.
Tho result of your rnc yovr
success or your fn'hire will
depend on'lrelv upon what you
hn T'lO
inenmnl',,'i rt'irlnf
CTl'DITS gfEIIT.E ivr'nil.
M"lio tho present nG CREDIT PEPTOl) win for vo".
YOVrt CAMPAIGN IX
EARNEST TODAY.
cr.-d-I-ts

With Special Holiday Designs Musi
be ordered SOON. See our Samples
an excellent lino. Orders for
can be
Cards
Greeting
placed for only a few more days

Checks

ke.

Albriglit & Anderso'si,
208 West Gold

RE-C,T- V

Avenue

iUsl Cay ct ElisHer, Collister

Gs.'s

lale Today

o

OHIO MAN IS HELD ON
A CHARGE JDF MURDER
m. The amHrllr
..)
Ohio. Nov. 21.- Wilmington,
Oliver Vandervort was held In Jail
tonight on a chargo of murder, fol
lowing statements by his
old eon, Oliver, and his mother-in-laMrs. Jeff Whitlow, that he
fired the shots which killed three
persons nt Cuba, near here, Satur
day night.
Besides Mrs. Whitlow, who diea
shortly after making her statement.
the other victims were Bertha van
dervort, 30, twice divorced from
Vandervort, and Howard nosier,
24, paid to have been calling on
Mrs. Vnndorvort.
vandervort continued to aeny
any connection with the shooting.
ten-yea- r-

The naval reserve force of the-

United States navy consists of 28,000 otflcons and 235,000 enrolled
men.

for a degree In business administration after which she
to study In Prance.
Mrs. Mlna Freas In completing
i normal course in the teachers'
college which she began at Ohio
university.
Mrs. D. E. Carson Is taking a
course In the teach-rs- '
college. Bhe received her A. If Artd, Sour, Gassy, and Yon Bloat
B. degree at Muskingum
college or EccI Stuffed Up After Eating
and is now working for a degree
Try Stuart's Dysiicpslu Tablets
as a professor of education,
The stomach may be rather slug
gish in digesting the fried eggs you
CHRISTINE NIILSON.
eat for breakfast ana the delicious

American Housewives is ready.
Food products, fruits' and vegetdbbs, fathered frcm
many climes, typical of the occasion have been added to
the usual complete stock.
Food buying is largely visual and when you pass
through the aisles of PIGGLY VVIGGLY the buying is
made easy, as the goods are before your eyes, you can
make your selections free from interruption, persuasion
or suggestion the swinging price tags' tell the prices.
A million American Housewives daily use PIGGLY
WIGGLY stores as the?r pantries, it pleases them to
select with their own hands exactly what they want, they
can hurry or take their time, without unnecessary questions, or being offered "something just as good."
Each and every item is priced at the smallest possible
margin of profit, no cut prices on one or two items and
high prices on all others.
In every town where PIGGLY WIGGLY stores are in
operation the people should on Thanksgiving Day be
thankful as PIGGLY WIGGLY stores are barriers
against extortionate prices, and are a stepping stone to
better living at less cost.
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Credit Count as Published Today Shows Many Members
Active, But Still More Prizes Than Real Workers-N- ew
Members Enrolling Daily Determined to Share
in Big Gift Distribution; And Still Time For More
to Come in $27.00 "Clubs" Earning 100,000 Extra
Credits Big Factor Build "Clubs" and Win.

(Continued from Page One.)
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JGORHftL'S "SALES"

from Page One.)

(Continued
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How

Abut

Your Stomach?

Bo distinctive ond so varied are the different models In attractive wcor
which sro selected for this selling that they msy well be considered a most
unusual grouping of purely fashionable models from which exceptionally
personal, and decidedly bccomni garments may be chosen. And note
thu prices:

DRESSES

'

Values to $27.50, Sale Price $15.G3
Values to $35.00, Sale Price $25.00
Values to $45.00, Sale Price $3C.60

te

THE SECOND SWEDISH
NIGHTINGALE, IS DEAD
(By The AmorLted

Pre.)

Copenhagen, Nov. 22 (by the
Associated Press). Christine Nils- fon, the noted operatic soprano,
died here this morning.
Christine Nllsson was one of th
brightest luminaries of the oper- -'
atlo stage of a generation ago.
Called by many the "second Swed- ish nightingale" as a fit successor
to the marvelous Jenny IJnd, she
won

triumph after triumph

In

the

famous lyric roles of her day, both
'n Europe and America, being a
'requent visitor to this country
from 1870 to tho time of her re-- j
tlrement In 181.
Born In Stockholm In 1843, she
made her debut In Paris In 1881,
as Vloletta in "Travlata."
Mme. Nilseon married
Augiul
Ttouzeaud of Paris, in 1872. He
died ten year later and in 1887 You Rndlato IXnpp'ncss When n
he- married
Count Casa Dl
Good Meal Sits Well In
the Stomach.
croquette and salad for lunch. On
a sods confection is apt
of
this
WOMAN KILLS HER SON top
to add to the indigestion. It Is a
THEN
ENDS OWN LIFE good rule to follow each meal with
a Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablet to avoid
ny The AMMiatM rmi.)
Irwin, la., Nov. 22. Mrs. Dyo dyspeptic results due to eating and
r.eretter, 38, wife of a farmer liv- drinking. Should the stomach sour,
biliousness, and
ing near Irwin, yesterday killed with water-brasd
eon and then the peculiar gassmesa due to Inditheir
committed sulcldo.
Tho doublu gestion thesn tablets bring relief
tragedy was not discovered until because they supply the alkaline
her husband returrod from the offect to the stomach and thus offcorn field.
set the acidity of such dyspeptic
Tho woman is
lieved to have been violently In- - eonditlons.
sane. It Is tald three of her nca?
It is well to know this and not
relatives committed suicide.
deny yourself the pleasures of the
i
good things to eat and drink
You
Representatives from Jerusalem through fear of indigestion. Tab-lets
and Pckin are In this country ap will find Stuart's Dyspepsia
on sale in all drug stores nt 60
plying for charters for American
cents a box.
Legion posts,

-

COATS

Values to $ 39.50, Sale Price
Values to $ 49.50, Sale Price.
Values to $115.00, Sale Price

SUITS

.

i

11

..'.

$29.50

... . .$37.53

$87.50

SALE OF BEACON BLAMETS
AT $4.75

PROFIT-SHARIN- G

Art

Colors are Plain Grey, Tan and White, Size 64x73.
Silkoline covered comforts, white filling:, & good assortment to choose from, sale price
3.59

FINE NAPKINS

SILK STOCKINGS

$145

Per Dozen
Lady Jane Silk Hose, pure
silk, in all popular colors.

seven-year-ol-

b.

Values to $15.00- Sale Price.... $ 7.53
Values to $45.00, Sale Price. .. .$35.G3
Values to $79.50, Sale Price. .. .$69.50

"The Growing
Store"
Phone 283

$3.19

mercerized napkins, Irish
maker geular $5 IQ J (
values. Sale price. . DO !.

24-ir- i.

--

pi
si
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BENNY LEONARD
S

POUTS

d

HEALTH BOARD
DRAINAGE MEET
INCREASES AID
FOR YEAR 1922 TOBE HELD AT
E. fl. NOMINATES
OP

tPtC1AL

MN

OVER F

OFFICERS

Lightweight Boxing Cham- Three Cities Extend Invita
tions to Teachers for
pion of the World Is
Their Next Convention.;
Awarded Decision at the
Ballots Open From 9 to 12
End of Eighth Round.
Illy Thr Aftsncltited
Philadelphia. Nov.

Paze TBfee
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22. Bonny
Leonard, llKhtwelsht boxing chamof
the
world,
outpointed
pion
Sailor Friedman of Chicago, In an
eight-roun- d
bout
Both men entered the ring
over the lishtweight limit and the
championship was not at Btalce.
In a bout preliminary to the
Friedman
Benny Leonard-Sailo- r
contest here tonight, George Fnrle
of California,
Eddie
outboxed
Wagond of Philadelphia In eight
rounds.
Benny Valger, 132 pounds, of
New York, outpointed
Tommy
Cleary, 134 pounds, of Philadelphia
d
in an
bout.
The Chicagoan was game and
took the offensive in many rounds.
Jeonard, the better boxer, withstood his assaults and found that
he must pile enough points to win
a popular victory. Friedman staggered the champion geveral times
with hard punches to the head, but
Leonard smiled and gave three or
more blows in return.
The champion did most of bin
fighting in the seventh and eighth
rounds and at one time appeared to
have his opponent in ai weakened
condition.
In the eighth round
they met in the center of the ring
and there carried on a slug fest in
the
delivered
which Leonard
Wrongest punches.
manNathan Lewis, Friedman's
ager, said that Friedman felt, by
his showing tonight, that he deserved to be given a chance at the
title at the lightweight limit in a
decision bout.
Friedman entered the ring at
10:30 and Leonard followed five
minutes later.
Their weights wore announced
at ringside
as,
Friedman, 140
pounds, and the champion, 138
Both being above the lightweight
techniclimit, the championship
ally was not at stake. The fight
by rounds:
Round One They sparred and
Leonard landed a right to the jaw
Leonard was short
in a clinch.
with a right to the jaw. Leonard clipped Friedman on the Jaw
with a left hook. The champion
sent a light right to the jaw in a
clinch.
Friedman did not land
a blow.
Round Two Leonard missed a
right for the head and Friedman
countered with a left to the jaw.
They boxed swiftly and Lconurd
landed a right and left to the jaw.
lie sent Frlendman to the ropes
with a right to the head. Leonard caught Friedman on the jaw
with a hard right, staggering him
at the bell.
Round Three Friedman
took
the offensive and landed rights
and lefts to Leonard's body and
head. Leonard countered with a
right to the stomach. Friedman
sent two hort lefts to the champion's Jaw. Friedman sent a right
to the stomach. Leonard missed a
right swing at the bell.
Round Four They sparred and
exchanged rights and loftij to the
head at close quarters- - Roth
missed swings for the head. Leonard caught Friedman with two
hard rights to the jaw. There was
little fighting in this round.
Round Five Leonard sent a
straight right to the Jaw and took
ona in return. Friedman hooked
a left to the champion's Jaw. They
exchanged hard rights and lefts
to the body at close quarters.
sent a left to the jaw and
they were clinched nt the bell.
Round Six Leonard countered
a straight left to the jaw with a
hard uppercut. The champion
ml.wd
Friedman
repeatedly.
hooked tho champion with a loft
to the jaw. They exchanged light
body blows at close quarters and
In the breakaway Leonard sent a
left to tho chin at the bell.
Round Seven The fighting became fierce, with Friedman as
the aggressor. He sent hard rights
and lefts to the champion's head
and body, forcing him to the ropes.
Leonard sent a straight right to
the jaw. They started slugging
and both took hard body punches.
Leonard forced Friedman to the
ropes, appearing to be trying for
a knockout.
Round Eight Leonard staggered Friedman with rights and lefts
to the head, and Friedman fought
back viciously. Leonard's punches
seemed to he wearing down his opponent. They continued to box at
a fast pace, and Leonard forced
Frledrpon into his own corner at
the bell.
eight-roun-

4.

At the first genernl session of the
N, M. E. A. convention, when the
meeting was thrown open to invi
tations, representatives of Albu
querque. Santa Fe and Las Vegas
made speeches asking the teachers
to hold their convention in their
respective cities.
Arthur Prager made the Invita
tlon on behalf of this city, pointing
out for consideration Albuquerque's
size, location and accommodations.
Judge C. J. Roberts of Santa Fe exW.
tended that city's Invitation.
H. McFarland offerod the teachers
Las Vegas as their next meeting
place. Later, however, Las Vegas
withdrew her offer, ana insieaa,
invited the teachers to come there
In 1923.

The nominations for the various
offices of the association were decided upon at this meeting, and the
ballots were open yesterday from
9 to 12, and will be open this morning during the same hours, at the

DISPATCH
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Santa Fe, Nov. 22. Full
time county health departments will get 12,500 from
the international health board
for 1922, the public health bureau was advised today. The
money will.be allotted by the
public health bureau. Eight
counties are eligible to partici-

ARE

(By Tho Associated TreM.)

Belfast, Nov. 2 2. A feature of
the trouble tonight was a vendetta
against keepers of public houses.
Men entered Dugnan's public house
and fired at Dugnan's assistant, buta
Gardens
In Duncalr
missed.
stomspirit dealer was shot In the house
ach and another public
in
shot
was
keeper in York road,
the neck. The wounds are serious.
Late tonight two men entered
house in, the cast end of Ilelfast
and shot and killed a house holder.

riflFgWs

ID

County Agent to Ask Civic
Organization Committees

Persons

for Definite Plan.

RAIDED IN BELFAST

10

CJOHIGBT

and Interested

pate.

PUBLIC HOUSES

G. DF

ANNUAL

Y. M. C. A.

The nominations are as follows:
For president, Luella Clark, Hidalgo county: Maude J. Blaney.
Josle Lockard, Raton; for
vice president. Flladelfo Baca, El
Two rifle shoot trophies will be
Rito; Adelino Sanchez, Valencia;
to be held
for treasurer, G. B. Jones, Las awarded at the contest
Rifle club at
Cruces; railroad secretary, E. C. by the Duke City
Martinez-tow- n
Best. Santa Fe; for member of the the rifle range east of The first
Thanksgiving day.
Mrs, Nina
executive committee,
contest will be for tho O. A. Mat-so- n
cup, which was pu,t up in 1918
and will become the permanent
who
possession of the marksman This
secures It three seasons.
OLD TOWS SCHOOL NOTES.
contest Is slow tire on the 300, 50 J
and 600 yard ranges.
The trophy is now In the poswho is
Primary department children are session of L. B. Acison,
for
enjoying paper cutting for busy considered a strong contestant
Others
work and making turkeys and its possession this year.
on
the cup
pumpkins, that lend an air to who have their names
are F. B. Andrews and Charles A.
Thanksgiving day.
had
Hall.
have
who
First grade pupils
There are several strong contesperfect attendance since the fall
opening are: Nicolas Sanchez, Vic- tants for the membership shoot,
Mabel
which carries a government trotor Mora, Ramon Garcia and
l'cderson.
phy. The contest covars the ' 200
Pupils who yard range, rapid fire, and the
High first grade:
made 100 per cent in arithmetic all 300 and 500 ranges, slow fire.
month are: Vidal Miraval, Frank
Duran, Peter Nuanes and Cristovo
Romero.
j
Second-thir- d
LOCAL,
grades: The pupils
from this room take the banner this
month. Those having "E" in arithmetic every dayfl are: Jake
Coal Supply Co- Phone 4 and 5.
Edna Stiener, Iris Pickens,
Mrs. Ida L. Plummer of Los AnSoloPlaclda Montoya. Lena Baca,
geles is here for a visit with her
mon Griego, Margaret
Martinez, sister.
Miss Estelle M. Valck. Mrs.
Henry Hernandez, Mike Garcia and Plummer Is a former resident of
Louis Sesma.
She will visit DenAlbuquerque.
Fourth grade: Miss Gould has ver and Salt Lake City before reand
last
three
absent
been
the
days
home.
turning to her California
Mrs. Kahn is taking her place.
Phone 2418-JAda Philbrlck.
Fifth grade: Marie Armljo was
Mr. and Mrs. Jack LaPraik of
promoted from the "B" arithmetic Reserve, N. M are house guests of
claps to the "A" division.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Balcomb
Tom Ramsey nnd Luis Trujillo during the Thanksgiving holidays.
Relief
are the artists of the fifth grade.
G. K. Warren Woman's
Sixth and seventh grade had tests corps will meet this afternoon at
Many 2:30 o'clock at the I. O. O. F. hill.
in geography and history.
pupils received the much coveted
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physi"E" orelhelr papers.
cian. Woolworth Bids Phone 644W
The eighth grade monthly paper,
D. W. Hynd of the Indian Irriga"The Old Town Monthly," made its tion' service, left yesterday for a
debut Thursday. This paper shows week's trip through northern Ariclever and original stories, jokes zona and New Mexico.
Kenneth Miller
arid news items.
Brooks, former
Miss Dorothv
and Juan Nuanes, reporters.
school girl, will arrive here
n'tin toqtiAra if rtprnnlilln coun high the Roswell
high school today
from
ty and also the visiting teachers in-at to take part in the state declamathe convention, are coraiany
tory contest. Tax at
vited to attend the Old Town
High School.
Pay Poll
association dance on
Woodmen will hold their
Modem
Monday evening, November 21. at annual dance and card party at L
tho Colombo hall. There will be O. O.. F. hall tonight.
extra fine music by the Lightning
All Knights Templar are requestHarmonizcrs, a recently organized ed to meet at the Masonic temple
who render excellent at 1:30 o'clock this afternoon to
orchestra
danco music. Everybody Is assured escort the remains of a departed
real
a
good time.
sir knight to the station.truck loan,k
Factory wood, full
ARMENIAN PRISONERS
four dollars. Hahn Coal Co. Phone
91
ARE FAMINE VICTIMS
C. C. Hill and wife of Roswell
Mf Hill's daughter,
Tnm
(B.T The AfUHirliirrrl
R. D. Jones, while attending
Mrs,
London. Nov. 22. Col. Rawlin- the teachers' convention. Mr. Hill
son, a British prison recently releas- is superintendent of schools in
ed by the Turkish nationalists, who Chaves county.
has arrived here, gave an account
pretoday of some of the conditions
Teachers welcome to the; On-trn- l
vailing behind the Turkish nation-ls- t
Restaurant. Old Alhiiquerquo,
lines.
for Mexican dishes rlilll, tomaOf the Armenian prisoners from toes and enchiladas panics.
Kars, numbering 5,000 soldiers nnd
4,000 ' civilians employed in labor
Fresh violets Jnst received.
gangs near Erzerum, he says the College Inn.
.
majority perished from starvation
and neglect, leaving only 750 men
for
sale, $5.00 per
Typewriters
officers for repat- month.
and ninety-eigTypewriter
Albuquerque
riation to Armenia. These, he adds,
were replaced by gangs of Greeks Exchange.
from the coast district.
TiricV chilli to take home. Cedar
Tree, 419 West Central,

SHODTTHURSDAY

the
A definite plan to secure
drainage of this section of the Rio
Grande valley will bo formed at a
meeting called by County Agent Lee
Reynolds at the Chamber of Commerce building tonight. An invitation to the general public has
been extended and a number of
civio organizations, such as the
Chamber of Commerce, the
and Rotary clubs will be repT
resented by their regular drainage
committees.
The drainage of this section of
the valley has been discussed for
several years and it Is believed that
the time Is ripe for action on the
matter. Tho meeting will start at
7:30 o'clock.

":.s" trior noosTEn
New York, Nov. 22. Tho

Standard Oil companies of
New York and New Jersey, announced today unotlier advance of ono ocnt h gallon In
In tho wholesale, jirlro
gasoline. The price In New York
n
cents u
ii"w Is twciiiy-scvcgallon.

'

P0ST0FFICE WILL NOT
MAIL TINSELED CARDS
Peaceful Thanksgiving and Mer- ry Christmas post curds decorated
In tinsel will be Blacked up nt the

local pnstofflce
until the sender;
takes thorn back and mulls them
in envelopes, it was announced yes- terday by Postmaster B. Spitz. None
of these will be mailed because o'
the danger of poison to the clerl
feeding them to the cancelling ma
chinos.
Several hundred of these cards
have already accumulated in the
postoffice among the Thanksgiving
greeting messages. The public is
advised now ntainst sending similar ranis for the Christmas season.
Cards bearing cloth pennants of
Albuquerque are also held for additional postage. These can not go
for 1 cent eincp they'aro considered
as advertisements of the city.

D

SKIRT TO

.CHILD

A

IKE
DRESS

Each package of "Diamond Dyes"
contains directions so simple that
any woman can dye or tint faded,
shnppy skirts, dresses, waists, coats,
sweaters, stockings, hangings, draperies, everything like new. Huy
"Diamond Dyes" no "ther kind
(hen perfect home dyeing is guaranteed, even If you have never dyed
before. Tell your druggist whether
the material you wish to dye Is wool
or silk, or whether it iB linen, cotton, or mixed goods. Diamond Dyes
never streak, spot, fade, or run.

Otero-Warre-

gers of Oelay
the last three years the Equitable has paid
hundred death rlainis in cases where the insurance had been in force less than twelve months.
Somo of these policy holders werp old, but a large
proportion of them were young. Death is no respector
of persons; hence the dangers of delay.
During the last three years the Equitable has deDuring
five

clined to issue insurance on the lives of 24,000
persons, most of whom could have obtained insurance
if they had applied for it when they first made up
their minds to insure.
and some day when
You believe In life insurance
you have more leisure you intend to give the subject
Don't delay a moment longer.
careful consideration.
Write now for full particulars and sample policies.

ITEMS

r,

The Equitable Life Assurance

-

2.

Parent-te-

fafe
THOS. F. BOURKE, Agency Manager for N. M.
OLIVER C. KING, Asst. Agency Manager
114 South Third St.
Albuquerque, N. M.

KAUE

WE
YOQR

EVERYTHING

THAKKSGMRG

BIHHEB

Give U3 your order early, while our stock is complete. Extra Fancy Fat Young Turkeys, Ducks,
Spring Chickens, Hens and Fresh Oysters.

achers'

...

ht

DEATHS

AND

FUNERALS

158

Taxi & Baggage

158

BENJAMIN Tenorla Benjamin
died today at a local hospital. The
PAL MOORE OUTPOINTED.
22. Pal
Nov.
ok; l. Tmili
-1n
body will be taken to Willard,
wwi",
Nogales, Ariz., Nov. 22. Alfre- N. M., for burial. Nell McNerney Moore of Memphis was outpointed
do Gandara, one of the prisoners Is in charge.
in twelve rounds or Doxing nero towho escaped from the Santa Cruz
night by Pewee Jalser, St. Louis,
of
remains
The
HARDY
last
county Jail here
June, has
been captured In Douglas, accord
Charles H. Hardy, who died here which forced Moore to clinch on
Ing to word received by the sher- on November 19 were shipped last several occasions. Moore was in
iff's office here today. Gandara night to his former home In Iron-to- distress due to a cut on the top 01
was awaiting trial on a charge of
Ohio. Strong Brothers were his head.
,
charge.
attempted burglary when he esHe la the third of the
NOTED SITBGEON DEAD.
caped.
"T)r TTdward
xTrtw
99
X.
v
WHITE The body of Richard
prisoners who escaped to be relie-Istate
at
will
W.
White
Strong Augustus Bogus, 83, internationally
captured.
Brothers' chapel today . from 1 known dentist and surgeon, died
an attack of pneu
RING IJOCT IS A DRAW.
o'clock with an honor guard of
At 2 o'clock. monia. He was also a well known
San Antonio. Tex,, Nov. 22. Pal Knights Templar.
Mornn of New Orleans and Willie Rev. Winfred Zeigler will hold author.
Doyle, Cleveland, formerly of New service, after which the body will
York, lightweights, fought twelve bo escorted to tho
depot and
fast rounds tonight. Newspaper shipped to Sioux City, la. Hti
men at the ringside called the bout father, mother and brother will
a draw.
accompany the body.

rmsoxrcn cAPrrnED.

FRESH STRAWRERRIES
IMPORTED CIIESTN ITS
PERSIMMONS
EMPEROR GRAPES
FLORIDA ;RAI'E1'RIIT
FANCY APPLES
POMEGRANATES
FLORIDA ORANGES
FRESH (,'OCOAXl'TS
CRANBERRIES
BANANAS
FANCY ROSE PEARS

BARTLETT PEARS
Pl'RE SWEET C1DEH v
PRESERVED GINGER
V RYSTALL1 ZED G I N G ER
M;TS OF ALL KINDS
GREEN PEAK

GREEN LIMA BEANS
ARTHIIOKEH
RKISSELS SPROUTS
LARGE WHITE CELERY
CTCT'MBKJKS

TOMATOES
HEAD LECTTCE
1SELL

GREEN CHILI
H AulSHES
GREEN ONIONS
i
CAl'Iil FLOWER
GREEN BEANS
SWEET POTATOES
FANCY FIGS mid DATES
SEEDLESS nnd SEEDED
RASINS
1TG and PLVM PUDDING

We carry the finest line of Imported Sausage, Goose
Livers, Truffled Livers, Sardellen Livers, Strauss-bergeLiver, Mosaic Sausages, Tongue Roulades
Select quality Salmon, Kosher Sausage, home
cooked Roast Pork, Beef Tongue, Baked Hams. etc.
Imported Swiss Cheese, Roquefort Cheese. Fresh
Salad every day.

FREMONT

CASH

GROCERY

COMPANY

217 West Central

Phone

S87--

and enjoy a comfortable night's rest.
SEE OUR WINDOWS

Seven Sizes and Patterns on Special Sale NOW
84c to $9.50 Each See Them

Water Bottles, Fountain Syringes
and Rubber Goods

A full line of Hot

Coffee Percolators

Carving Sets.
Pyrex Glass Ovehwa re at New Low Prices

Woodworks Prescription
Come in and Use Our Free Phone
and 214 ;
222 W. Central
Phones 14--

J.KOIRBER & CO.
Albuquerque', Big Hardware Store

208-22-

0

North Second St.

Phone 878.

it

;

Reduction

25

from the Marked Prices

'

On All

SILK and WOOL
DRESSES, COATS
SUITS and SKIRTS
Special Reductions
In the Silk and Dress Goods Section
$2.50 Chiffon

$1.95 Satin Messaline

Taffeta

36 inch, our regular stock,
in all shades,

inch, black only.
Splendid quality.

3G

$1.89

$1.49

j2.39 Black Satin Duchess

$3.50 Satin Charmuese
40 inches wide; black, navy
and African

quality
for dresses, etc.

36 inch, splendid

$1.79

$2.79

$6.50 Fancy Canton Crepe

$4,50 Costume Velvet

Shirting

40 inch, turquoise, grey and copen,
white and gold, orchid and honey dew.

costume velvet,
black onlj. ,

Boulevard

$2.95

$325
$2.39 Crepe de Chine
40 inch, our best quality all silk;

$2.25

36-inc-

h

'

Wash Satin

' 86 inch,
splendid

quality; in)

all colors.

flesh and white.

$1.89

$1.79

$5.00 Canton Crepe

$2.00 Imported Georgette
French georgette; 40 inch, futf

crepe, in navy,
black and African.

40 inch, Canton

range of colors.

$2.39 Satin Charmuese

$2.75

Beautiful quality; 36 inch, black
African and navy.

Beautiful

Satin Imperial'

quality for gowns; 36 inch
full range of colors.

$2.19

$1.89

Chiffon Taffeta

$3.75 Crepe Metor
40 inch, our best quality; black
Quaker and brown.

Corticelli and Italian Taffeta,
36 inch, full colors range.

$2.95

$2.19

$2.95

Satin Patria

Corticella Satin Patria,
navy, black, peacock.

54-In-

brown,

Splendid

ch

ch

1

$3.25

Suede Velour

54-In-

Splendid quality for Suits and Coats;
Reindeer, African, sarrento, blue, etc.

ch

Wool Coating

all wool
Coating;; navy and African

i
'An exceptional value in

$3.00

$3.95
Fancy Prunella Skirtings

54 Inch, beautiful color combinations in

"

54-Inc-

N

black and white, brown and tan, blue
and grey, etc. Stripes and plaids.

$5.75 up

French Serge

quality; tan, grey, African,
midnight blue, black.

$2.79
54-In-

'

$1.69

$3.95

40-inc- h;

KO'ASTE RS

SPIR

The Last Day of our

$3.50

TURKEY

WITH A NEW

TODAY

DELICATESSEN DEPARTMENT

111

Do your feet get cold these nights? flThen take
home one of our guaranteed Hot Water Bottles

ALBUQUERQUE, N,MX.

AN OLD STORE

PEPPERS

Excellent Home Made Mince Meat. Be sure to
include in your order some of our new shipment of
Mocha and Java Coffee, Imported Jockey Club,
French Peas, None Better. Just received some
more Chinese Lily Bulbs that will bloom by Christmas.

n,

GOLD FEET!

yo den

All-Wo-

ol

h

Bolivia Coating
Bolivia Coating, in reindeer,
African and navy.

$6.50

5

SHI

n

BEING TAMED

U.S.

November

PIRATES READY TO TRADE FIVE PLAYERS; SEEK STOCK

or

I

5i.

(II; The AMnrliited PrrM.)
Kansas City, Mo.. Nov. 22 (by the
the
Press.) Taming
Associated
among
outlaw
Missouri
river,
of
tlie
task
is
the
American rivers,
Unitod States army river enKineers,
whose headquarters are here. Their
sector is the Missouri river from
Fort Bentnn, Montana, to a point
the
opposite Alton, Illinois, where
rush
Missouri, with a roar and athereand
joins the Mississippi,
degree of
after sweeps with some Mexico.
oalmness to the Gulf of
The task of the river engineers
is to persuade and coerce the Misand
souri river into "staying out,' custo coax it out of its long-tim- e whenchannel
tom of changing its
ever the whim moves it.
This may sound like an exaggeration but to anyone who has spenten- a
the army
day on the river with eeen
the Misgineers, and has
souri eating away at a corn field
with wicked energy, swallowing up
and trees,
earth, corn, weeds, fences
it seems sometimes as if theandriver
an
actually had a personality,
outlaw one at that. And while
currying away farm land isfrom one
equally
bank, somewhere else it mud
and
bnsv, piling up Band,
of
what
out
land
driftwood, making
was river a few days before. Then,
too, the river has a habit of occas.
loyally clogging its own cinnncl,
and so
building sand bars so long become
high that it must in needs
conto
order
broad and shallow
tinue its restless course.
It is a constant struggle, but it Is
not a hopelcrs ne, and the en-of
gineers point with a meisure
along
justified pride to those places
built
the stream where they havemnklnn
dikes, which resulted In tho bend:"
concave
of land: to the
the
where revetments have stoppedGivon
from cutting its bank.
rjter
ie side and a
a, "dike on
on the other, and constant
small breaks may
so
that
diligence,
be repaired before they be.r me
engineers say they
srious, the rlvstream
can keep th"
fairly well
00m-in- g
iFifty vears ago, before the
of the railroads, the Missouri
was the groat western arterv of
commerce, and steamboats plowed
Its waters as far as Fort Dentin.
it
Montana. Knowing how dlffii-.i'- l
han-4always is for the railroads to wongreat wheat harvests, one
ders why it is not possible for the
river to handle some of this traffic.
The engineer, qn'etly tells you
that it is possible, then he goes on
s
and explains the two general
why it la not being donv Ono
is that thers Is now very lltUa
money for Improving and keeping
up the river.
The other reason Is that many
mistakes h ve been made In the
type of towboats used. Boats designed for any other river In t..e
world but the Missouri, have been
evet-roent

1
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Let Fatima smokers

1 00

tell you

(Br The Atsoelated Press.)
o
Denver. Colo., Nov. 22. Ltvra-ddied
old.
early
22
years
Orozco,
received
today of gunshot wounds had
shot
last night after Orosco
men
and killed one of two masked
who attempted to hold up him and
his sister. The second bandit was
wounded by Bhots fired by a policeman but the man escaped.
The shooting occurred in th
Orosco
lower part of the city.
and his sister, Mrs. Euphella two
were accosted by the
men, one of whom drew a revolver and pressed It against Oro-icaccording to his sister.
Orozco, she said, pulled his gua
dead the robber.
shot
and
"The other man pulled a gun
Mrs.
and shot three times," said
Ksplnosa. "My brother fell." All
three bullets took effect, physicians attending Orozco last niehi
said.
A half hour later Patrolman
Charles Harold saw a man who
tallied with the description of the
He ignored the
missing bandit.
officer's command to halt and
The man dishim.
at
shot
Harold
appeared into an alley, shooting aa
ha ran. One of the bullets passed
through Harold's coat sleeve.
Another patrolman, B. F.
heard the shots and leaped
to the running board of an auto
mot He to go to the assistance if
Harold. As the machine turned a
curve he was thrown to the pave
ment and badly hurt.
Patrolman Uipberger was assist
,t
Ins federal officers in ' making
raid on an alleged narcotl- - rendes
vons when he heard the shots. Six
taken in the raid
prloncrs wore
The body of the dead bandit toas that of Beridentified
day was
nardino McLendres. 25 years old.

o,

Left to right. boots, are Pitcher Jim

Barnhart
l'bat the Pittsbnre Pirate
fienre in the first b'e trad
ol the baseball stove teapot tea
son is the well defined minor run
nine shoot Tic said that Bar
ne? Dreyfuss is willing to part

.nn. Catcher Wallie Schmidt. Milton Stork of Cardinals, and Clydi
and Ueorge WhitteU
Whitted rhird Baseman Clvde
with five olavers m deals and
Barnhart Pitcher Jim Zinn. and
that one of the men he seeks if
Second Baseman Cotton Tierney.
thiro
ardinal
Milton
Stock
Klimination of temperament and
The five men mentioned
wcker
desire to further ftrenrthen
i
Wa'tei
are the ceteran f'at'her
the elur are piven ss the reasons
for the move by the Pirate heads.
Schmidt and Outfielder George
Below. Cotton Tierney

An average of about 60
a month are made on the
the effect with the colomd Ujhts
The Infantry branch of the Unitbetween American soldiers
Rhine
was beautiful. The Super Six lai.i ed States army ie considered the
fraulelns.
orchestra furnished h music. Tho nucleus and the most Important and German
the service.1
branch
dance was chaperoned by Profes
Journal Want Ads bring results
sor and Mrs. C. T. Ha?erty. Re
freshments were served
A number of the y. unit people
of the community gathrvl ut the
borne of tho Rev. Ira 11. MCJ'y
monds Frldny evening una made
candy, These in the party wer.-- :
Pprw Ktaufer, E.fl- liell. I'tra
Albuquerque Journal Salesmanship Club
"A great game if you non't Latham and Cora la h im J. Wil n
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits
weaken," one says to Major Wilkes, bur Vaurhan, Jim H. Hud
S. Tlook'.and Fdw irl Klsliig- in charge of the river work, and
Accompanied hy the nomination blank, and your
his aides.
ton, Wiley O. Ed
n, Ueuhel
rlpiton. this coupon will start von In the race fot the
"You can't weaken, thev assure BeM and Tomer B II.
Mm tuna Journal prizes, with a grand total of
nuiguli l
The "Ful'dfs" of i'i.j I.n Truyou. "You ust keep arfr it, ror
This milium may be used or.ly
mine than 3. mil) nedlts
ces hlrh pchpol he'd th F.I Pa'-the river itself never weakens.
is
valid only when accompanied by a subscription
once
and
cC
high 8"hool "Tige's" to u. scor
'
reml taniu.
0 to 0 on
Oru'cs n: 1 Pi I
were
fay. The T!urdo"-i.
.
,
,
,
Name of Subscriber.
about 5 pound) to
PERSONAL NOTES
tut thev nut up a val flg.it
Name
Candidate's
araHst the "Tier" te im.
OF THE STATE
Malor and Mrs. J.
Waisman
Amount Enclosed. $
eitertalnrd at a ball atl tin
in
house Thursday
This cciupdn will count 20. (Kill free rrP'Mts when returned
who was
honor of Malor Mor-nvSTATE COLLEGE
to thi- SiilismanFlilp Club Manager. togher with the first
The anuual dance of the pre here to Inspect the "ata co'lege
iubsi ipiinn you nhialn. It must be act nmtmnled by thp casn.
ind the nuhm i.tlin must be for a period of one year or
paratory department was given rererve officers' training oorpn
1
we
of
b.ittallon
officers
the
The
the
in
gymcollege
Friday evening
longer. The 2H.WHI fne credits are In addition to the number
nasium. Decorations were in the prfsont and a few of the yom
given on the auliHcriplInn as per regular schedule.
school colors, red and whl'e and ladies In the institution attended.
J
marrt-ege-

used, and because of the shifting
depth, of the river have failed.is
With all its disadva 'tagea, there
a good deal to be said, according
to the engineers, tor the 01a pauuie
side wheeler, or
wheel steamer,
stern wheeler, that draws llct e or
no wnter, which ondlt'on is idi'al
for service on the Missouri.
The river is navigable, say the
engineers, and with sufficient time
and patience, it can be made

fust. sssssrjHis;! mmm
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"Nothing else

FATIMA
CIGARETTES

s

nimrfir

1ST

crLhiit
Liggett

&

taste

tc djfiercnas

Myers Tobacco Co.

N'ir-ma-

first-sulis-
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THE

Albuquerque Business College
BEST IN THE SOUTHWEST
THAT'S

START A COURSE NOW In or DAT OU
Yon Will Be Satisfied.
It. A. MAT, Manager.

N

iG

II T

ALL.

SCHOOL.

E. L. IIOSKING,

Principal.,,

,
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FATAL

ft DENVER

Task Is to Coax it Out of
Its Old Custom of Changing Its Channel Whenever
the Whim Moves It.

!

Ill s HOT mil
PROVE

ENGINEERS

23, 1921.

l!8ZL

1

University

:

Field

A

.

Albuquerque, N. M.

CHAMP
ANOTHER SPLENDID GAME

,

rj

j

j

Thanksgiving
Day

2:30 p. m.
m

New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts

Admission

VS.

One Dollar

Stat

I

November

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

23, 1921.

w otnan s Daily M agazine Page
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Seclal

BEAUTY CHATS

AT

Gaidar

RIPPLING

By Edna Kent Forbes.

ei3MES

By WAI.T MASON.

P. E. O. will meet at honve of
Mrs. John It. Gass at 2:45 P. m.
wet with vinegar.
If there are
ANSWKRED UE7TTEKS.
Ball at Masonic temple by
OVEUWOItKEI) BLESSINGS.
any vermin they should first be
and Chapter at 8:30 p. m.
120
with
should
hair
weigh
destroyed by soaking the
R. C: You
at Country
The greatest boon becomes a
dance
Thanksgiving
kerosene and tied up overnight. club at 9 p. in.
bore when It's not wisely handled;
pounds. A diet chart will be mail- In tho
thorshampoo
morning
ed to you If you send a stamped
and now my head and heart are
oughly.
addressed envelope. A clear skin
Mabel: The bleach made fron NEW COAT FROCK
Bore, for I've been Gothed and
is the result of good health, es- peroxide and ammonia will no
Vandaled. I like the tuneful phonIS VERY SWAGGER ograph
when cultured people grind
pecially that of the digestive or- hurt tho skin: however, it will not
be necessary to use it oftcner than
gans.
it, and long I lean upon my staff
of
sneak
needed to bleach the hair.
and bless tho guys who wind it. i
Peggy: The lines you
are only temporary, due to the fast
love to hear it sending out tine
Peggy: A course In elocution
that you are about ten pounds un- will help your voice. You should
songs of sense and feeling, comof weigh 130 pounds.
A "lablespoonful
derweight.
posed by some accomplished scout,
Reader: Massage the scalp eac
olive oil, taken In the same amount
ere Jazz bands broke the celling.
of grape Juice, three times each night until it glows from Increase'
I like to hear It in tho dusk, IH
day, will give you this needed circulation and if the hair constrains are most consoling, before
the watchman, grim and brusque
weight and also build up your gen- tinues to fall out, send a stamped
nddressed envelope for future Ineral health.
his curfew bell is tolling. When
A. L. D. A.: As you did not give formation.
curfew rings I go to bed, as do ri
M. P. M.: The tonlo T am sugmo the height of the boy and girl.
seemly number, and, with a pillow
I cannot compute their respective gesting above will also help yout
case, curing the dandruff and reweights.
V. V. E.: White spots on the storing tho color to the faded hair
nails come from poor circulation,
J. F.: Bitter aloes applied to
which causes these little deposits
of tho finger nails frequently
of lime to collect. They will bleach breaks 'up this habit of biting
off if you rub into them a past; them.
made from equal parts of pitch
Bright Eyes: Send a stamped
and myrrh. Those ingredients are nddressed enveloped for the cream
blended by heating them slightly. formula and a bleach for those
papa
Brunette: A dermatologist will blotches. Cucumber Juice will also
remove the pits from smallpox. do this.
Cocoa butter massaged gently into
Reader: If you use the white of
tho tissues each night will nourish an egg as an astringent it should
and fatten the bust.
be in the proportion of one part
Helen: There is not space at this egg to six of water. Such an astime to publish the cucumber for- tringent is only used when giving
mula. I will he glad to mall It to treatment and applied to skin after
It has been thoroughly cleansed
you If you send a stamped addressed envelope.
with cream and removed with hot
Dot: A girl of 16, height five foet damp cloths.
After applying the
Me and Puds SImklns was havtwo inches, should weigh about astringent lie down and give it
a catch out In the street with a
ing
110 pounds.
To Increase your about 20 minutes to work. Rebase
ball, being agenst the law if
to
move
with
follow
advice
and
the
weight,
treatment,
given
proceed
cop sees you, and Puds threw tho
Peggy In this column.
using more cream until the pores
ball so high it went away over my
Brunette: To remove these have taken up all they need. Reshafts from the hair, use a very move surplus cream and rub the
hed and rolled down the street and
fine toothed comb, which is kept skin well with ice.
erround the corner, me saying.
Hay, wy dont you pervido a step
ladder with every ball you throw?
And me and him had a
about whose fault It was. mJ
saying I was no giraffe and Puds
By JANE PHELPS
saying It wasent his fault If I was
sutch a short reetcher, and we settled tho argement by arbitration
HORTENSE'S GOSSIP ANNOYS ter, Joan?"
and both wawked down after the
JOAN.
"Oh, I don't know! He is all
ball and wen we got erround th
right, I guess. Why?" Then recorner there was no ball In site
CHAPTER 20.
calling that ho had been Mrs
and Flatfoot the cop was standing
It Is no wonder that Margaret Thompson's guest she added: "He
thero like somebody trying to lock
occasionally had misgivings con- seemed nice at times."
As the season progresses coat
of
her
wisdom
"He
liked
the
mother
innocent, saying, Hello boys. Its a
plans
your
cerning
pretty frocks become more
i
tha
popular
for Joan, yet on the whole It had well."
nice day, Izzent it?
ever.
will
continue
They
good
out remarkably well:
Wich me and l'uds had n conworked
"Everyone likes Mumsie.'
even
until
for
dress
many
spring
so
once
me whispering. I bet he's
never
she
had
that
"Oh, I don't menn like that
enough
manufacturers are making coat sultation,
considered making any significant same as everyone does."
got
it, and Puda whispering. Sure
frocks
for
early spring showing. he's got it. And he said to
"What do you mean then?"
change In them. That the child's
The winter models are very swagYou dident see a ball com?
future was pregnant with possibil
"I hoard him telling mother ger
affairs
made In velvet, duve-tyoecause
or
orround heer enywares, did you?
ner upnnnginT that she was the most charming
ities
or
of
tricotine
Some
serge.
A
woman
In
met
sed Flatfoot with a
he
had
ball?
a
Margaret fully realized; possibililong them boast an
undordresj of silk
ties of both right and wrong; of time."
like somebody trying to
or
and
have
others
crepe
nothing think, saying, Let me see, was it a
Yet
"Of course she Is!" Joan returnhappiness and unhappiness.
she had the faith in ancestry, in ed emphatically. "There Isn't any- abut tho coat cfi'ect with perhaps hard round ball jest about the sl'e
gllet or vestee of lace or white to go Into somebodys parler winblood. In the inherent probity, one In this old town like her, not
dow pane?
descended through generations of even your mother, though, per- crepe or flannel.
This frock pictured here Is very
g
Wo was Jest kind of lxamlning It
forebears, to believe haps, you think your mother is all effective
in
its
is
It
simplicity.
and it slipped and rolled down
that Joan would come through right." Joan happened to think, fashioned of
blue
tricotine
navy
I sed.
clean.
converat
this Instant, of the
just
trimmed with stitching in ma- heer,
Joan also had something else.
sation she and her mother had had and
Well, well, you must of lxamlned
roon
colored
silk.
This
B'.ltchlng it awflll hard, sed Flatfoot.
Not
Margaret herself was a constant a few days prevlqus. regarding
Influence through her conversaHortense and her mother In which appears Aon the sleeves, collar and saying weather he had saw it or
skirt.
butbone
round,
fancy
me
not.
and
her
her
she
and
Puds
Ideals,
tion,
Margaret had said:
reading
started to
ton of great proportions serves as have another
"Hortense
me
proved a wholesome guide to right
probably loves her well.' The
frock will be found wlspering, I bet aconsultation,
thousand dollars
thinking on the part of her child. mother Just as much as you do comfortablo
tho
coat
under
fur
he's got It all rite, and Puds wlsShe met all the problems connectme."
ed with Joan In such a spirit of
"You are a dumb-heaJoan when a suit may feel bund'.csome. pering, I bet a million he has, too.
fairness (her influence was so Hayden, for all you are so smart
tactfully concealed) that Joan felt in some things."
it was she herself who decided
"Dumb about what? If you've
what was right and what was got anything to say, spit it out!"
wrong. She never dreamed that Joan herself never "beat about tho
she had decided through her bush" In her talk. Often she was
mother.
a bit cruel, but she was always
The relations between Margaret honest.
and Joan at this time were pecu"Why, everyone In town knew
liar to themselves perhaps In n he was In love with her. I expect
relationway unlike customary
you will soon have a new father."
ships existing between mother and As she made the last remark, Hortense edged away a bit as if she
daughter.
Margaret loved Joan Intensely. feared Joan's anger might lead to
But added to that mother love was personal conflict.
the feeling of responsibility for
!
"How
dare you,
her unique bringing up; the InI never shall speak to
tense following of Joan's mental you again!
Never as long as I
processes: the teacher-lik- e
attitude live. My Mumsie would never do
such a thing. Never treat me so
camouflaged.
Joan, too, loved her mother de- badly. Anyway, she's too old!"
votedly. Yet she had adopted an Joan finished as If In spite of her
air of criticism, of superiority be- brave words, she needed some red
cause of her
youth and assurance.
a feeling that her mother was "too
"Wumph! Lots of women, widold'' too much behind the times ows, older than she Is, get married
to understand what was really And you needn't get so nasty about
suitable for her; and who often It, either, because I heard mother
mistook her place In the world.
and father talking only this very
"My mother doesn't butt In!" morning at breakfast about It.
,she often said to the girls, yet she Father said It would be .'a good
had felt of late that Margaret
match,' so there!"
to "butt In" that she must
Without a word Joan turned
be careful or her "Mumsie" would away from Hortense and crossing
do something
foolish, or that the street, went on home alone, rewould look foolish In one of Mum-sle- gardless of Hortense's
To make sure of getting the best,
call to
age.
"come on and walk home togethorder "Post Toasties" by name, from your grocer.
Soon after Craig Forrester left er!" She felt she needed to be
town Hortenae Thompson said to alone to think. Then, too, she
Joan:
didn't intend to be friends with
"How did you like Craig: Forres Hortense any more.

little:
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THE NEW GENERATION

Pasre Five

of the pet or rather its brothers
and sisters. She is shown abnv
so attired. Her coat Is made from
the skins of raccoons rnlred on her
ranch and she is holding one of
the pets, which sho shows to vi'ii
tors.

WESTERN

SCHOOL
S INJECTS

C'OCnSES:

Twenty-seveofficers compose
the new class for the year at the
United States War college for naval
officers at Newport. R. I.
n

Secretarial

Shorthand

Steno-

Typ"WTtlng

graphic

Jo-h-

ancy

FiMflNh

IHclur

CONTENTED

STl'DEN'TS

ENTHCSIASTIO

Civil

Service

-

keeping

Account-

ISook-kccpli'- K

'neath my head, invito refreshing
slumber. Then all tho phonographs on earth proceed to make
night horrid, and, lying sleepiest
In my berth, I hand out language
torrid. I licnr the swlrlln.q- swish
and rw.ish of jazz strains most
I hear tho whine of Uncle
who's busy rnnnologulng.
I hear tlio counter-teno- r
speak as s4i!i.Hwiw mil
though his voice ncds greasing.
I lierir the hiRh soprano
shriek,
and thus It goos, unceasing. And
when the hour of midnight's
struck, the racket's still proceedviolent paroxysms of coughing
ing; what wonder if 1 run amuck,
New
eased by Dr. King'
and leave some victims bleeding?
There Is a time to dance and Discovery,
fifty years a standard
Children like it.
for colds.
preach, remarked the wise apostle,
and there's a time to can the remedy
harmful drugs, All druggists, ouc
No
screech of every human throstle.

Book-

SECRETARIES

Business

SATISFIED

SpclPng

Knld

CRADFATES
Commer-

EMPLOYEKS

cial Law
Penmanship
Offiop
Tniln'ms

.Machine.

,

Individual

Salesman-

ship
Advertising

Dorit cough.

TIJeras Avenue and Eighth Street

Dr. King's
New Discovery

For Colds and Coughs

I tluiwt you would, sod Flatfoot.
And lie started to wawk away as
If the Fiib.'eck was all over.
Wich it was.

COAT TO MATCH
PET IS NOVELTY
OF RANCH GIRL

secretarial
Training

Enroll Any Time

PIE

and Flatfoot sed, Would you like
to have it hark?
Yes, sure, yes, me and Puds sed
both together.

Instrnctlon

Make Bowels Normal. Nature'!
way is the way of Dr. King's Pills
gently and firmly regulating the bowels,
eliminating the intestine dogging
waste. At all druggists, 25c.
PROMPT WONT GRIPE
1

B r. Kinffs Fills

j

argo-me-

flat-fto-

BLANKETS
m

d,

into corn
flakes was an important
MakMig corn

accomplishment. The
next big step in serving
the appetite was

Post Toosties
best cornflakes

's

at

Thanksgiving

1

Ice Cream Specials
Cranberry Ice,
new and tasty.
Emit Salad

t.

Tuttl-I'rut-

sonictliliiK

tl

Also ' a complete assortment of fancy bricks.
Individual Service to
Turtles.

rlght-liivn-

Hortens.-Thompson-

THE

Miss Evelynne Gale in her raccoon
skin coat holding her pet raccoon.
No longer will It bo hard for
milady to find a pet to match her
coat If she fdnpts the novel idea
conceived by Miss Kvelynne Gale,
who runs a raccoon ranch Just
outside Atlantic City. Her idea Is
to fashion tho coat out of the coat

Bairv

Ass'n.

KAHN'S STORE
s
Come with supreme confidence that you will buy
this Blanket for less than the manufacturer has
to pay for the cotton today.
1-

-

200 pair Bed Blankets, grey only.
Sale Price, each

Lot 2
REE

CREDITS

COUPON

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal

Blankets

100 pair Bed Blankets, assorted colors; values up
to $3.50. Extra fine cotton twill.
QQ
Sale Price, each

&t

J)Xt0

Lot 3

SftLESMSHIP Win

$1.48

Blankets

Big quantity Bed Blankets. These blankets are
of extra heavy cotton. Exceptional
(Jrt QQ
values. Sale Price, each

$4JiJ

OTSlIinSaj
I HEREBY

CAST 100

Creaiis

FREE CREDITS FOR

Blankets

Dependable qualities, 66x80, heavy wool nap, plaid;
very desirable quality; all colors; plaids, pink
with white, green, brown, grey, blue,
(IQ QQ
tan, white. Sale Price, Leach

vtltOi

Miss, Mr. or Mrs.,
Address

Lot 4

Dlst. No.,

This coupon, neatly clipped out. name and address of tho
candidate filled In. and mailed or delivered to the Campaign13
Department of The Morning .Journal, will count as 100 Frill
It does not coBt anything to cast these Coupons
CREDITS.
for votir favorite candidate, and you are not restricted in any
sense in voting them. Get all you can and send them in
they all count.
This conpon must be polled before 9 p. m., Tuesday, Nov. 29.

Blankets

Lot 5

Barlin Plaid Blankets; pink, blue and grey.
broken lots in dark colors. Values
(I
up to $7.50. Sale Price, each

Also

QQ

$4lwO

Blankets

Lot 6

Big lot of
Blankets, full size, in plaids
and plain colors. This blanket is made of fine
wool. While they last, values up to
$10.00. Sale Price
All-Wo-

ol

Cf fQ
tPU.iO

Today Is Your Last

IU1

Chance Before Leaving to Attend

msm

ITS Fl

Do your Christmas Shopping at the Fire Sale where ycu can get two
or three gifts for the price of one.

Don't Miss the Jewelery Department on the First Floor

Lot 7

Blankets

LOOK AT THIS
We have just received a large shipment,
Bed Blankets. Made out of extra fine wool, good
assortment, in patterns dark and light
fjf7 AQ
plaids. Values up to $12. Sale Price. . . tjW UO
all-wo- ol

ONLY
ORANGES!
Each Dozen

ORANGES!

OKn
LlOC

Cranberries, each lb
Figs, for stewing, each lb
Currants, each pkg
Mince Meat, each pkg

23c
15c
20c
17c
64c
$1.19
35c
32c
32c
25c
32c

'.

Mince Meat, each jar, of
Mince Meat, each jar of
English Walnuts, Fancy, lb
Almonds, Fancy, lb
Pecans, Fancy, lb
Hazel Nuts, Fancy, lb
Brazil Nuts, Fancy, lb

4--

b.

2-l-

8--

box.
Fancy, each 10-l$2.40
per box
We again have Sunmaid and Del Monte Seeded

Prunes,
20-3-

b.

0

Raisens in Stock.

KAHN'S STORE
109-11-

Phone 353

1

North First Street
,
Opposite Y. M. C. A.

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS'

'

Pare

Winter
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GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE
11

uwaiiMiaiitHiu
wni .imiwniiiin.HMTniiiiiimini UMmninnn
1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
STUDEBAKER TOURING CAR
OR WINNER MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT
Iti.MnmiiMHrmlirliiS

j'jrWt.a.i.mlSP

"
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COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

IN THE NEXT TWO WEEKS
Just two more weeks and the big credit period will be over. After that
you won't get as many credits for each subscription to The Journal.
Live candidates will make the most of these "big credit days" will
you? By doing ycur very best work during these remaining days of
the big credit schedule, you can practically make sure of "clinching"
one of the big awards that's mighty good pay for a few weeks' work,
don't you think?

Now Is the Time to Boost
Your Credit Standings
You will never have a better chance at any time during the campaign.
So while you are boosting your credit standing you will be getting
just that much nearer to landing one of, the big prizes. And- with such
a big award to lock forward to, you can't afford to delay you can't
afford to wait YOU MUST JUMP RI1HT INTO THE RACE
NOW, DETERMINED THAT YOU WILL PUSH YOUR WAY TO
THE VERY TOP.
-

The laggard members will not profit by the big credit schedule but,
e
members WILL. And those who take advantage of
the
their present opportunities will be the ones who will rejoice December 22nd.
To which class do you belong? Your work these next two weeks will
answer the question.
wide-awak-

Only Two More
Weeks of the
Big Credit Period

Every yearly subscription of The Journal now counts you
its; every two-yesubscription to The Journal counts you 30,000
three-year
credits. A
subscription to The Journal entitles you to 60,000
credits a four-yesubscripsubscription 120,000 credits a five-yecredits.
tion 240,000 credits aid a
360,000
subscription
IN ADDITION YOU GET 100,000 EXTRA FREE CREDITS with
every $27 in subscriptions turned in. But this credit schedule will soon
be very materially reduced TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT NOW
12,000 cred-

ar

ar

ar

six-ye-

ar

WHILE YOU CAN.

MAKE SURE

TANDINGS
DISTRICT NUMBER ONE
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr
t.
W. A. Betts
Miss Dorothy Bowman
Miss Irene Burke.
Miss Dorothy Cameron....
;.;
Benny Cordova
Mrs. Tom Esposito
Lynn H. Fox
it.
Mrs. Roy Graham
Miss Helen Gurule.....
Mrs. R. E. Hathcox
Miss Angelica Howden.
...
Mrs. Markett Jones
. ...
Miss L. M. Kempenich.
Miss Margaret Kleinworth
H. M. Kingston
Miss Shirley Lewis.
John Livingston
Mrs. R. M. Marx.......
Mrs. Tony Ortiz
Miss Lenora Perea
Miss Burnadale McGee Putnam......
Miss Ada Philbrick
Mrs. G. D. Ramsey
...
:.
Miss Louise Roark
M. Roybal
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger
Miss Margaret Spargo.
Miss Wilma Stevens
Miss Grace Stortz
Miss Anna Wilds Strumquist
Miss Mildred Tatum. . . .......
.......... . .
Mrs. H. J. Tompkins..:
Mrs. Lucy Valdez
Mrs. M. L. Whithorn
Miss Edna L. Williams.....
G. Albert Linder
.
Arnold Rosenwald

73,200
81,100
5,000
71,900
5,000
5,000
30,000

,

.

5,GG0

;

.,

x.

'

. ..,

-

.,

.,

...
. .j.,

.

. ,;
,

..

7...

.........

DISTRICT
Baca
Alfredo
Prof. R. M. Bolt
Neil P. Bolt
...
Sim Brown
Miss Eloyse Bumgarner
W. A. McGahan
F. C. Gorman
Miss Tiofilia Granito
Miss Virgie Hidalgo
Mrs. C. W. Howe
J. F. Jamison . . . .'
R. M. Kimbro
Mrs. John Lash
H. S. Mason
Mrs. C. Martinez
Miss Sophie Martin
Mrs. J. F.' Oglesby.
J. M. Sandoval
Mrs. Fern Swatzell

NUMBER

,.

,
".

.,

.,
...

,;

..,

,s
t

DISTRICT

NUMBER

.T.,n.,
;.

THREE

jr

.M

J. Eller

?:

Charles E. Hayes
Gordon Herkenhoff
George Lentz

O. E. Lovan
Rev. C. D. Poston
Miss Margaret Radcliffe
Miss Lutgorda Sanchez.
Fred Rogers
L. J. Stone.

8,500
,

, .,.
tu... . .

T. H. Bowland
Baby Ellen

TWO.
. . .

Ed. C. Tafoya
Miss Minnie Wallace.
Miss Ethel Wilson.......

5,000
5,000
76,300
72,300
5,500
37,000
5,000
5,000
42,700
7,200
5,000
93,700
9,300
5,000
5,000
48,600
91,600
48,000
5,000
81,900
5,000
5,900
6,700
5,000
5,100
73,500
5,000
5,000
82,400
5,000
5,000

5.0C0

8,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
37,000
5,000
5,800
5,000
5,000
5,000
6,600
5,000
54,900
35,600
6,400
57,000
5,300
5,000
5,000
5,300

8i),200
fi.000
5.0G0
5.0C0

,

43,000
5.CC0
.j

..,

,.

,s

25,000
5,000
77,600
5,000
49,500
5,000

FIRST PERIOD CREDIT OFFER ENDS WEDNESDAY DEC.

7.
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LONDON'S UNEMPLOYMENT SITUATION GROWS MORE CRITICAL

CUTI

STATE P. T.

AUCKLE
R

m2

lit

8

ESTSJJS

Hi

CASE

fiHallfwtl (fas

liflPm

room more than ten minutes with
Miss Virginia Rappe," McNab continued.
Arbuckle Is accused of having inflicted fatal Injuries on Miss Rappe,
a motion picture actress, in his
rooms In the hotel Septemher 5.
George Glennon, house detective
of the St. Francis, was the first
witness called by the defense.
The court ruled out McNab's at
tempts to have the witness detail a
conversation he had with Mlae
Rappe following her alleged Injuries at Arbuckle's hands.
Before the trial the defense announced that Glennon made a
statement to the district attorney

4i3

Pan Francisco, Calif., Nov. 22.
The details of the fatal visit in
September of Miss Virginia Kappe,
mutton picture actress, to San Fran
cisco, from Los Angeles, were related today by Alfred Somnacher,
manager for Miss Rappe, in the
manslaughter trial of Roscoe C
(Fatty) Arbuckle. Miss Kappe's
death, following a party in the hotel
St. Francis attended by tieinnacher
and others was made .tho basis of
the chargo against Arbifckle.
Somnacher said he brought Miss
Rappe and Mrs. Uambina Maudo
Delmont, a mutual friend, to San
Francisco, in his automobile September 3. and that they attended
the party together September 0.
He testitied to the finding of
Miss Kappa in ArSuckle's room, apparently in an intoxicated condition,
after nhe had been alon for a
time with Arbuckle.
He met Arbuckle the next day,
he said, und "all said we bcllevsd
was intoxicated."
Miss Rappe
.Semnacher refused to repeat a word
he snld was used by Arbuckle in
relation to the attempts by guests
of tho party to relieve M'ss Rappe.
Ho wrote
the word out for the
Miss Rappe had torn off her
clothing on various occasions, after
drinking liquor, he testified, but
the manner in which 6h tore It on
such occasions was different from
the manner sho used after supposedly having been Injured at the
party.
Miss Alice Blake, show girl, was
the first witness today. A state
ment made by her to the police was
Introduced.
It described the party
In Arbucklo's rooms In the Hotel
St. Francis,
in which Virginia
Rappe is alleged to have received
fatal Injuries at Arbuckle's hands.
The statements said that Miss
Blake first saw Miss Itappe nude
on a bed in Arbuckle's room and
suffering-grea- t
pain. It continued
that Miss Blake and other guests
of the party assisted Miss Rappe.
The court room was crowded and
there were many others In the outside corridors seeking admission.
Another statement given by Miss
Blake to the district attorney was
ruled out on the ground that the
dctense had been given no opportunity to examine It,
The next witness was Joseph
Rldeaux, physical culture trainer
of Los Angeles, who treated Miss
Rappe for being overweight. He
went through the exercises he had
given Miss Rappe. Rldeaux said ho
tested Miss Rappe's strength. She

was stronger
had instruct'
ed.
Harry J. Boyle, assistant man
ager of the Hotel St. Francis, the
next witness, testified to having

ACHES

and
he

been called to Arbuckle's room In
tho hotel immediately after Miss
Rappe was supposed to have been
years Sloan's Liniment Injured there, ana of having queS'
relief
FOR forty
for
been the quickest
tloned Arbuckle.
Arbuckle started to carry Mlsi
neuralgia, sciatica and rheumalame
tired
backs,
tism,
muscles,
sprains Rappe to another room on the tann
floor ana Became pxnaustea nna
and strains, achea and pains.
assisted him, he testified.
Keep Sloan's handy and apply freely, Boyle
without rubbing, at the first twinge.
It eases and brings comfort surclv
ARE KILLED WHEN
and readily. You'll find it clean and 6

NEURALGIC

Sloan's Liniment fa pain's enemy.
Ask your neighbor.
At all druggists 35c, 70c, SI .40.

Liniment
jUB Tbe Cortar of kia itc)

he?
iTBOiirjlf

wiiiqmcKiy rorciieTcu uj
applying before retiring
lr.Hob8on "BEczemaO in t

ment. OneofPr.Hobwa'i
Family Bgmediea.

piHbbsorik
65

G. E.

Fletcher

Monument Works
Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better
Kind
We pay the freight to you

1
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Police scattering mob of unemployed workmen in the west end of London during a recent demonstration.
and other centers are daily stajr
or parades in front of
England's industrial situation
Eatherinjrs
is much more ritical than Amerin
residence
ing demonstrations which have
ica's. Tba unemployed in London
officials
forbid
to
caused
finally
Downing street and other points.

appeared healthy
than most women

SLOAN'S RELIEVES

State National Bank

BOILENE

(Uhe:-officer- s

Affiliated With
The State Trust & Savings Bank
Combined Resources
Million Dollars
Four and One-Ha-

A
fx

in which he said that Miss Rappe
had exonerated Arbuckle.
Ulennon was excused from the
stand following the court' ruling.
WITNESSES DEM KIBE
PARTY 1 THE HOTEL

TRAIN STRIKES AUTO
AT GRADE CROSSING

CHURCHES

UH

SERVICES

HER ETOMORRQW
I

Davidson to
Preach Thanksgiving
Sermon at Lead Avenue
Methodist Church.

:Rev.

H.

S.

FGINKKR KILLED.
London, Nov. 22. A dispatch to
the Morning Post today from
Bombay stated that William FranXT.

S.

cis Dogherty, an American engineer, wna killed during Inst week's
rioting in that city. The coroner's verdict after an Inquest, say
the dispatch, was that he died of
injuries from sticks thrown by tho
rioters.

Journal Want

Ads

bring results.'

s.

VWill

St.

Thanksgiving
Prayer Rev. A.
Knudsen.
Offertory Choir.
Proclamation of President Rev.
!L. L. Gaines.
"America"
Congrega
Hymn,
tion.
Benediction Rev. C. C. Higbee.
Postlude Pianist.
A silver offering will be taken
on behalf of the city bureau of
uno punnc is coruiauy
cnanties.
Invited to participate in the service
of praise and thanksgiving.

Orphanage

NOVEMBER

24

Center

Scarfs and
Regular $1.50 value.

Benefit of the Boys

Dresser

TS

WEDNESDAY

Piece,

QQ

tJV
DAI

.i..

Each

Phone 688 or 778 For FREE Auto

So

Ladies' Corsets, all sizes and Styles;
values up to $2.50.
Your choice

Qf
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m

r
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m
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IS 93o

WEDNESDAY

B

Good Things to

Eat

DAY

3o

.

IS

WEDNESDAY

a mem-

WEDNESDAY

IS

B3o

MOTHER

IS 93c

Ot

Waists.

Everything to make your Thanksgiving Dinner a
success Vegetables, Green Beans, Green Lima
Beans, Mango Peppers, Cauliflower, Fancy Bleach-- ,
ed Celery, Eggplant, Spinach, etc.
Bulk Mince Meat, lb
....35c
75c
Quart Jars, Mince Meat
Plum Pudding
:.z. ...45c and 85c
De Luxe Fruit Cakes
,90c and $1.75
New Dates, pkg
.....25c
New Layer Figs, lb
30c
.....65c'
Crystalized Ginger, 'i lb. box
Preserved Ginger, 16 oz. jars
$1.00
Yellow Tomato Preserves, 16 oz. jars
65c
60c
Gooseberry Preserves, 16 oz. jars
Spiced Fig Preserves, 16 oz. jars
,.60e
55c
Fig Marmalade, 16 oz. jars
Sweet Cider, quart bottles
55c

.75c

30c
Small Beets, No. 2 tins...
.35c
'
Hulless Popcorn, pkg
15c
All kind3 of new nuts Walnuts, Brazils, Filberts,
Pecans, and Black Walnuts. Also Shelled Walnuts,
Pecans and Almonds.
California Navel Oranges....'
50c to 90c

-

,1
s

I'lioncs

30.1,

39!, 393

Ideal Grocery
C.

.

McMillan.

Phone

IS 93o

250

IS

93c

Iinfants' Crib Blankets,
white and pink and
white.
Each
WEDNESDAY

IS

Turkish Towels, extra
size 24x42.
3

for

93c

...v..v..-r.......-

Jt)l

WEDNESDAY

IS

Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns.
Regular $1.50 value. Each....
WEDNESDAY

IS

and

OO

UOK,

DAY

fine

IS 93c

WEDNESDAY

Children's Play Suits,
khaki; sizes 4 to 8.

Men's Extra

quality;

WEDNESDAY

NO CHARGES

.
IS

tdl

DAY

in

blue

IS

and

93c
tht

DAY

Barber Towels; size
14x24. 12 for

93c
IS

93o DAY

3c DAY

Heavy Work Shirts, fn

black, blue, khaki
and grey. Each

QQ

Each..'

WEDNESDAY

QQfl
VOC

.

IS

QQ
VOL

93o DAY

Pair

and blade.

WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY

93o DAY

DAY

in blue

93c

.

QQo

Ladies' Silk Hose, in brown

............

.

DAY

DAY

Men's Handkerchiefs, white,
blue and red. 12 for
WEDNESDAY

QQ,
OC

Regular 75c value.
2 pair

QQ C
tO

Clean Child's Bowels with

Loganberry Juice, quart bottles.
Mistletoe Pumpkin, No. 3 tins....

Bed Sheet, Snow White
size 72x90. Each

DAY

Outing

WEDNESDAY

93o DAY

Ladies' Lisle Hose, in brown and black,

Q

and Poplin
Regular $1.50 and $1.75
values. Your choice
Ladies'

Kven a sick child loves the
fruity" tasto of "California Fig
Syrup." If the little tongue Is coated, or If your child Is listless, cross,
feverish, full of cold, or has colic,
give a teasnoonful to cleanse the
liver and bowels. In a few hours
you can see for yourself how thoroughly it works all the constipation
poison, sour bile and waste out of
the bowels, and you have a woHr
playful child again.
Millions of mothers keen ' Cali
fornia Fig Syrup" handy.
They
know a teaspoonful today saves a
sick child tomorrow.
Ask your
druggist for genuine "California
Fig 8yrup" which has directions for
babies and children of all ages
You
printed on bottle. Mother!
luuot, say "California." or you may
get an imitation fig syrup,

IS

QQtf
vOl

CtQn
VO 1

9So DAY

Pillow Cases, extra good quality
size 36x42. Four for

orial to the war mothers.
The governor said, however, ho
had not given the committee a
positive answer but requested them
to get lawyers to look into the

"California Fig Syrup"

Ladies' Bungalow Aprons, all
the latest patterns. Each

WEDNESDAY
rj- -

Ladies' Heavy Quality
Union Suits. Each

93c

IS 9So DAY

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

93c

IS

Cotton Batting, snow white.
7 rolls for

DAY

Men's Cotton Hose, all
colors. 8 pair
WEDNESDAY

Santa Fe, Nov.
22. Governor
Mechem, on his return from Albuquerque, said he believed the constitution barred the Issuing of a
charter of tho kind wanted by the
committee which waited upon him
in the Duke City to ask him to call
a special session of the legislature
to charter a memorial trust, for a

A
Y

WEST CENTRAL

220

The Greatest Event of the Convention
Will be the "TEACHERS' SPECIAL"
93c SALE
WATCH OUR WINDOWS

Y

at

$1,E0 a Plate
Everybody Invited
Dinner Will Ee Served from 11 a. m. to 3 p. m.
and from 5 p. m. till 8 p. m.
If You Have No Way of Getting Out

CONSTITUTION
BARS
ISSUING A CHARTER,
GOVERNOR BELIEVES

sanatorium as

Served

(Albuquerque, N. M.)

for

mj

The Fashion Shop

isitbrifs

THURSDAY,

M.

$20,000,000

Bo

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

irk

mmm Thanksgiving Dinner

Guy.

Pr.)

(Bj The Auoclnted
Denver, Colo., Nov. 22. Two
girls, two boys, a man and a worn
an, all Mexicans, were killed when
an eastbound Union Pacific passen
ger train struck an automobile In
which eight persons were riding,
at a crossing about one mile south
of Brighton, Colo., at 3 p. m. today.
Tho dead man is thought to be Joe
Ptlnarls. a farmer from Greeley,
Colo.; the dead woman Is believed
to be his wife and two of the dead
children are thought to bo his.
A girl, 13. and a man survived
the wreck. They are belnsr taken
to the county hospital here, after
receiving first aid treatment at
collar bone
Brighten. The girl's
was broken and Bhe Is thought to
have been Internally and possibly
fatally Injured.
The dead man Is thought to have
been driving to Greeley, after a
visit In Denver with friends.

Pl.t of tho 1921 'Winchester Junior Riflo corpB medals have been
awarded to New Mexico boys, ac
cording to an announcement made
yesterday by tho Winchester com-- j
pany, which sponsors
boys' and
girls' riflo clubs throughout the
country.
Magdalena boys took three of the
medals, George Lenta, Richard N'.
Hoffman and Walter Mayes being
winners from that city. Others
who received medals are Roland
Romulger, Deming; Terrehce
Deming, and Archie O.
Ttttcii, Carrizoso,

In pursuance of the proclamation
of President Harding the Trotes-tan- t
churches of Albuquerque will
hold union Thanksgiving day services at 10:30 o'clock Thursday
morning at the Lead Avenue Methodist church. The Rev. H. S. Davidson, pastor of the Congregational church, will preach the
Thanksgiving sermon and minister,?)
of the city will assist in the service.
The Rov. y. K, McOuire, pastor
of the Methodist church, will preside over the program, which will
be as follows:
Prelude Pianist.
Doxology Congregation.
Rev. C. It. McKean.
Invocation
Hymn No. 2S Congregation.
Anthem Choir.
Responsive Reading Rev. T. F.
Harvey.
Gloria Congregation.
Lesson Rev. W, A.
Scripture

lf

Parent-Teacher-

NEW MEXICO BOYS
WIN WINCHESTER
RIFLE TROPHIES

PUN

Purpose

CARBUNCLES

f' j

Mo-na-

stenographer.

Miss Alice Blake
Show Girl Who Testified Tuesday
in tno ArDucKlc Unso.

"The Affairs of Anatol," with an
repeating the
The
pictures.
De Millo
Is
a wonderful
picture
screen feature
nnd continues to
draw large crowds at each show.
Then
tor
Patrons of this
Lyric
theater will have the opportunity of
seeing "Nazlmova" In "Camllle," as
the picture Is being repeated today.
Also repeating "Ninety Days or
Life," the Interesting, laughable
comedy of two reels.
I'ahtlmo Theater Repeating to
day Eileen Percy, the Fox studio!
favorite, as tho leading character In
"Maid of the West"; also repeating
the "Mutt and Jeff" cartoons, and
the "Fox News" pictures.
all-st-

parent-teacher-

for

in town for your purpose is the State
National Bank, you will naturally do
business there.
This bank is growing upon the good
New acwill of its old depositors.
counts are being opened here every
day for people who were persuaded to
come in by old customers.
That is the kind of business that makes
a healthy, prosperous bank. Are you
one of them?
A checking account can be started
here with $50, or a savings account,
paying 4 interest, with a dollar.
You get the same consideration here
with a small deposit as with a large one.
This bank is growing on thousands of
small accounts.

also
After "Current cast;
Events"

Discussion
Regular Meeting.

mm wm$&MMi mm

Your

Bank

If your friend tells you the best bank

assos'
Tho slate
ciation, through the hospitality of
the North Fourth street association, was able to continue its brief
morning section over the noon reMembers of Jthe
cess yesterday.
state association were guests of
the local group nt lunch at the
Cuntral Avenue Methodist church.
meeting then
At the sectional
group heard an address by .lono-thnII. Wagner on "The Great
Objective of Life from tho ParViewpoint,"
ents' and Teachers'
and reports from the several
branch associations. Duns for a
of
year book to carry the program
all state associations were discussed and decided upon.
Mrs. Ruth C. Miller was re- BHi, Pi In, Plmplei. eto., quickly relieved by
elected by acclamation as president of tho state P. T. A.
were elected as follows.
hark. 60c at drugglata or
Mrs. 10. L. Lusk of Itoswell, first or your moiipy
by mull postpaid.
vice president; Mrs. William
THE
BOII.KNE
CO., Albuqurrqw, N. M.
of Albuquerquo, second vice
Mrs. Kathcrine Shefpresident;
field of Raman, third vice president; Mrs. C. A. Mozley of Albuquerque, recording secretary; Mrs.
CCOUNTING --secre.T. W. Reed, corresponding
INCOME
Minima,
of
tary; Mrs. A. A. Woodworlh
y
TAX
t FINANCIAL
Albuquerque, treasurer; Mrs. V.
A. Wilson of Roswell, auditor, and
WllllAMJ ZAN
Mrs. J. V. Wilson of Albuquerque,
historian,
asAbout fifty parent teachers'
sociation representatives attended
the luncheon which was presided
over by Mrs. O. M. Foraker of
tho North Fourth street school association. Tho program of talks
was on tho subject "Ideals to l!o
s'
Obtained
by
This Bubject was
Associations."
different
several
discussed from
viewpoints.
Miss Marie Railing, principal of
the Old Town school, spoke of
tho value to tho teacher of contact with parents in binding the
home and school together., Mrs. !i
William Meimul of tho North
Fourth street school association
spoke of tho community and spirit and neighborliness engendered
by tho association. Mrs. Maude L.
Blaincy, county school superintendent from Carrizozo and Mis.?
Irene liurke, Bernalillo county
superintendent, spoke of the ben- efits to the schools In their cotin- ties as a result of P. T. A. co
operation.
Mrs. B. L. Lusk, president of a
Roswell P. T. A. and Mis Theo- dosia Whiting, national Wi C. T. U.

and

Enthusiastic

The

Theaters Today

(Br The Associated Frtra.)
San Francisco. Calif., Nov. 22.
The prosecution rested its case In
the manslaughter trial of Roscoe C.
(Fatty) Arbuckle at 3:30 p. m. today, reserving the right to examine
Dr. George R. Divan of Los Angeles
tomorrow and later to question experts appointed to examine the
bladder of Miss Virginia Rappe,
whose death brought about the
trial.
The court directed an examination tomorrow
by court, counsel
and Jury of the rooms of the Hotel
St. Francis in which Miss Rappe
is alleged to have been fatally Injured by Arbuckle.
Prof. K. O. Heinrlch, criminologist, was the last prosecution witness.
Aclolph O. Jup!,
police finger
print expert. Identified the right
hand print and finger prints of Arbuckle and the finger prints of Miss
Rappe.
I'rof. O. E, HeiniMch, 'criminologist of the University of California,
was next called.
The hotel doors were Introduced
for identification. Finger prints On
tho doors showed plainly. Kvidence
of tho witness regarding
finger
prints was resisted by the defense,
but. the objection was overruled.
Heiurlch said he was not called
to examine tho doors until eleven
days Rtter the Arbuckle party, tinHoimich
der direct examination
testified that the finger prints were
female.
those of both a male and
Tho imprint of one female hand
was surrounded by the Imprint of
a male hand. Heinrich
testified.
The prints on the door were those
of Virginia Rappe and Arbuckle.
according to the police comparison,
he said.
Opens for Arbuckle.
After the prosecution had closed
its caffa late today in the manslaughter trial of Roscoe C. (Fatty)
Arbuckle, after reserving tho right
to introduce further testimony tomorrow, Gavin McNab, chief counsel for the defense made the open
ing statement for Arbuckle
The state has miserably failed
to prove its case,
McNab
said.
This lino of argument was ruled
out by the court and ho was In
structed to "state what he Intended
to prove.
"We will prove that Arbuckle
was not in the Hotel St. Francis

for

Helpful

.

ri

LUNCHEON

"B" Theater Repeating today
Are Guests of Local Group
tho Cecil R. DeMllle's production.

t

r:

i'S

Hotel Rooms Where Miss
Rappe Is Said to Have
Been Fatally Injured Will
Be Inspected Today.

w--

it

field worker In Americanization,
both gave practical Instructions
fir bringing about cooperation of
teachers and paronts, the latter
speaking about the
parents. General disspeaking
cussion followed the program of
talks and papers.

MEETING

HOLD

Page Seven

vs--

. . . .

93c DAY

QQ
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Gingham,

in plaids

and stripes; all

-

QQ
OC

latest patterns.
5 yards.

WEDNESDAY

NO PHONE ORDERS
NO EXCHANGES

.-

IS

93c

DAY

NO C. O. D.

tap

REILY

GOV.

NAVAL

FAST BOXING IS

DEMAND OUSTER
OF

Wmber

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

EIprM

SEEN

LOCAL

'BIG

OF

TRAINING CAMPS

0

OF PORTO

AT

BOMB

EXPERTS

BUST IN

BELFAST KILLS
3, INJURIES 18

THREE'

Bt The Asuorlrttrrt Pre.)
Belfast, Nov. 22 (by the Associated Press). Two bombs
were exploded in a tram car
full of shop yard workers here
this afternoon, killing three of
tho occupants and injuring
At least six
eighteen others.
were shot to
other persons
death today in rioting that attended tho first day's actual
functioning of tho new Ulster
created by the
government
home rule act of last spring.
With the cessation of work
nt the big shipyards and warehouses this afternoon
firing
became fierce in the Ballymac-care- tt
district. Police and military were rushed to the scene.
The bombs were thrown from
a crowd of men. The car was
Confusion followed.
packed.
The men who threw the mifwilo
fled, and the uninjured workmen on the car ran away,
panic stricken. Finally when
ceased
had
tho confusion
somewhat the Injured and dead
were taken from the debris.
Tramway service was suspend-the
ed In the district around
York street thread mills.
There wn.s shooting during
exthe day near the labor killchange, where a clerk was
ed and another man so badly
wounded that he died later.
The remainder of the staff of
the exchange fled In panic.

SILENTLY

Permanent training quarters for It Is Believed That a Plan
tho boxers who will take part in
Will Be Agreed on That
bouts in Albuquerque have been
established at the Pa:are and the
Will
Not Vary Widely
ltlngllng Brothers' billiard halls.s
The balcony is being used at
U. S. Proposals.
From
and one of the tables has
been moved at the corner of the
(B? The A.nrtntrd Press.)
TrefM.)
(Vf Thu
Palace. Weights, a punching bau:
Washington, Nov. 22 (by the AsWnshlnrton. Nov. 22 (by the and other paraphernalia will soon
sociated Press), IWibpratlnns of
Felix be Installed at the Palace.
Associated
Press). Senorcommisthe naval experts of tho "big three"
Cordovn-Davllresident
Inin the arms conference
was
remain
Porto
llico,
sioner from
who will box the
Chavez,
Penny
so far as ony
structed In a cablesram recelveJ main go with Sailor Gonzalez at wrapped in mystery
of
is
official
what transpiring
word
to day from Snn Juan to requestr the Armory Monday night, has es
goes.
Unofficially spokesmen In
President Hnrdlntr to remove
tabllshed himself at the Palace somo
cases
that reveal
Immediategive
Mont.
E.
Relty.
With him are little but involved hint
billiard parlors.
technical quesThe cablffirnm set Kid Anaya,
share the tions which
who
will
ly from office.
to confuse
serve
forth specific rharfces which were second main go of tho evening the layman. only
to be preferred with the request. with Johnny Corona; Benny CorIn the American viewpoint there
memIt was slpned by 39 of the B9 assemYoung Al Is no
reason to bring Into
- dova, Toby Montoya,
bers of the rorto mean
Chavez and Kd Lewis. They will public good
view all the almost incombe in action to tho public each
all
of the exdiscussions
prehensible
he
announced
Senor Pavila
evening this week starting at 7:39 perts. What is In progress, it was
would sec President Harding and o'clock.
pointed out today, is a conference
Secretary Weeks nt tho "earliest
of
of which the only prodSailor Gonzalez and his crew uct equals,
opnortunlty."
can be a unanimous
Declaring Governor Reily had have established training quarters and there is every reason agreement
to expect
come to the Island "with deep at Ringling Brothers billiard paran agreement is to be reached
rooted prejudices," the cablegram lors and operations each afternoon such
not
will
soon
that
asserted his actions since then had this week will start at 2:30 o'clock. the American navalvary widely from
proposals.
Indicated he lacked "Judiciousness Johnny Corona, who arrived here
In shaping their suggestions the
He embarked on from Stockton, Calif., a few days
and discretion."
American delegation took Into con"a policy of BfTRTesslon
against ago to start training for his bout sideration
many things besides the
adnot
nicans
personally
Porto
Monday night with Kid Anaya, Is mere question of capital ship tondicted to hlin."
home at Rlngllngs and so is Young nage. Estimates of the whole sitAmonf? charges against GoverHerrera and a few more of them. uation of each, of its whole build
e
ON
nor Relly enumerated In the
ing program, of its financial ability
were:
Chavez took on Bonny and mechanical equipment to exeBenny
Ho publicly declared himself Cordova for a
of rounds at cute and building program It might
leader of the insular republican the Palace last couple
night. Forget It
desire.
party and the "friend of the so- Benny Cordova isn't in the disratio" of the AmeriThe
cialist party."
cards by a long shot. If you think can replacement
scheme to end
He removed judicial officers he Is, go over and watch him for
building and all its
without statins the cause and a few minutes. He is carrying a competitive
evils, nnd tho fleet strength that
threatened removal of others, be- bit of fat, but he's got all his would
remain under the proposed
QDAY
ing obliged, to "confess the injus- former speed and plenty of punch. immediate reduction on the eve of
tice in both cases."
holia
building
complete
Annulled the "moral power" of
Kd Lewis,
the middleweight
both are understood to reflect
judges by announcing they would who arrived here from New York day,
this summary of matters, not sushe removed if a decision was rena few days ago, is about the husktreat- Court Refuses to Prohibit
of mathematical
dered " considered by the gover- iest boxer that has been seen In ceptible
ment.
Canvass of the Ballots;
nor unjust."
view the
So In tho American
Albuquerque for some time. He
Pardoned criminals "to please fights at about 156 and will probto
been
have
understood
Recalled Officials Must
socialist leaders." and these crim- ably meet some one hero next question
raised by the Japanese as to the
inals immediately committed new month.
he has only state of completion of the battleAlthough
Step Out of Office.
crimes.
boxed a little here for fun with ship Mutsu, which Japan would be
"Directed or permitted" nolice boys who weren't able to stand up called on to scrap as a part of her
(Ily The Asunelated TrcM.)
to break up receptions organized to
He's fast abandoned program. Is Immaterial.
him, he looks
Bismarck, N. D., Nov. 22. ThJ
toto greet Antonio Rirrclo, .president and must carry a good.
wallop that's a If it is insisted, that she should be North Dakota supreme court
of the senate and leader of the bruiser.
must be day denied tho application of flv
her
equivalent
retained,
unionist party, "later promoting
retained by the tlnltod States and taxpayera for a writ prohibiting
the police officer who broke up
In Johnny Corona, fans are of Great Britain. For each of those the state canvassing board from
the demonstration."
tho
that Kid Anaya will powers It would mean more than canvassing the vote cast at tho reand rewarded all have opinion
Encouraged
the toughest fight of his box an additional ship.
call election, October 2S. Inauguwho offended the majority party. ing career.
The California boy
The United States has three ships ration of H. A. Nostos, Svolnblorn
Senor
A.
Davila
as has not yet become used to Albu which thus would be retained, It. is ,J Jlli If
denounced
KitChln,
nvrl "Tnhn
'
tn.
"drivel," tho charge that Torto
general
altitude, but he performs contended. If the proposal of Sec elected governor, attorney
Iticans had been responsible for querque
or
of
cut
the
to
n
knot
in
manner. He cxpcctc retary Hughes
and commissioner
the fire on tho steamship Tanamo to getcredible
his wind In a couple more competitive uuiiain? i me lne "Li and labor, respectively, will take
on which Governor Ilclly and days. He's
got speed and science November 11 Is to be abandoned.! place tomorrow.
other officials of the Island ad- and
The last full day of the adminup a good training bout it Is argued, nil of these three
ministration reached New York with puts
Sailor Gonzalez. He weigha might be retained by the United istration of Governor Lynn J.
Sunday.
122 to Gonzalez' 123.
Statrs for they ranged on Novem- - Frazler, Attorney General William
"Ilelly made a land tour through
her 10 from S3 per cent completo M. Lemke, and J. N. Hagcn, comthe Island," he said, "which wai
Kid
scemn to have .taken for the Colorado to 64 per cent missioner ot agriculture and labor,
a prelude to. this tri.n at sea. U on a Anaya
Wt more
muscle without complete for the West Virginia. tho recalled officials, was accomwas characterized with tho same dropping aiiy
Fans are And the American or British equiv panied by excitement not unliko
speed.
bombast and exaggeration and it
n
alent for the Mutsu would be more a legislative session.
that the
was on the land trip that he dis- saying
bout will ba the equal of the than ono shin each, if ratios of exAfter hearing argument on tha
played an utter unworthlness for
All four isting strength are to be followed. taxpayers' petition. In the suit of
the offico ho holds and showed of the boys are affair.
considera
of
these
tho present
is
because
It
the sam"
taxpayers to break tho
his' gross and indecent nature bv size, only three about
supremo
onlo nnntrnrt.
or four pounds tions that American officials ap-- .
to
the Torto Itloan fla? being between any of them.
end tne court retired to deliberate on th
referring
pear hopeful that in the come
aa 'that rag.'
out
will
work of the experts
vantl iiiMiflcntlnn.
"The governor Is looked upon
Sailor Gonzalez clivims he can at practically tho place the Ameri-- 1
It was announced that tho ma111
ns a camp follower, as incomne-tent- ,, turn the trick
November
the
can
did,
ot the court had denied
plan
again with Benny
jority
as an Ingrate. as a charlatan but Benny claims
"zero hour" for the cut.
tin nnniiVntfnn" without accom
he can't.
and by reason of his Indecent refpanying opinions. Justice Robin
erence to the flag of Porto Rico
When Benny Chavez quits box-i- GRADUATE fllir.SES
son raid later all five Judges wero
ns a creature whose continued
some theatrical manager will
the Injunction.
against
presence there is an affront to our take him on. There's auture for
FORM ASSOCIATION He also granting
asserted affidavits of alpeople."
him on the state as a laugh getleged wholesale fraud in obtaining
ter.
Mexico
Graduate signers to tho recall petitions .were:
New
The
was
formed not considered true.
Nurses' association
ROCKY KANSAS GIVEN
Escorted
ladies will not hi yesterday at a meetins of forty
The industrial commission, comTHE DECISION
OVER charged admission at tho armorv graduate nurs? at the Presbyterian posed of the three recalled offiMonday evening. Neither will they hosnltal.
cities of the cials, who relinquish office tomorSeveral
JOHNNY MENDELSOHN
be required to pay war tax. Spe- state were represented at the meet row, today signed, it was ancial sections will be reserved for ing.
nounced, a contract with Spltzer,
them.
McMenamln was Horick and company of Toledo,
(By The
Miss Teresa
frm.)
22.
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov.
elected president of the association. Ohio, for sale of all the remaining
Rocky Kansas of Buffalo, light- FISHING SMACK TANO
Other officers arc Mrs. Blanche A. authorized state .bond Issues. This
weight, was given the newspaper
Montgomery, first vice president; contract, It was stated, replaced
decision over Johnny Mendelsohn,
SUNK IN COLLISION Miss Catherine Taylor; second vice the present contra"t which has
In a law suit in the supreme
Milwaukee, In a
bout.
president; Miss Bertha C. Rowe,
Kansas was credited with outpointnr The AranriiifMt frr.a.i
secretary, and Sister Frances de court, and provides that all bo"d9
ing Mendelsohn In several rounds
not
chnntel.
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 22
yet Issued bo sold at par.
while the latter held Rocky even The steamer
The first annual meeting will be
of
Harvard
the
Ixs
in about five periods.
MendelEngland has organized a mu
Angeies bteamshlp company sank held next spring at St. Joseph sana
sohn's best round was tho sixth.
torium during the meeting of the: seum in which will be displayed
the
mack Ta
Earl McArthur of Iowa suffered slon fishing
and
models
of famous and historic
the public
at the
to the harbor state health officers
a technical knockout by Frankle eany tonight entrance
thrco men on the health nurses.
and
bantam- Tano were
Milwaukee
Schmalzer.
reported missing, acweight. In the fourth round. Mc- cording to advices
by the
Arthur claims he did not hear the marine department received
of the Chamber
count, the crowd hooting the
of Commerce. Three others were
The Harvard
reporjed rescued.
was on its way to him Angeles.
During the World war the CanFranc now has a standing army
adian expeditionary force served In
France, Macedonia, Palestine and conssting of 40,580 officers and
Russia.
840,700 men.

of the 59 Members of the Assembly Request Harding to Take
Action Immediately.

Thirty-nin- e

Ring-ling-

Antm-Ulc-

Oov-erno-

PARTISANS

mes-sap-

HIT

3

THE SKIDS

INN.D.T

ten-ye-

MRS. Hllilj IS I)EAI.
St. Paul, Nov. 22. Mrs. James
Hill, widow of the lata James J
Hill, president of the Great North-- '
ern railway, died ot her home hers
this morning, following a long

No less than 10,800 American
of Catholic faith gave their
lives in the war with Germany.

You Will Save

Ladies' Specialty Shop
Fifth

Con It be cured? Dr.
F. filass has positive
proof that it can.
is used at horn'
In any climate, with n'
T.

of the disease
files, with letterr

518 West Central, Between

daily
being
from hundreds

received
of people who
now use and who have used the
remedy, are open to investigation.
His records show that nine out
of ten users of this remedy who
are faithful with It have recovered or are recovering. It Is strictly n home remedy.
The following excerpt Is from
Just one of many letters being
received daily.
"Humansvllle, Mo.
Nov. 7.. 1921.
Dr. T. Glass:
I will write you a few lines
today, as I am sending you money
order for two months more of
your medicine. I am feeling better
at this writing than I have for
some time. I have tried several
doctors but have gotten more re
sults from you than all the other
medicine I have taken."
(Through courtesy namea and
addresses are not published, but
furnished upon request.)
For further Information address THE T. F. GLASS IN
HALANT CO.. Mason Bldg., Los
Angeles, Calif.

ar

Specials for Today

Black Sateen Bloomers, full cut
and well made

All-Wo-

..

.v .
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r. .

Knit

Tie-Bac-

k
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colors
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Sweaters;
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.v.
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v (Q
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effects;

AC

only........ j)U0
lined.
CIO f
tf

Tablets and

j

Plush Coats, large collars and cuffs; full
A coat that is worth fully $25.00, for
Ladies' Long Coats, large collars, in heavy Velour and Bolivia Cloth;
navy and dark brown, in a variety of different styles. Coats that
are sold everywhere for $35.00.
This week for
A beautiful assortment of Canton Crepe Dresses, in black, navy anct
brown. Exclusive models; many fur trimmed or embroidered. Just
the dress that you have
JiOfi '7K
been looking for
,1.

QIC
tPXO.lO

Albuquerque Foundr
Work?
ar-e

lrrtnn

.

. . . ; .
very practical and serviceable
and
Tricotine
Dresses, straight-lin- e
Wool, Serge
dresses made to sell for $15.00. This week

nimbus. N. M., sign a letter saying
"We have both concluded W' ehal

I'oiinrti'rii
MurhlnWn
Knglneer
Pnniinvr in Inn Hrai Unfile. Alum
num.
P.lerlrle VT nri. Oil Engine'unipp mrt
tVnrhfi anil Office Allmqiff nnie.

..

Wool Sport Hose, brown and
mixtures; a $2.00 value, for.
Ladies' Pure Silk, full fashioned Hose.
All

f?Q

.
.

Women's Heavy Flannelette Night Gowns,
extra full and large

n

we bellove them to b
essential to good neoitn.
Tncy
keep the stomach Bweet. liver active and bowels regular. They banish constipation. Indigestion, bll- iousness. sick headache, bloating
sour stomach, gas on stomach, bad
brenth, coated tongue. Not habit
forming. Sold everywhere.

and Sixth

Only a little farther, but you will save many dollars We spe- cialize in exclusive Ready-to-WeMillinery and Shoes We
do as we advertise You will not be disappointed.

AND WIFE WHITE
nrsiuxn
nH Mr, InmeR
Mi.
flmnn. fn

5

$5.60 to $15.00 on a

Coat, Suit, Dress or Hat at the

T 6

j

j

PuOlt)

Ladies' Oxfords, Pumps and Ties, French heels, patent or
kid, black or brown. Values up to $6, for this week. . . ...
Everything Else Priced Accordingly.

.

QQ"
PZr70

Ladies9 Specialty Shop

Anaya-Coron-

Chavez-Gonzal-

Teachers and Visitors

soldiers

return
His

23, 1021,

ez

i.l

E. MAHARAM & SON
518 WEST

CENTRAL AVENUE

The Last Store on Main Street

The Store That Sella For Less.

Afum-latr-

ten-rou-

i

.

A

'T!

tit

-

sn

I

C&.

Our Conception of Service
ofovw&t endless mile

Wf

THANKSGIVING

Jf

This service, we feci, should be and is absolutely impartial, with favoritism toward
'
none and courteous, above-boar- d
methods of fair dealing for all.

bv proud ofyottt catch

1

mAnu well luuMvn

IiL

play tennis

fact

m

Turkeys, 50c Per Pound

jf'

Hens

Jf

Springs

Bcf

Tork

Mutton

Teal
Fish
Oysters
Home Grown Celery
Cauliflower
California Lettuce
Green Chill
Tomatoes
Tarns
Sweet Potatoes
Cranberries
Orarujes
lemons
Grape Fruit
Bananas
Grapes
liaising
Dates
Figs
Comb Honey

iS
tjf
.

!

J
!i

'sMM
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SPECIALS

jf

if

A corporation that grows up with a community owes the latter a distinct measure of service in return for the patronage that it receives.
It is the aim of this company to render the highest possible calibre of
service to each of the six states in which it operates.

'

h

MROCERIES

OF ALL

KINDS

l

l

1.1

f

Kesott
enjoy
yotirafih
hotel tfur
beaches, and
many other intevestt
will make the winter

Y '

I

I

mm
V,:' J

f

in.

If

past quickly and pleasantly

Grand Canyon.

National 7avl6

S

;

is
way. Spend
twooivyour
days or Ionev.

IS
jM

I

A Pullman takes you

ioihevim.Z7ovaris
'

managed bylved, Harvey'

Experience has shown time and again that the mere size of a concern is no
insurance against failure. Large and small organizations alike are affected by the
stern law of supply end demand; there are no exceptions. The status of any company depends in the long run upon the value of its products to the community and
the attitude of the public toward the company.
The deciding factor in the success of any corporation catering to a restricted territory is public opinion. And public opinion, this company realizes, is moulded
largely by service. The Continental Oil Company and we believe all persons who
think for themselves attributes its success to the high standard of quality of all
its products and their indispensable value to every community.
The directors of this company are always striving to improve, if possible, the measure of Continental service. They have
liberally in making possible,
many projects of local and interstate importance. By installing Conoco Service
Stations wherever the demand for them exists, the company has endeavored to
make motoring increasingly convenient and pleasant.
Thousandsbuy their suppliesof Conoco Gasoline andPolarine with Conoco Coupon
Books. Are you one of them?

San ia7& Service assures
201

.Vorth First Street.

Phone

$

PHONIC

199.

TOl'R ORDER.

TnE

REST.

WE WILL DO

WW?

m

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY

you apleasant journey

At jn rrnR tn Oetauj
R. W. HOYT, Agent
''

rnoNE
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Albuquerque, N. M.

Albuquerque
Butte

(A Colorado Corporation)
Denver
Pueblo
Great Falls
Salt Lake City

Boise

Cheyenne

fO

A
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SUBS NECESSARY

RANGES E. WILLARD SCKGOL

JFOR DEFENSE, IS

FOR GIRLS WELL SEEK BIGGER

CITY; MAY BE PLACED HERE

ITALY'S CLAIM OUT PROBLEMS
Washington, Nov. 2 (by the
Associated Press).
Submarines aro necessary fop tho defense of Italy, it wns stated today by an Italian delegate.
Italy's exposed const lino, he
Haid, necessitated
reliance to
some extent on the submarino
as a defensive weapon. It also
was assorted her financial situation made It difficult to build
expensive capital ships.
The delegates win not at this
stage undertake to fix any figure, for tho tonnage of naval
strength to be assigned to Italy
by tlio conference.
Members hold tliat she must
have a navy equal to that of
Mediterranean
any
power, not classing Great Brit
am as such.

The directors of the Frances B.
;Willard school for girls of the
state Woman's Christian Temperance union have voted to locate
ithe school In one of the larger
cities of the state. This was
at a special meeting of the
Aboard of directors held Saturday
evening at the home of the secretary. Mrs. Thomas Harwood.
In an Interview, Mrs. N. J.
of the
chairman
IStrumqulat,
Aboard, said:
jj
"The school had a most successful year, operating; In a small
way In a cottage In Belen last
tyear, and the directors had
to erect a large ml"slon
farm
.style building on the
..donated for the purpose by the
When the building
Jcommunity.
constructed thre was a'so to
jwas
be a gift of five thousand dollars
Jfrom the "citizens as an endow- jmnnt of the building.
The experience
of many vrti
Jwere planning to build last fall
fwas the experience of the P. E. W.
school board bids ran too high
land the plans drawn by architect
JK, B. Christy were set aside for
'a time till prices declined. When
the school board was atraln conof a
sidering the construction
Jbuildlng, there enme to Mrs. Pyrd,
member of the board, . whose
Siome is In Santa Fe, the notice of
Jan opportunity to secure a splen-di- d
building ready to house 70
istudents at a marvelously low
lprlce. This was the Ptaab residence In Panto, Fe. Before negotiations for the property could be
Into, the place was sold.
rntered came from several sour-- ?
to purchase a building
w
ready to move Into and defer th
yjoTistruction of the mission style
school for a year or two. When
$he TJ.state convention of th W. C.
F.
was held In Santa Fe, the
.attorney general of the state wai
Jronsulted, and his opinion certof the
ifies that it is the t
or corporation, incorporated to operate schools and Industries anywhere In New Mexico, to
estab'ish th school In any
nt this t'me and to establish branches where desired.
"The
!
Pa"ta Fe Ciarber of
iHommerr-- then o'fnred a bonus of
2tn nnn and a bui'd'ng lt to the
ohool hoard If Panta Fe were selected for the nermanent site of
the school. Other of'ers from
ltls;ens were made and a numher
Jbf oranlmtlons r.l"dirp1 sipnorf
or the seool
nromls-- s to
develop Into an Institution tint
Jnill h an n,s?et to eny communJty. Df. T'd'ar Hcwlt p!od"ed a
cholnrshln to tht
who is
ert at keonlnT a monl four-rooJlr'ohe houfe en a "home" In hest
jrondlMon with best oeoVe.fl food
jfor a certain period of time.
"Other offers from othr
were spoken of as certain to be received, fl"d wl'out
J

liberty to practice the religion that
the student prefers.
"The girls from Panta Barbara
who last year were In the Frances
H. Willard school at Belen received excellent training and advanced remarkably," said Miss
Irene Burke, superintendent ot
Bernalillo county schools at the
P. T. A. dinner yesterday,

I

EDUCATIDN WORK
Blair and Wilson Speak
Again to Large Audience;
Bickley and Conway Start
Actual Subscriptions.
general session of
assembled
at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon at
the armory, to listen to addresses
by Dr. Wilson, and Mr. Blair, and
to attend to business matters.
Tha meeting opened with two
vooal solos by Ada Pierce Winn,
whose magnificent voice was well
suited to her songs. She sang
"Maids of Cadis," by Dellbei, and
Lohr's "Where My Caravan Has
The second

the

other

.

LVQRK BEGINS UN

DUKE CITY HIGH

Teachers'-.conventio-

n

Rested."
The other musical number was a
duet by Messrs. Lukken and Calk-Inof the state university.
Mr. H. b. Wilson spoke on
"Checking Ourselves Up." Hia talk
was a comparison of the methods of
the
business
with
efficient
methods of education. He insisted
s,

CHOOSING. JURY

Y

PASS CITY GAME

The Albuquerque
high school
football squad leave for El Paso at
10:30 o'clock this morning. There
are eighteen players making the
trip and several of the Btudents are
accompanying the team. The high
school will be out to fe'lve the team
a royal send-of- f.
The local gridmen came through
the Indian school game without a
serious Injury and are In the best
of shape with one exception.
Joe
Benjamin, who sustainted a bruised
to
In
been
forced
has
hip
practice,
leave the game for the reft of this
season. However this bad luck before the game will not provo so
very serious as there are others to
fill his place.
Coach Moore's pupils have practiced every morning and afternoon
this week In preparation for the
As strong a
Turkey day contest.
lineup as has ever represented Alon
the
gridiron this
buquerque high
year will face the Gate City plnyers.
This game will be ono of the most
closely contested of the season and
will be tlu last chance of each team
to fight fur their school on the
gridiron this year. Both teams arc
doing their very best to make their
final game a grand success,
The Kl Paso schoilule has been
much the fame as that of Albuquerque In that It has been full of
Last
week El
disappointment.
Ciuces played
Paso and Las
to
a 0 tie.
bame
a
through
tight
However, the Texas city boasts a
strong team and expect to give the
Puke City team tlio stlCfest tusscl
on their curd. This gime will bo
the connecting link between Albuquerque and many other schools
end will be a direct comparison
with Las Cruces high school,
al
larse ajority of the team wil
stop off at Las Cruces to attend the
Y. M. C. A. conference
being held
there on their return to Albuquerque. The rest of the squad will return home the last of the week.
The lineup that will very prob-ahl- y
go up agTlnst Kl Paso Thursis: Koraker, 1. e.; Wilson, 1. t.i
knv thoupht ,ethnr than- dUns day
Marroni 1. g ; Dlnelll, r. R.; Coen,
what Feems In e'ery wav bes for r. t.; Holcomb, r. e.; Long, q. b.;
Jhe institution, the board of di- Olassman, 1. h. b.; Hammond, I, b.;
rectors decided to consider thea Roybal, Xi h. b.
propositions when presented, and
,"1n ordr to do so, voted to return
RIXEY SION'S CONTRACT.
"the land at- Pelen ta donors, be. rilrtrvtnnntl
n .
Hhln Mat: 9
was
that
pause
g'ven
d
of
f.ixey,
lending
pitcher
on the construction, of a, snhool h. Cincinnati National league club,
bnlldimr, and to be roady to re- a contract today to pitch for
ce.lve the propositions
of other ;the local team next year, nisey
tomunltles,
pitched nineteen
winning games
j The school Is designed to edulast season.
cate girls who are poorly sttvated,
but girls of good moral' character.
The citizen'
of Australia
PomesHc science, especially cook1-fry- , numbers 108,000army
men.'
)
will b stressed In the train.
Ing, 'and the Spanish laoo work
frnd drawn work will be taught
and the products marketed W
Washington P. Ci, and oher east-

.,a

EM

BURGH

CASE

n
that the old,
and inefficient methods used in teaching
must go, Just es the faulty, careless
methods of business ara not tolerSeven Women and One Man ated.
"We must bring our schoola up to
Are Passed Temporarily
twentieth century standards, use
to Try Alleged Slayer of twentieth century methods, and
century
help to solve twentieth
J. Belton Kennedy.
problems," he stated. "In modern
business the practice Is to weed
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 21.
out that which Is obsolete, and add
Seven women and one man wer
tl t which is progressive. Modern
passed temporally today as Jurors businesses do not trouble with worn
inIn the trial of Arthur C Burch,
out methods, when they have betdicted Jointly with Mrs. Madalynna ter ones at their command."
Obenchnin for the alleged murder
Mr, Blair, of Illinois, discussed
of J. Bolton Kennedy.
Another "From Chance to Cortalnty In Ed- time-wor-

woman was under exarnlnfltlon as
a prospective Juror when court ad
Jurned for the day and two other
women and one man were in the
box awaiting questioning.
Judge Sidney N, Reeve sustain
defense's
ed the
challenge for
cause of Mrs. Martha 3. Clark, who
stated she had a
opinion about the case which would
require evidence to dispel. The ex
cusing of three women and a man
who announced they had scruples
against oapltal punishment, const!.
tuted the remainder of the day'
work with respect to the Jury draw
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left-han-
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through the

cIMes

man-iweme-

OF

There can be no harmony, and
no beauty m a home
Sherefore. the wlfa and mother
and l,rrltabla and
Often as not, disease is at
the bottom of such a condition,
woman who Is always
Let
the
j
tired and who suffers from low
iplrlts and mysterious aohes and
bains, only try Lydia E. Plnkham's
Vegetable Compound.
She will
then see that the beauty and harmony will be restored to her home
with the return of her health and
good spirits.

'
.

A1

dull-plrlte-

ANOTHER
SMART NEW

OUITTOBAGCO

Prices

$7.50 to $9.00

has helped thousand
g
to break the eostly,
tobacco habit. Whenever vou
hnve a .'onglng for a smoke or a.
chew, fust place harmless No.To-l!tablet in your mouth Instead.
All desire stops. Shortly the habit
Is completely broken, and you are
better off mentally physically, fiit's so easy, so simple
nancially
net a box of
and If it
doesn't release vou from all craving for tohaco In any form, youi
druggist will refund your money
without question.
SIIK KNOWS AIT1JH 20 YICAHS
A cold, even when, it has developed a hacking cough, difficult
breathing,
sleepless nights, raw
throat and sore lunaa uven then
cold yields quickly to Foley's Honey and Tor. Mrs. Milton Wait,
Box 33 Azalla. Mich, writes:
"J
have used Foley's Honey and Tar
for the past 20 years and find there
Is no other cough or croup remedy
like it. Ynu may use my name,'1
It gets right at the seat of trouble
Children like It. Sold everywherenerve-shatterin-

Breeohes......

the demands of holiday time, starting with
Thanksgiving I Demands for hats and frocks and
coats and especially for smart shoes.
In the Red Cross ' Shoe made to fit the foot in
action you will find the very shoe for charming
'
social duty,
It has' a daintiness of line, a shapeliness that cannot easily be lost, for the Red Cross Shoe is made
to move with every motion of the foot and not
against it. And always it gives perfect comfort.
We have on display a special showing of new Red.
Cross Shoe models appropriate for
wear.
Come In and see them; be smartly, correctly, and
comfortably shod for Thanksgiving and the holiSo many

days to come.

-

Underwear.

Underwear

$1.50

.

Phone

Special Every

DayDelivered

MATTHEW'S
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For the way that brings prettier teeth
Do

at millions

have done

make this

ten-da-

Each use of Pepsodent brings five effects which
dentists now desire. It attacks the film. It keeps
the teeth so highly polished that film cannot easily
adhere.
It increases the salivary flow, which is Nature's
g
reat
agent. It multiplies the starch
igestant in the saliva. That to digest the starch
deposits which otherwise may form acid. It multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva, to neutralise the
acids which cause tooth decay.
Thus Pepsodent is bringing to millions whiter,
cleaner, safer teeth. ' Leading dentists everywhere
are now urging its adoption.

test.

y

tooth-protectin-

That viscous film you feel is the teeth's chief
enemy. Most tooth troubles are now traced to it
It clings to teeth, gets between the teeth and stays.
Old brushing methods did not effectively combat it.
So very few people have escaped discoloration and
decay.
Film absorbs stains, making the teeth look dingy.
It is the basis of tartar. It holds food substance
which ferments and forms acid. It holds the acid in
contact with the teeth to cause decay.
Germs breed by millions In it. They, with tartar,
art the chief cause of pyorrhea.

Results are delightfua
Send the coupon for a
Tube. Note how
clean the teeth feel after using. Mark the absence
of the viscous film. See how teeth whiten as the
disappear.
All the effects are delightful. All are now considered essential. See and feel them for awhile.
Head the reasons for them in the book we send.
Then decide for you and yours between the old ways
and the new. Cut out the coupon now.
10-D-

film-coa-

Two ways to fight it
Dental science has now found two effective ways
to fight film. They are combined in a new-da- y
tooth
paste Pepsodent made to meet modern

PAT

ort

ts

A

10-D-

Tube Free

ay

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY

RC6.U

IXiit.

The

New-Da-

y

Dentifrice

'H-l- i,

lt4

'
.

Ch let go, III

Tube of Pepsodent to

Mad

The scientific film combatant, approved by modem author!-- .
to
ties and now advised by leading dentists everywhere
bring five desired effects. All druggists supply the large
tubes.

8. WabMh Ave.,

Only me tub. U a family.

Army & Navy Store
First Street

CENTRA!!

OH TEACHERS
A friend said today: Mack your rugs
are a ivay below those "Scare 'em to
death sale prices." How come?
We know it boy, and so are the following
XMAS SUGGESTIONS
For Baby'
For Boys
Cribs
Bicycles
school
Bicycle
bags Beds
oaskets
rsicycie
wa1Wr- horns
Bicycle
Kidlett cars
Velocipedes
For Girls
Wagons
Doll buggies
For Dad
'
Doll Tables
Revolvers
Flash lights
and chairs

,

420

,

,

Dishes, bluebird or gold band
Sewing machines
Clothes hampers
i

TIIUIKSGIUIflG

SWEETS

JOHNSTON'S FAMOUS CANDIES
At our Candy Counter, in handsome,
boxes.

full-measu- re

I

The

W

For Mother

... $3.50

323 South

w ite Us Today

The selection is now complete,

209

FANCY or PLAIN

00

-

how your teeth
change in a week.

QUALITY

tDOefrytj
U

,

ay

mid-wint- er

&--

garment.,,, ........... 75c

,.,

10-D-

tmmmammrmmaman

t

t
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Shirts

O. D. Blankets,
. . . ...

to every homea
Tube. Send
the coupon. Watch

c

r
tPUetJU

Reclaimed O. D,
Shlrta
New O. D.

Class--

FOR

SHOES

So Easy to Drop Ciqarette,
Cigar, or Chewing Habit

All-Wo- ol

garment.

NEED

BRINGS

in i?.

New
Army
t,ong
Pante, Just what you
have been looking for.... tDu
Reclaimed Riding
(M JT A
, DXet)U
Breeohes
New Riding1
JQ A

Wool

FREE

oul-tur-

Thanksgiving

for cold weather

New

'

Film makes teeth dingy

Just the things

:

'

IN BRICKS

BEAUTY IS HARMONY"

Wpol

s.

teeth. Learn
how it makes safer teeth. Brush your teeth in tho
modem way and watch all the good effects.

Cream

I :e

that, guarantees absolute

Reclaimed

Ft'!-to)-

THAriKSGIVIFiG

inter-churc-

"

Will-lam-

rows of Japanese lantern..,, strung
MORRIS KNOCKED OCT.
:,
with electric lights and an excellent
Winnipeg, Nov., 22. Fred
jazz orchestra furnished the music
Minneapolis
heavyweight,
knocked out Carl Morris, of Oklafor dancing. The dance was
homa in the fourth round of a
scheduled fifteen-roun- d
bout tonight.
XOTTD RALLOOXIST DKAI),
"
f
Paris, Nov. 21. Alfred Leblano,
noted balloonist and aviator1, died
According to an estimate the
horn today after a long Illness. In skins of more than 100,000 an
1307 hn finished
second In the mals are used annually In binding
James Gordon Uennett cup Walloon Oxford Bibles.

W. C. T. V.

Besides the Initial endowment
tf the pchoot by the ratlonnl
W. C. T. U. there have come contributions from seven other s'a'e- C. "J". U. oraniatlona and
t--W.
local chanters and from
clutis and all chapters of
the Vf.lC. T. IT. in New Mexico
and ;." renresentatlyea of every
church denomination In the state.
4"he policy of religious regulation
h
a broadly
and modeled, after the government Indian
jfohopl,

hy a dance was held in the armory.
were Miss Grace
The soloists
Stortz, soprano; David Marcus, vio
linist: Qeorge Geako. tenor, and
Charles McKean, baritone. The ac
companist was Miss Norma
Miss Stortz sang "Tho Dainty
Little Damsel," by Novello. The
closing number was a trio, "Carry
Me Hack to Old Virginney," with
a violin obligato by Mr. Marcus.
The armory was decorated with

See how film removal beautifies the

com-gnnnl- tv

ern
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&anta Fe Has Bid for Location of Institution'
s
Offering Ground and Bonus; School De
signed to Aid Girls in Poor Financial Circumstances But of Good Character.
'"

T

01

ucation," He brought out the necessity of eliminating all kinds of
chances from the arc of teaching.
He grouped the method of Insuring
this undur four heads;
"First," he said, "was the movement which brought about the taxation ot all property and all people
tor the support of common schools.
This eliminated
the element of
chunce which had formerly confined education to the wealthy few.
"The second step was the most
autocratlo step ever taken by a democracy, the compelling of children
to attend schools. The compulsory
school laws did away wittt the
chance of parent keeping their
children out ot school through
prejudice or for other reasons. It
made it certain that every child
would attend school.
"The third step was the Improve
ment of the course of atudy, to the
extent that every child was certain
ot getting something out of school
which would fit him or her for life.
The old method followed closely
tha classical lines and made education a luxury. Now courses have
been so broadened that they in
oiude many useful as well as
subjects.
"The fourth step Is the one we
are now taking. It is the Improvement of our teachers and the raising of standards in the teaching
profession. It insures the child that
its teachings will be well fitted for
their task, and he need have no
fear of their incompetency. As yet
this phase is a gamble."
President Bickley made a stirring
extemporaneous appeal for Immediate action on th matter of securJohn V. Con
ing a
way, state superintendent, carried
on the Idea, ana after an eloquent
harangue, he turned to the secredol
tary and Pledged, twenty-fiv- e
lars toward the fund for paying the
and
went
Teachers
up
secretary.
down the Isles, collecting pledges,
was
and a generally good response
made. For about five or ten min
utes, the subscriptions poured in
assured the
President Blcklev
teaohers that In the event of there
In
the treasbeing enough money
ury to pay the secretary, the
pledges would b cancelled.
La st night, a concert, followed
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Taborets
White Medicine cabinets

Duofold sets
Brass beds.
When You Add a MOORE STOVE to
the home You Have a Permanent

Improvement

PALACE DMJG COMPANY
PHONE

54

Free Delivery
'

7 a.

'
m.- -

216 WEST CENTRAL
'Quicker 'N Lightning"
,
to 11 p. m.

THE EXCHANGE

Phone 1111.

T. L. & E. L. McSpadden.

With Powder Horn and Trusty
Musket Did Ye Pilgrim Father
Fetch the Thanksgiving Turkey
'

the turkey is provided in a mod
ern manner. And it make9 as good a meal, for
mother knows quality in food and goes where she
knows she will surely get it.
Now-a-cla-

ys

.

.

When clothing is wanted, men who want to
be sure of. good quality come here for KUPPEN-- ;
HEIMER. good clothes. ,

E. L. Washburn Company
"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers.'
r.
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AIRPLANE MAY SMASH ROUND THE WORLD RECORD
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NEW RECORD ROUTE

From London to Bagdad in Six Days Suggests
Possible Lowering of Time for Journey
Made Classic by Jules Verne

Present Mark of Thirty-fiv- e
Days Set by John
Henry Mears in 1913 Could Be Bettered
by Using Aerial Links

By TORREY FORD.
HE world has two great passions, by the Royal Air Force in June ot this
A regular fortnightly service by
One is seeing records made and the year.
other is seeing them broken. From air for the carriage of official correspondcontests to parachute Jumping, ence was started on August 1.
Several more links in the chain will have
the world loves anything that has a flavor
to
be established before a speedy around
of sport.
When Jules Verne conceived his purely the world trip can be made via the Orient.
fictional venture, "Around the World in Bagdad is hardly at the back door of
but it is on the way. With Bagdad
Eighty Days," he established what he conOthers only six days from London, it seems ensidered an international record.
night vie with the figures, but the accom- tirely conceivable that the rest of the trip
plishment of Phileas Fogg was calculated to Yokohama can be crowded Into a week.
The best time that has been made between
to stand firmly throughout the ages.
But M. Verne reckoned without the con- London and Yokohama Is fifteen days.
trivance of Han or the spirit of his sports- Mears, the record holder, took sixteen days
manship. Merely seeing a record hung on for that part of his journey.
So in spite of the rampant Reds in Rusthe wall is not enough for most persons.
Immediately it has to be broken. And by sia and the defunct Siberian transportaPhileas Fogg's record has been tion system It doesn't appear necessary to
broken so many times that only a few per- call an indefinite halt in the race to beat
sons remember "SO days" as anything more the old records. With the aid promised by
modern aviation In all parts of the world
than an abbreviated jail sentence.
Back In 1889 Nellie Bly started the op- It should be a comparatively simple matter
days ot John Henry
position by clipping 7 days, 17 hours, 48 to make the thirty-fivminutes and 46 seconds off the record of Wears appear a ridiculously high figure.
Mears used the airplane only once durthe redoubtable Phileas. Others kept plugging at the mark until 1913, when John ing his record breaking trip. He made a
Henry Mears set up a new figure of 35 days, fifteen mile flight In a hydroplane over
of a Fuget Sound to Seattle from a yacht off
21 hours, 35 minutes and
After completing his trip he
Victoria.
second for his round the world excursion.
said that he thought in order to break hi
51 wou,d be nec
t0 resort
As War Prevented Interest record
the use of an airplane from Fishguard to
This record has stood unchallenged since London and from Dover to Moscow.
1913. World touring as a sport was abanMears, serving as a special correspondent
doned during the conflict at arms. After of The Nkw York Si'n, left New York July
the filing of the peace treaties world tour- 2, 1913, at 12:45 P. M. He sailed on the
Mauretania, carrying with him a light suiting continued to lag behind In the renais- case, a camera and a light overcoat. He
sance ot other sports. Conditions in Rus- nrrived back in New York on August 6 at
sia and the Soviet schedule of running 10:20 P. M.
trains on the Siberian railway probably Average of 24T2 Miles Hourly
have had much to do. with the lack ot en
For
the

tributed along the way and the money paid of their Journeys was recorded In the newsas a straight bribe to a pirate crew on an papers.
Charles Fitzmorris came under the wire
engine of the Siberian railway.
Mears bettered the old record of Andre, first in the elapsed time of 60 days 13
Jaeger-Schmiseconds.
His
by 8 days 22 hours 37 hours 29 minutes 42
schedule ran:
seconds.
Left
a correspondent
Andre
Chicago
May 20
'ev York
of the Paris Excelsior, made his
May 23
Berlin
May 30
trip in 1911. He traveled 19,300
Mosc ,i
June 1
miles in 39 days 19 hours 42 minutes
Irkutsk
June 10
37
seconds. He averaged 480 miles a day,
Jnne 13
Sryetensk
or twenty miles an hour. Except for a
June 21
Blngovcscheusk
was
much
route
few minor changes his
Vladivostok
June 27
Yokohama
the same as followed by Mears.
.July 5
Vlc'.orla
record reads:
Jnly 14
Arrived Chi igo
July 20
Left
Paris
Jnly 17
Moscow
Fitzmorris experienced most of bis diffiJuly 20
Omsk
July 23
culty In the land of the busy consonant.
Irkutsk
July 25
After using up ten days between Moscow
28
Harbin
July
and Irkutsk, he took another seventeen
20
Vladivostok
July
days to reach the Manchurlan seaport and
31
Yokohama
July
eight more days to get booked for an Amer12
Vancouver
August
ican passage.
Montreal
August 18
w York
Looking over the record, the Chicago
August 10
Arrived Paris
August 36
schoolboy seems to be the only world tourOf this amount ist who passed through Blagoveschensk
The trip cost ?l,42fi.
only $596 was spent for railroad fare and and had the nerve to write home about it.
transportation, while JGOO went In tips and Unbiased Judges are of the opinion that
this should deduct at least ten days from
gratuities.
his record.
Jaeger-Schmid-

record-breakin-

Yoko-I;am-
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Jaeger-Schmidt'-

e

the Royal Air Force,
British
proceeding home from Mesopotamia in the
ordinary course of duty, traveled from Bagdad to London In six days. He used two
days in flying from Mesopotamia to Egypt
over a route which has been opened by the
Royal Air Force for the carriage of official
mails. The rest of the jouriey to England
he made by sea and rail.
Starting from Bagdad at 6 A. M. on September 15, he flew across the Syrian Desert
to Ammam, a distance of 515 miles, in
s
hours. On the
eight and
second day, after an early getaway, he
reached Heliopolis by 9 o'clock, a Jump of
325 miles. From Heliopolis all speed was
put on towards Abouklr, making a total
distance for the second day of 440 miles.

&
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World Trip
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record-breake-

John Henry Mears, holder of the record for around the world
journey, arriving in New York city after his memorable trip.
plenty ot time for sightseeing and recommended the schedule for other tourists.
Except for a washout in Siberia that delayed his train some eighteen hours and a
close call at Seattle, where the train was
held fifteen minutes for him, he had no
cause for rush or worry.
The most perilous part of his trip came

nt the very end ot his journey, when he
made an eight minute taxicab ride from
the Grand Central Terminal down to The
Sew office, on Park Row.
The financial accounting of the trip was
even more astounding than the time schedule. The entire cost was less than $800.
including tips (described as "liberal") dis-

officer of

three-quarter-

Regular Air Service Used
To Carry Official Letters
The flight was arranged to make a quick
connection with the steamship Vienna, sailing from the Alexandria dock. Within
forty minutes of the officer's arrival at
Abouklr he was on board the Vienna, sailing out of the harbor. He arrived in
London at 8 o'clock on the evening of
September 21, 6 days and 14 hours after
leaving Bagdad.
The ordinary passage from Bagdad to
London has previously taken from sixteen
days to three weeks.
The air route linking Palestine with
Mesopotamia was surveyed and organized

record-breakin-

Jaeger-Schmid-

Jaeger-Schmid-

four-fifth- s

two-hou-

Fogg.
A

Round

FOR
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Ge0ISe Francis Train's Trip
iui lime or vieiue tsiy

Comparing the two records, It may be
No other
tours are regist
that
required only
fourteen days from Paris to Yokohama, tered until back In 1890, when Georgo
while Mears took fifteen days between Ber- Francis Train made the trip In 67 days. 12
lin and Yokohama. On the other hand, the hours 3 minutes. A few months previous
French correspondent caught a slower boat Nellie Bly had accomplished the journey in
across the Pacific and used up a full week 72 days 6 hours 11 minutes 14 seconds.
In the trip from Vancouver to New York. She left New York on November 14, 1889,
and completed the circuit January 25, 1890.
Mears came across country In four days.
And that takes the story back to Phileas
These discrepancies may partly be accounted for by luck and partly by the vary- Fogg, the man who started the argument
ing equipment for travel of the two men. and defied the world.
Daniel B. Bidwell is the only tourist to
Jaeger-Schmispoke three or four
guages, while Mears spoke only English. claim the championship by the westward
This may have accelerated the former's route. In 1911 he made the trip in 47 days
speed through foreign countries, but when 22 hours, via Montreal, Vancouver, YokoMears landed back in America he fell Into hama, Vladivostok, Moscow, Dover and
a groove that shot him toward Park Row back to New York.
Besides 'these followers of the demon
without any unnecessary delays.
Colonel Burnley Speed, there are many others whose ono
Before
Campbell had held the record for four claim to fame is a successful Journey
years. In 1907 Colonel Campbell made a around the world using some freak method
Only last winter a
complete circuit of the globe and reduced ot transportation.
Dutch painter passed through New York,
the time to 40 days 19 hours 30 minutes.
r
to make use of painting his way around the world. He
The first
the Trans Siberian Railway was Henry was two years out from port and still had
Frederick. He made the circuit in 1903 in three more years In which to finish hla
stint and earn a large prize. He was
C4 days 7 hours 20 minutes, thereby lowering the record at that time by' nearly six handicapped by certain restrictions, which
required that he could pay his way only by
days.
Before the Siberian railway was In ser- money gained from selling his canvases.
On July 23, 1911, a bicyclist named Pank-ratovice Cliarles Fitzmorris of Chicago held
started on a trip around the world
was
one
He
two
tor
the record
years.
only
He finished the
o! the contestants In the schoolboy race In from Harbin, Manchuria.
1901, exploited by the Hearst papers. Boys trip on August 10, 1913, having ridden
were started both East and West from the around the world in 2 years and 18 days. "
The number of professional and amateur
Chicago Examiner office and' the progress
vagabonds who have worked their way
around the world would probably reach an
astounding total. The amateurs are by far
the more interesting brand ot the species.
Generally they are college students, who
the apparatus. The film is to be called are given to making hasty wagers. Sitting
"Viennese Life," and is intended to show around with a group of fellows some quiet
to rich, strange countries the glaring conevening, when there isn't much to talk
trast between luxury and misery that exists about,
one of them breaks out with:
Vienna.
in post-wa- r
"Well, I guess I'll start around the world
The promenade stops. Everybody stands
and stares. The ladies smile and wave their
fine little gloved hands. All are laughing. Modern Contestants Often
The streets, the people, the shop windows
N.
at
seen

7

He had made the world trip of 21,066
miles In the official time of 35 days 21
hours 35 minutes and
seconds.
He had travelled at an average speed of 587
miles a day, or 24 Mi miles an hour.
His itinerary follows:
Left
?ew York
July a
Berlin
July u
PMrograd
July 12
Harbin
July 21
Yokohama
July 24
Victoria
August 2
St. I'anl
ngust S
Chicago
August 5
Arrived Jiew York
August 0
During the entire trip Mr. Mears slept
In a hotel only once, and that was only for
r
snooze in London.
a
He had

s

ComDarison of the Trios
Shows Few Minor Differences

four-fifth- s

thusiasm among the sporting globe trotters.
Last spring three Brooklynites set out to
row themselves around the world in an
open boat, but this was not regarded as
a serious attempt to lower the time record
for the complete circuit.
Recent reports from England indicate
that the Siberian hazard may be eliminated, that a hitherto scorned route may
come into favor with those who would take
off a few more days not to mention a few
more hours, minutes and seconds from
the almost obliterated record of Phileas

g

Pathetic Pen Pictures of Life in Vienna
Special Correspondence.
By STEFFA GAYDUSCHEK.
Vienna, Saturday.
black chimney pots ot fac
gaze into a black sky and
muddy streets arc enveloped
in a dark veil there stands a block. Children
are playing in front of it. They are Jumping
about in the mud and enjoying themselves
on the rubbish heap.
Before the house Bits an old blind man.
Among the noisy, playing children is also his
grandchild. She was two years old, this
pale faced little Viennese girl, when tuberculosis took away her mother; her father she
has never known!
Now she is older in knowledge and misery,
but still young In year. Never in her life
lias any one stroked the pale girl, combed
her fair, entangled hair, or understood how
to look into the love hungry little heart.
At the midday hour she stands, where
Indies, wrapped in precious furs and rustling
silk, promenade and glance down with scorn
when her rags touch by chance their fine
dresses.
From 11 till 2 o'clock every day she runs
up and down the "Karntnerstrasso" calling
out with thin, clear voice "Midday newspapers." One day she is no longer at her
place and a dirty limping boy, her comrade,
relates: "Yesterday, when the grout storm
raged, a gust of wind tore the newspapers
out of poor little Anne's hand. As she
chased after the papers and caught a part of
them, she ran straight into a motorcar and
all was over!"
They carried her Into a house but the doctor of the ambulai-csaid: "There is no
more help for her!"

Wl

e

The place of the runover child is taken up bag, wrapped the baby In her gray cloak and
took it with her.
by another girl with unnatural red cheek
Where the child's mother had come from,
and bis, hungry looking eyes.
In the newspapers which she sells thero or her name, nobody knew,, and the midwife
is a paragraph which says: "The day heforo called the little one "Franzl."
Little "Franzl" lived on sugar water and
yesterday, about 12 o'clock, a little seller of
the Midday's Post was run over'by a motor- very watery condensed milk which a
car and killed."
neighbor gave him.
But the midwife could not provide for the
"Midday's newspapers" it sounds with a
So
she put an advertisement in the
low, whining voice through the lines of the baby.
newspaper: "Little boy, born on 30th of Denewspaper.
t
cember, is to be given away. Information
AR away, on the border of the largo at Mrs. Sor, Vienna, XII district, X street."'
Poor' little boy!
city, In a dark house, a poor, weakly
Nowadays horses, oxen, poultry, food, anto
child.
a
woman
birth
gave
young
tiquities and jewels are sold at the highest
Nearly breaking down in pain and weakpr ices.
ness a poor workman's wife hud found her
Little "Franzl," you have not even the
value of an Austrian crown in Zurich! Not
lying On the cold,. stony steps of a dark dooreven 0.52 centime!
way and taken her to her lodgings.
She pitied this miserable creature!
She
This sad story happened, according to i'n
knew the feeling of a mother's heartl She advertisement In a Viennese newspaper of
.'i'.tla January 14, 1921.
had herself
four undernourished
A man was to be given away!
worms, which were sitting with big ast)ri-li:he- d
eyes in the cold, dark kitchen, when
N the "Kartnerstrasse" a film is to bo
mother brought in the groaning woman and
l'ad laid her, with the help of a neighbor, .'n
taken up by a film company. " From
her bed.
to mouth the news spreads.
mouth
Little Charley ran for the midwife and
summer!
Summer It Is on, the rosy
is
It
In
a
little
entar.id
the
late
baby boy
night
faces in the shop windows and in the hearts
the gray, ugly world.
Ilie pale cheeks of the young mother be- of the flirflng, laughing, well nourished
came one shade paler.
Idlers. And the gay and varied colors of the
Once more she opened the eyes and threw
a last look at her helpless baby, and thtn newest summer fashions, the glittering,
c:OF.ed them forever!
pretty stones in the ears and on the necks
1'icsperato the two women stood at the of tlie elegant ladles are sparkling In the
deathbed.
warm, golden sun.
The poor orphaned baby touched with h's
In a scarlet red motor car, which flies the
tiny pink hands the blue, cold face of the Stars and
Stripes, stand two figures In unimother and began to cry.
Later on the midwife took hrr big, olank form, and one of them turns the wheel ot
good-heart-

I

CopyrlKht,

1921, by The

New Tork Herald.

...

all Vienna's most fashionable quarter. In the outskirts of the town, in the
streets of misery, where only very seldom a
friendly sunbeam shines, one sunless morning the scarlet motor car drives up.
There is to be found the real Viennese
misery and dreadful distress!
All those men In dingy, torn clothes and
gaping boots, with gnawing hunger and
wasting Illness tormenting their thin bodies;
all those women, with their staring sad
eyes; all those faded, little plants out of the
marshy ground of the large city, with their
bent, thin, fleshless limbs, their big, unnatural stomachs and sad, questioning, complaining look . , . they can tell of the
terrible cold, ot the awful darkness, of the
long prowls In the streets and in the tormented hearts, of hunger, of the daily,
deaths, ot the ravages caused by tuberculosis. They can tell of the struggle fof the
poor, bare life of hunger!
Rags are there the newest fashions. Luxury is a sack of wet wood which father has
carried from the Viennese forest, or a piece
of horse flesh!
Bitter misery, hunger, illness, hatred
against destiny are to be found outside ot
the first noble district.
"Pictures of misery and luxury of a dying
town" the film should be called!
The film company has the contrast It requires ready to hand!

Hoboken,

Stop

J.

He takes all wagers and resigns from
college the next morning. If he passes
Hell Gate on the fly, he is good for the
entire circuit. More often he comes to his
senses before reaching Hoboken and all
Lets are off.
The Giants and White Sox once staged
an around the world barnstorming tour
that broke several records that had formerly been regarded as sacred. About the
same time the automobile industry staged
a world race that gave the newspapers a
running story for several weeks. As we
remember the latter event, it developed
party through
chiefly into a
Siberia.
The aviation industry has yet to announce the details of Its first "As the Crow
Flies Contest." But this is the race that
will ultimately bring down the figures; let
the days fall where they may.
Meanwhile there is the chance for any
enterprising citizen to locate Bagdad on
the map and start tor Yokohama, using
Mesopotamia as a pivot. It might work
and it might not. At least the venture
would provide thrilling details for a world
that never tires ot holding the
g

stop-watc-
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THE

SECOND MEETING

LEAGUE OF

f OF

SOUTHWEST WILL

i

SECTIONS

HELD

IS

TUESDAY

MEETJN DEC. 8

Sifeis

Pertaining to the Over Three Thousand
Weifa.'a of Education Are
ganizations Will Be RepDiscussed and New Offi-- :
resented at Conference to
cers Are Elected.
Be Held at Riverside.

,

i
;

Or-

The following sections of the

ed-

.

ucational convention met yesterday morning at the high school, and
toe members
discussed
various
jinaoes or pedagogical matters:
The members of the city superintendent's section met Jn room 302
and were ftddressmi hir v n wini- whose speeches are a popular feature of the convention. Superin
tendent fope, of Roswell, spoke on
methods of encouraging the prog-bos- s
of the P. T. A.
ean Caroon,
Las Vegas, discussed at length,
"The Use of Intelligence and
Achievement Tests In the Elementary Schools." The discussion was
continued by G. 13. Jones, of Las
Cruces.
The election of officers
took
place as follows: K. L. Knloe, repIn
resentative the educational coun-fci- l;
Superintendent Martin, of Dem-InOf

g,

president;

Professor

F.

J.

fBentley, Albuquerque, vice chair-WaMiss Leila Manvilie, Silver

n;

,C!Jty,

j

secretary.

'The history section, presided
Cer by J. H. Vaughan, listened to

Papers and

discussions
by Miss
jkula McCoy, Clark Purclngur, Dr.
Moan, Lansing Bloom, and others.
IKfr. Bloom's talk was the "West
iJjemea Cultural Area," which was
(prepared by him for the School of
American Keuearcli.
The following officers were elected: Clark E. Percingor, chairman;
J. C. Webb, Morlarity,
secretary; Lansing B. Bloom, Santa
JKe, member of the council,
.The elementary section was addressed by Mr. Blair, of Springfield.
Oji talk won hearty applause, and
sWas listened to by several hundred
teachers. Miss Valynno Gatiley, of
the Albuquerque schools, spoke on
("Arithmetic Drills In the Fourth
;and Fifth Grades."
j -- The business meeting resulted in
the election of the following offl-cpfor the 1922 session: Miss
Mary Oliver, of Silver City, president, and Miss Helen Calkins,
The morning's
meeting
jooncluded the sessions of the elesection.
mentary
i
The first session of the county
section met
(superintendents'
morning, and was addressed
jhy Mrs. Urna M, Steed on "The
value of Consolidation," C. C. Hill
on the plans for the coming year,
'aiid Clark
on the
Purcinger,
Discussions were led
ujncndments.
Miss
Miss
(by
Ogden,
Ilennigan and
IMrs. A. T. Thomas.
The section will meet tomorrow
for election of officers, and to listen to a talk by Superintendent
. Conway.
The Indian school section held
Ite session in the Library building
p gain, Reuben Perry, of the Indian
school here, spoke on the teacher's
attitude toward his work. Miss
.WyUnd, of Poguate school; Fred
j'Vjr. Canfield and Leo Crane made
Instructive
jviery Interesting and
They were enthusiastically
,tlks.
applauded.
Tha officers for next year are:
Jieuben Perry, president; Mrs. Mary
Johnson, chairman; S. E. Beahm,
Jvjce chairman; H, H, Kramer,
secretary.
! .
The Industrial section, which was
ifp have met at the Central Avenue
iMethodlst church, did not assemble, due to misunderstanding of directions. The occurrence was a
(disappointment to many, who were
!deeply interested in the section,
j
New Mexico Association for
Science met in the chemistry bundling of the state university yester-idamorning, and the following of-- ;
fleers were eletced for next year:
D. Clark, of the state
John
ll)r.
was
president;
Robert Ellis, professor of geology
hii the university,
was
iscretary; K. M. Chapman, of Santa
Fe was named vice president, and
''A. E. Wells was elected treasurer.
Dr. Clark addressed the assem-'blag- e
on "American Chemistry, and
the Safety of America." Professor
"Hobbins,,of the agricultural college,
jfsjjoke on "The Knowledge of Most
Dean Frank Caroon, of
'Worth."
Las Vegas, took as his subject
!"The Intelligence of High School
"Students."
i
The Spanish section in its meet-ii- g
yesterday morning, ruled that
ajl meetingsi would thereafter be
i Spanish.
There was
conducted
;,n ordrr of program yesterday,
n
:
l.tit mn ely
ound tnble discussion
t, a?1 h"id, .:'rr.ir Mr. Baca as chalr- i

rs

y.

I

By The

Amocid Trew.)

Riverside, Calif., Nov. 23. O. fl
of the most momentous Colorado
River conferences ever held, International In Its scope, will open
here December S for a three dav
session under auspices of th4
Over
League of the Southwest.
three thousand organizations Ne-In
Colorado,
Arizona, California,
vada, New Mexico, Utah, Oklahoma and Texas will be represented
and governors of all the above
9tates have promised to attend, according to Arnold Kruekmen, secretary of the league.
Herbert Hoover, secretary of
accommerce, has provisionally
cepted an invitation to participate,
and O. C. Merrill, of the federal
power commission, will speak.
Albert B. Fall, secretary of the
Interior, and Arthur P. Davis, secretary of the reclamation service
have signified their intention to
attend.
Canada will be represented by
o
Sir Adam Beck of the
Corporation of Ontario, Canada, the public power development
on Niagara Falls which furnishes
light and power to almost three
President
hundred communities.
Obregon of Mexico has been Invited to send representatives, an l
the governor of Sonora and Lower
California, Mexican states,, have
beon Invited.
The Water Power League of
America will be represented by
its secretary, Frederick L. Lonr,
of New York. The power industry
will be represented by Samuel
president of the Commonwealth Edison and Peoples Gas
company of Chicago.
The American Mining congress
has organized a delegation composed of W. J. Lorlng, Ran Francisco; Bulkeley Wells, Denver; R.
S. Billings, Kingman, Ariz.; George
Dern, Salt Lake City, and Governor Emmet T. Enyle, Reno, Nev.
The St. Louis Chamber' of Commerce will send a delegation representing the Mississippi valley,
and the Chicago Chamber of Commerce will send a delegation from
the Great Lakes region.
Other
of prominence
to
organizations
send delegates lncludo the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, the National Agricultural
society, the Farm Bureau Federation, the Farmers Educational anl
Cooperative union, the Farmers
'

Hydro-Elec-trl-

ON SALE

Tbi otfifrrti ahosen for next year
re, J. i.'. 1 spinosa, president;
Re'im ivi rs, secretary; council members are: Felipe Quintana,
one year; J. C. Esplnosa, two years,
Und Mr. Alvarez, three years.
The high school principals' section met for its first session yester-

day morning, and was presided over
fly J, H. Tanner. Dr. D. S. Hill
poke of the relation of the secondary school to the university. Mr.
jLuBk, of Roswell, spoke on the various methods of making the teacher happier In her work. "The High
f!chool Library" was the title of a
talk by Miss Wllma Fhelton. Mrs.
35; M. LuBar spoke on the "High
;Sehool Assembly."
The section will hold its business
meeting today.

of Any

NOTICE

$ Q)

We will actually lose
on some of these suits
as much as $10.00. For
this reason we will
have to make nominal
charge not over one
dollar for alterations.

l

IS

TODAY
,

AMERICANS CAPTURED
BY MEXICAN BANDITS
22.
Four
Nov.
Washington,
Americans were captured late yesterday by Mexican bandits at Santa Eulalia, 22 miles from Chihau-huthe state department was advised today. After being held for
ransom, the party was released at
the end of a four hour period
when no ransom was forthcoming.

vv.

POSITIVELY

THE

Open This Evening Until

LAST

8

.75
DAY

O'clock.

MEYER & MEYE R

114

WEST CENTRAL AVE.
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NO ONE CAN STOP US BUT OURSELVES

Woman Not Worried
Over. Food Shortage

"I have lived on toast and water
for over 8 months and have been
scarcely able to eat anything for
tho past year. I began suffering
from stomach trouble and bloatlnc

5 years ago.
A friend recommended Mayr's Wonderful Remedy and
einco taking 6 doses I feel I am en- tiroly restored; even cabbage docs
not hurt me." It Is a simple, harm- less preparation that removes the
catarrhal mucus from the intestinal
tract and allays the Inflammation
which causes practically all atom- nch, liver and Intestinal ailments,
One doso
including appendicitis.
will convince or money refunded.
sale
For
by Brlggs' Pharmacy and
druggists everywhere,

THIS WEEK

We Want to Make Albuquerque a Bigger City

w

j

i

sLilLo

NO ONE CAN STOP US BUT OURSELVES
WE NEED MORE AND BIGGER SCHOOLS

FOR ALBUQUERQUE

BUILD THEM!

BUILD THEM!
No One Can Stop

WE NEED MORE HOUSES FOR A
GROWING POPULATION
,
No One Can Stop

Us But Ourselves

WE WANT MORE TRADE FOR OUR

MERCHANTS

GET

WE WANT MORE PAVED STREETS IN

HARDWARE

Phone 76

305-- 7

CO.

West Central

No One Can Stop

ALBUQUERQUE

PAVETHEM!
No One Can

CAFETERIA

Stop Us But Ourselves

DO NOT MISS OUR

DINNER

TURKEY, CRANBERRIES and EVERYTHING
You will receive a numbered coupon with each meal
till the night of December 31st. On New Year's
Day some one who has been eating at Bracy's
will receive an Overland Touring Car, as a gift
from the management of the Cafeteria. The lucky
one to be chosen from the coupons by a committee
of three business men.

Cafeteria open every day from 7 a. m. to 7:30 p. m.

IT!
Us But Ourselves

WE NEED CAPITAL FOR DEVELOP-- 1
MENT AND EXPANSION

J

INTEREST IT!
No One Can Stop Us But Ourselves

Corner Fourth and Central

THANKSGIVING

Us But Ourselves

y

Slicer and Wool only delivered with
other goods ,

BRACY'S

Suit or

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY IT MEANS $10.00 TO $25.00 TO YOU

s.

Inch

WHITNEY

Ready-Mad- e

Overcoat in Our House, Values Up to $55.00 For ONLY

Mors Interest seems to be evidenced In the location of the next
convention than In the results of
the voting on candidates and
amendments.
John Milne received a letter yesterday from E. W. Bowyer, who
was elected president of the association last year but who resigned
when he moved from the state, expressing his best wishes) and congratulations to the convention. It
was he whom Mr. Blckley succeeds.
The forest service, the biological
survey and County Agricultural
Agent Reynolds have placed on
exhibition in the armory some very
Interesting specimens and artistic
charts. The various types of predatory animals are exhibited, and
one little animal of Interest is a
kangaroo rat, captured near the
Sandias mountains.
The dance at the armory last
night was attended by a huge
crowd. The favors consisted of paper streamers, confetti and other
Beside the dancers
there were scores of

j

JMids

Your Choice

Day of Our Great Sale.

the Last

CONVENTION NOTES.

Kitchen Slicer; worth J75c.
.25c
Very highest grade. Sale Price. .
Steel Wool, in packages; regular price 15c.
Sale Price
10c
, . . ,
Highest Grade Electric Iron, 6 lbs
$5.00
Seven

Is

'

Extraordinary
Bargains

j

y

National congress, the National
Board of Farm Organizations, the
National
Civic Federation, th.j
American Society of Civil Engineers, the National
Economic
league, the National Electric Light
association, the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, the
United Engineering society,
the
National Assocla'lon of Manufacturers, the General Federation of
Women's clubs, the Mining and
Metallurgical society, the American Institute of Mining Engineers
and other organizations.
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WE WANT TO BRING MORE PEOPLE TO
ALBUQUERQUE

GO

GET THEM!

No One Can Stop

But Ourselves

Us

FAITH IN ALBUQUERQUE

AND

IN OURSELVES

WE WANT DRAINAGE FOR THE
CENTRAL RIO GRANDE VALLEY
DRAIN IT!
No One Can Stop Us But Ourselves
BACKED

BY ACTIVE

WORK

IN THE

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE WILL ACCOMPLISH THESE AND EVERY OTHER THING NEEDED

.

JOIN THE CHAMBER

WINSLOW INDIANS TO
LOCAL
SCH.OL
jtPYAQ

k TEAM

HERE THURSDAY

"A

Thanksgiving
day football
game has been scheduled to be
played here between the local Indian school and a team of Indians
irom Winslow, Ariz. The camo
will be played on Thursday morn-da- g
at 10 o'clock at Washington
Winslow team is made up of
r'Themen
who are old Carlisle and
Shop
.jJLaskell football heroes.
It is expected that they will put up a good
The
Indian
fight.
Albuquerque
team Is said to be in a bad shape
with a number of bruised and injured players as a result of the recent high school game here.
CUT THIS

OUTIT IS

WORTH

MONEY
Cut out this slip, enclose with Be
and mall it to Foley & Co., 2835
Sheffield vs., Chicago. 111., wrltlnR
your name and address clearly.
You will receive in return a trial
package containing Foley' Honey
and Tar Compound for coughs,
coius aim cruup; r oiey juuuey
Pills for pains in sides and back;
rheumatism, backache, kidney and
bladder ailment; , and Foley Cathartic Tablets, a wholesome end
thoroughly cleansing cathartic, for
constipation, biliousness, headaches
and sluggish bowels. Sold every-

where.

,

..

NO ONE CAN STOP US BUT OURSELVES

Before Going Home Drop in at Your Store
and Get a Box of

MARTHA WASHINGTON
LIGGETT S OR GUTH'S CANDIES
THEY CANT BE BEAT
Fancy Hard Candies in Jars.
Other Candies in Beautiful Boxes.

FRANK H. STRONG
and
GEORGE ROSLINGTON

Paid for this advertisement, for Albuquerque

The Chamber of Commerce membership canv
paign opens Friday morning, November 25. It's
goal is a minimum of 1,000 members.
NO ONE CAN STOP US BUT OURSELVES

BUTT'S DRUG STORE
The

Store

FIRST and CENTRAL
Two' Phones, 63 and 65.
Free Delivery

Journal Want Ads For Best Results

Tovember 23, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published By
JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
D. A. MACPH feiUSON.
MAGEE.
CARL C.
Secretary
President.
Business MnnMKri
D. A. MACPHEK80N
... .
CARL C. MAUKH
REPRESENTATIVES
HI1 a.. Chicago. Ill
C. J. ANDKHSON
Marouett
RALPH R. MULIJOAN. .48 E. 42d St.. New fork
matter at the postofflce
Entered a second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. M.. under act of Congresa of
March 17. 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month, 85c:
yearly, In advance, $9. 00.
"The Morning. Journal has a higher circulation
rating than la accorded to any other paper In New
American
Directory.
Mexico." The
Newspaper
Tha only paper In New Mexico issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press la exclusively entitled to
of all newa credited to
the use. for
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also
the local news published herein.
November 23, 1921
WEDNESDAY
Kdlror-ln-Chf-

THE GOVERNOR DEFENDS THE PAST.

side the fact. So long as Germany has productive
mills, productive mines, skilled
farms,
labor, the nation Is not bankrupt, provided the as
sets amount to more than her liabilities, measure!
in coin.
The mark Is worth little, If anything, but that
is only the standard of the medium of exchange In
n.ime. The gold mark is worth as much In the mar
kefs of the world as It ever was. It is the paper
substitute that is valueless. Were Germany to abol-lu- h
the paper mark as curnncy It could do little
harm, and it might open the way to the foundation
of a stable system. In fact that Is about tha only
method she can pursue to get on a sound basis, for
the redemption of the vast mass of paper marks
at their face value, or at a point anywhere near it,
Better that she resort to
is absolutely hopeless.
barter than attempt to continue business with a cur
rency so unstable and near valueless.
The United States had in early days experience
with fiat currency that did not guarantee much
yet the United States was not bankrupt In the days
of state bank Issue. The sound basis resided In
Only the circulating medium
tangible property.
was bad. Germany can regain a stable position by
producing a currency of a character and In a vol
ume that will make It worth par. And that is wnat
nearly every nation In Europe needs do before pros
nprltv In full meaeure returns. America found no
way to resume specie payment after the civil war,
but to resume. If that can not be done In Europe
she needs a bonfire.
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Bedtime Storieb
For Little Ones

j

0.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

livr.

cranberry rauee, celery, pie, cake
and cookies. Uncle Wigglly's bungalow didn't smell at all ot good
thlntrs to cat.
The bunny came
out into tlio hall to meet his guests.
"Walk right Into tho dining
'
room," he invited.
"Now for tho good things!"
whispered Sanimie Littletall. "Cab-bns- e
turnovers and turnip shortcake! Yum! Yum!"
"And I gues chocolate pudding
and sour milk custard," grunted
Floppy Twlsiyteil, tho little pig.
Well, you can imagine how surprised those animal boys and girls
were when they reached the dining room and all they taw on the
table was just the cloth! Not a
thing to tat not even a plata,
knife or fork!
"Sit down, my friends," said
Uncle Wiggily. "I have something
to ay to you!"
With wondering faces the animal children pat down to the trap- ty table. The bunny took hia place
at tho head and said:

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

"Oh,-wha-
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humors.
If any soldier saw executions without warrant of
military law certainly there was nothing to prevent him from telling about It when ha was discharged from the army. That there have been no
such charges In volume by reputable soldiers casts
discredit on the alleged exposure made by Senator
"Tom" Watson. He gained his knowledge second
hand. The American people will demand the proof
before they will believe that outrages were committed In the degree charged by the Georgia senator.
Nevertheless, nothing should be "hushed up." If
unjustifiable rigor or military lawlessness existed,
it should be cured.

L-

1,422-poun-

VERSE OF TODAY

d.

.35;

.....

In a great many respects Governor Mechem is
n.aklng a successful administration. He has never
fought milltantly for any part of the progressive
program which he annouccd, although he has made
progress In some of those plans. While the gov"TURKEY DAY" DINNER.
ernor has sometimes compromised with expediency,
as
acta
no
of
governor
has
he
been guilty
personal
The Intimation that although the market will
which reflect upon his Integrity of purpose.
be
well supplied with turkeys this year the cost of
forward-looking
The governor has always been rather
less than
in his political views. This adds to the the Thanksgiving dinner will be scarcolyIt will not
Is disappointing;
yet
was
year
last
the
for
tho
of
defending
governor's passion
mystery
of the
He seems unwilling to greatly surprise those who have made a study
past record of his party.
as If In
seems
It
For
foodstuffs.
for
market
retail
admit that mistakes have been' mado In tho past.
commodities the ordinary laws
An Intimation to the contrary brings him milltantly the case of certain
not apply. The fault
to the defense of that record, while he shows so of supply and demand do of distribution.
It U
In the system
lies
probably
In
of
as
which
to
are
front
an
Interest
mild
things
of handling
the
expense
but
itself,
not
material
the
This unaccountable
him Instead of behind Ijlm.
the larger part of Its
mental characteristic cost the governor the support it, that frequently makes up
If wheat should be sold
of the Journal last fall after it had announced Us cost. It has been said that
for next to nothing It would be still Impossible for
support of him.
reduction in the price of
his
Insists
party bakers to make a sharp
upon
Just why the governor
loss.
a
without
Incurring
bread
be19
carrying all tho excess baggage of the past
It may be that the maintenance of high prices
There is much In that
yond our comprehension.
can bo 'explained in some such manner.
past which cannot be defended. To confess faults for turkey
other
The
possible explanation, It seems, that
only
to
route
confidence.
is
them
the
and correct
public
in large cities, propose to profiespecially
dealers,
Before the Schoolmasters' Club at Its annual
feast is hardly complete
banquet Monday night the governor defended the teer. The Thanksgiving
sensible people will put sentischool book adoption with great vigor. Yet this without turkey; but
can
The mistake ment aside if It entails an expenditure that they
Is entirely
indefensible.
adoption
Instead.
chicken
eat
will
and
not
af'ord,
it.
should be admitted. The governor did not make
It was done before he came Into office. Why he
burdens his administration with Its defense it is
difficult to understand.
New Mexico was in the midst of a terrible finan- - j
M X.
A I T
The
clal depression at the time of the adoption.
books whli h had
state was full of second-han- d
The leaven have changed to butterflies
accumulated In the hands of patrons of the schools, j
That beat their wings against the skies,
of the old books, even at Increased j
A
Then flutter through the sparkling air
To fling their beauty everywhere.
prices, T'ould have necessitated the purchase of less
d
of the quantity of new books which
than
The hills are each a leaping flame.
became necessary under an entirely now adoption.
That makes the sunset blush for shame,
Families having discarded books could have supAnd e'en the lowly wayside clod
Vnfurls its flag of golden-roplied poor families with their needs. As it
Verse.
-- Vivian Yeiser Laratnore in Contemporary
everyone was compelled to buy new books, causin-an unnecessary outlay In the state of at least $1."0.-00By Howard B. Garls,
Even today thousands of children in the state
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
are unable to buy books and the schools are being
Newspaper Syndicate.
retarded by bookless pupils. Yet the governor as
DRESSING.
SAGE
XI) AX 01OR OF
sumes the responsibility ot defending tnis tony,
Our favorite brand of perfumery on housewlvei UNCLE WIGGILYS
State
THANKSGIVING.
In his address the governor took a sldeslnp at is a faint aroma ot frying doughnuts.-Oh- io
Journal.
the Journal for its audit of the educational depart"Oh, Joy! Oh, boy! Tomorrow
ment. He bravely announced that the department!
We shall havo
is Thanksgiving!
i
live
had been properly conducted and said that his adIf some jolly times, and plenty of
For prohibition enforcement: $10,000,000.
ministration was "ready to meet" all criticisms. that keeps up the treasury will go diy before tin good living!"
Post.
This is what Uncle Wiggily
Why did his administration assume the burden of country does. Washington
4
e
heard Curly and Floppy Twistytail,
defending the acts of other administrations? Why
NO DIPLOMA NEEDED.
the two piggin boys, singing Vine
did he assume that everything is all right In tha
Marshal Forb. did not have to wait to become a
as he hopped along through
educational department when he did not know doctor of anything in order to cure Germany of what day
the woods.
Star.
whether It was or not?
it.
ailed
Indianapolis
"Hum!" thought the bunny rab"Even though
The governor should have denounced Instead of
bit to himself.
A
WARBLE.
SWEET
HOW
Thanksgiving comes but once a
defended the present laws governing audits in this
one catchof
of
dove
the
peace
it much good
with
Above
the
cooing
year, bringing
state. He knows that it is Impossible, under the
es, now and then, the faint faroff gobble of the cheer, those little chaps ou','ht no:
present law, to procure an audit of officials hand- Thanksgiving turkey. Chicago News.
to think so much about eating. I
must speak to them."
ling public money, as often as once In ten years.
He must know that laxness and waste result from
But before Uncle Wiggily could
do this he heard Jackie and I'eetle
auch a system. His reasoning processes baffle us.
Bow Wow, the puppy dog boys,
The governor said too much money was being
THOSE WHO LIVE BY WAR.
barking to one another about the
raised by taxation for the schools. He Inferred thai
;
holiday.
the quality of the Bchools should be lowered in the
"We're going to hav grilled
the Philadelphia Public Ledger.)
(From
live
Interests of economy. Yet he defended a system
bones, fried bones, stewed bones
Just now the forces and the Interests that
the and soup bones," said Poetic
which results In the waste of twenty-fiv- e
per cent and profit by war are dazed and resting from The
American
of
the
proposals.
tremendous impact
"Oh, I'll eat so much as never
of the money raised by taxation in the state; he white-hoenthusiasm with which the world is wel- was!" whined Peetle. "I'm so glad
t
takes little or no interest In bringing property which coming the proposed destruction of existing armaThankscivlng is almost here."
."Dear me!" whispered Uncle
is now escaping Its share of the taxes onto the tax das and the
building truce has cowed th'j
whirlwind
thai
to
the
bowed
have
Wiggily, "one would think Thanksrolls; he defends the Incompetency of the land office selfish. They
out of Washington recently, but
giving was made only to see how
which deprives our schools of possfble ndded funds. swept
of America strike at Jobs and much one can eat and De manK-fu- l.
These
The Journal would like to be fair to Governor rnreom. nt proposals
dividends and Industrial dreams; at great
I suppose that they are not
It would like to understand him, We; plants and winters on the Riviera and at mighty made 111 by it. I wonder how I
Mechem.
mills and snops ana at private yacnis can make these little animal chaps
frankly do not. We will defend and support him yards and
will wipe know that Thanksgiving
is for
drifting under Caribbean moons. Theymade
whenever we can.
or In something quite different. I must
out men's future and dwindle fortunes
The notion that tho welfare of the party de- the making. In them there will be a
think of a plan."
And Uncle Wiggily did. With
mands a defenso of Its errors seems foolish to us. adjustment of many of the world's greatest indusInand
vested
of
ancient
disturbance
the
and
the help of Nurse Jane, his musk-ra- t
tries
would
correct
the
To admit and
the mistakes of
past
one
terests.
For these proposals will cut through
lady housekeeper, he carried
bring restored confidence among the people.
of the oldest, thickest and deepest of the taproots It out. The day before Thanks
of war. Carried through to their logical end, they giving all the animal boys and girls
will make old Institutions and ancient crafts no received invitations to come to the
THE TRUTH WANTED.
more than a song that Is sung or a tale that Is told. bunny's hollow stump bungalow.
t
a feast there will be!
These vested Interests and their allies will fight.
more Impressive and powerful machinery of Such cream pies!" mewed Tommle
If
With over 2,000,000 soldiers In France drawn warthe
'
because the vested
at sea Is to vanish it will
from every walk of life It would have been nothing interests of war cannot hinder goits going. The men Kat.
"And what lovely papers off tin
less than a miracle If all had been exemplars of who lay keels, forge rifles, roll armor plate, and cans to eat!" bleated Blllie Wagvlrture. There were summary executions, but there hammer out gun turrets cannot be expected to wel- tail, the goat. "And paste candy!
day. Nor can the men Oh, yum!"
has been no reliable evidence presented that any come the ending of their command
these ships.
who point these guns and
"And I know he'll have bushels
were carried out other than In military form.
The mingled forces of reaction, selfish and un- and bushels of candy nuts for us,"
numof
to
the
Is
are
are
that
It altogether probable
strong enough
chattered Blllie and Johnnie
selfish,
great
many, and they
ber of minor officers whipped Into shape In such make themselves felt. It will not be long until their Bushytail, the squirrels.
countermines are exploded and their poison gas atSo each animal boy and girl was
a brief time some were arrogant and f'espotic. Tt tacks
begin to roll in upon the conference. In ways
excited, waiting for the time
would be strange had there been no abuse. With direct and indirect, tipped with venom and directed quite
to come to go to Undo Wigglly's
so large an alien population, too, it would have by greed, fear and hatred, they will take their Thanksgiving party.
"I hope he gives us a surprise,"
been remarkable had there been no traitors In the course.
of peace and of cackled Arabella, the chicken.
The friends of arms'
army. In war, an army Is not conducted with en- that disarmament that islimitation,
to
loom
And there was a surprise, but
upoi
It Is not a the horizon must be ready, beginning
tire regard for personal preferences.
anxious, even eager to not Just the kind the boys and
place for Individual desires In conflict with author- meet and shatter these attacks and arguments and girls counted on. For when they
certain intrigues.
It may as well be rang the bell and Nurse Jane lot
ity to get much attention. Given an Instance In choke these
out now. There never was a better hour and them into the hollow stump bunwhich the punishment Is visited sumarlly it Is more fought for the
armaments
of
than today galow there were no smells of
place
Armageddon
than likely that many rumors In regard to the case in Washington.
No roast turkey,
good cooking.
would gain credence. Here at home there were
many weird tales afloat that were believed by many
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
(Copyright 1921 by George
yet wore baseless. Under military discipline there
would not be the opportunity for learning the truth
that we had, and it was difficult enough to combat
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buck and Western Union were most
cables, .36. Holland demand",
Norway de
35.30: cables. 35.36.
affected. Sales, 700,000 shares.
Sweden demand,
Dullness and a lower trend ruled mand, 14.10.
r
Denmark
demand, is. is.
In the principal foreign exchanges, 23.30.
sterling easing with francs and Switzerland demand, 18.82. Spaiii
Greece
13.74.
demandj
"
most other European
bills. The demand,
-rArgentine demand, 83.00j
Greek rate weakened on cables in 4.05.
12.62.
Montreal;
Brazil
demand,
Athens
In
had failed
dicating that
Its efforts to secure financial as 91
sistance In London.
,
KANSAS CITY PRODl'CE.
The broad
demand for bonds,
especially underlying
railway is
22.
Kansas City, Nov.
Buttert
sues, continued with strength on
other domestic Issues and several eggs and poultry unchanged.of the foreign division, especially
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
French municipals. Total sales, par
value, $18,250,000.
Chicago Livestock.
Closing prices:
Chicago, Nov. 22. Cattle Re;
. 29
American Beet Sugar.
31
celpts 13,000. Beef steers steady to
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g. . 40?; 25c higher quality improved. Top
d
steer's, $9.75; handy
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 814
weichta hplH hichorr hulk beef
11 5
American Tel. & Tel
steers, $6.00 9.00; she stock, bulls
11
American 'Zlno
carves
Anaconda Copper
44', i stocKers and feeders firm;
stroner:
bulk venlnrn 7 KIUBS.OO:
8 $4
Atchison
Hogs Receipts 45,000. Market
36
Baltimore & Ohio
10c to 15c lower than yesterday'4
55
Rethlehcm Steel "B"
average, mostly 16c lower. Top
16
Butte & Superior
$6.90 on
average; prac
43
California Petroleum
tical
top, $6.85: bulk, $6.606.8.0J
116
Canadian Pacifio
pigs steady to 15c lower; bulk def
30
Central Leather
slrable, $6.80 (R 7.00.
58
Chesapeake & Ohio
Fa
13,000.
Sheep Receipts
23
Chicago Mil. & St. Paul
lambs opened steady to 15c higher
20
Chino Copper
fat sheep 25a higher; feeder Iambs
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron
steady to 10c higher. Fat lambs
64
Crucible Steel
td
early to packers, $9.009.25;
8
Cuba Cane Sugar
shippers. $9.40;
good
12
Erie
fat ewes, $4.35; top feeder lambsj
73
Great Northern pfd
$8.50,
37
j
Inspiration Copper
55
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Knnsns
livestock.
City
24
Kennecott Copper
Kansas City. Nov. 22. Cattle-110
Louisville & Nashville
Market actlvef
Receipts 9.000.
113
Mexican Petroleum
better grades beef steers and she)
25
Miami Copper
to
25c
stock
strong
higher; loweo
19
Missouri Paclflo
grades steady to strong; l.OBOi
72
New York Central
pound yearlings. $8.50; bulk killing
78
Northern Pacific
steers, $5.75 w 7. IB; choice vealers
34
Pennsylvania
steady, few over $7.50: medium and!
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 14
heavies strong to 25c higher; bulk,'
71
Readmit
$5. 506.25; hulls mostly 25c hlgh-- j
49
Republic Iron & Steel
er; bulk $3.00(33.50; etockers and!
23
Sinclair Oil & Refining
feeders steady, bulk S4.Z5(B5.25.
79
Southern Pacifio
Hogs Receipts 13,000. Market;
20
Southern Railway
opened 15c to "25c lower o ship
74
Studcbaker Corporation
pers, closed 25c to 35o lower to'
45
Texas Company
Bulk 190 to
69
packers.
Tobacco Products
weights, $5. 50(3)6. 00; top, $6.35
124
Union Pacific
83
packer top, $6.65; bulk of sales
United States Steel
$8.25i6.65; bulk throwout sows.
67
Utah Copper
$5.50?6.85; pigs steady, bulk $7.53
7.50.
i
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE,
Sheep Receipts B,000. Market
Ewes,
slow,
steady.
$3.65j
Chicago, Nov. 22. It was a typl lambs penerally
and yearlings strong; natives
cal scalping market today in wheat.
fed
and
$9.00.
lambs,
With no big dominating factor,
bulges brought out selling but the
Denver Livestock.
buying power increased on de
Denver, Nov. 22. Cattle Reclines. Closing quotations were
Market strong. 156
1,200.
steady at the same as yesterday to celpts
Beef steers. $5.00(9 6.50'
c higher, December
to higher.
1.09
cowa and heifers. $3.25 0 5.00:
and Hay 11.11 to $1.11
$1.09
o up, oats calves, $6.00 Iff 9.50; bulls, $2.0Offli
c to
Corn finished
3.00: stockers and feeders. $4.60
c and pro
o to
off a Bhade to
5 fid.
visions unchanged to 17c higher.
800.
Market
Hogs Receipts
At the start bulls in wheat had a
steady to 10c lower. Top, $7.10
slight advantage, owing to scanti- bulk.
$6.15.
ness of offerings, especially In DeSheep Receipts 9,000. Market
cember. Too much rain In Argent,arabs. $7,60
tina and excessive heat in Australia steady to strong.
0 4.00; feeder
were reported, and there was still 8.25; ewes, $2.50
7.75.
$7.00
uneasiness over drought In the lambs,
southwest. Absence of export deADVICE FOR WOMEN WHO'
ot some of his friends. Come on!" mand, however, and a forecast of
SUFFER.
snow
or other moisture for all
And out stalked the bad animals,
"I advise every woman who suf
states where dry weather has been
hurrying away to look for the a drawback tended
with
fers
kidney trouble to try
to weaken the
bunny.
market during the middle of the Foley Kidney Pills," writes Mrs
Undo Wiggily and the boys and session.
On the other
shorts Bessie Brawner, 2522 Scovllle Av..
girls came out from under the ta- wore more disposed to hand,
cover In the Cleveland, O. "I could not do my
ble, where the bad animals had late
Folev
dealings, lightness of receipts linnflpwnrV hnt mlnpA tflktnff
not seen them.
to possibility of Kidnev Pills I feel like a new worn
"As I was saying," began the adrawing attention
squeeze in obtaining supplies for an and am able to do my work.
bunny, "we should be thankful for ready settlement of December con- Rheumatic pains, swollen ankles,
being alive. If I had had a big tracts here.
backache, stiff Joints, sore muscles
dinner today the Fox, Wolf and
de- and sleep disturbing bladder ailindustrial
Food
and
export
Bear would have Invited themments Indicate disordered kidneys.
mand gave firmness to corn.
selves, iml very likely have eaten
Oats were relatively dull, al- Foley Kidney Pills act promptly.
us as well as the meal. So we
j
though for the first time In months Sold everywhere.
should be thankful, should we some
oats were sold here to go
not?"
south.
"Yes! Uncle Wiggily!" chorused
of lard, presumably
LEGAL NOTICE
Buying
the animal boys and girls; but
sales of cotton seed oil, apthere was a hungry look about against to have considerable to do
NOTICE,
EXECUTRIX'S
peared
them.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo'
Then the bunny laughed, with
upturns in provisions.
the kitchen door opened and In
County, New Mexico.
Closing prices:
came Nurse Jane and some anithe Matter of the Estate of
Wheat
Dec, $1,094; May. In David
mal ladles with, the nicest Thanks- $1.11.
Weiller, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
giving dinner you can imagine,
Corn Dec, 49c; May, 64c.
from celery to cranberry sauce.
undersigned was. on the 17th day
Oats Dec, 32c; May, 37c.
of November, 1921, duly appointed
"I Just wanted you to know,"
Pork Jan., $14.05.
said the bunny, as the animal boy
Executrix of the estate of David
Lard Jan., $S.50; May, $8.92.
and girls began to eat; "I wanted
Weiller, deceased, by the Probata
Ribs Jan., $7.30; May, $7.67.
Court of Bernalillo County, and
you to know that there are things
to bo thankfud for besides
having qualified as such Executrix,
good
NEW YORK COTTON.
all persons having claims against
mealp."
of said decedent are
"That's right!" cried every one.
New York. Nov. 22. Cotton fu- the estate
notified and required to
And then such a feast as there tures
17.07; hereby
closed
Dec,
strong.
was.
the same to the undersign
Not too much, but just
17.85; March, 17.76; May, present
ed In the manner and within the
enough, and tho Fox, Bear and Jan.,
17.15.
17.55;
July,
Wolf had to chew dried leaves.
time prescribed bv law.
IDA WEILLER,
But if the condensed milk
BON'DS.
IJBERTY
doesn't roll down the Irnnln hnn
Principal Executrix, ''
HARRY B. WEILLER and
when It is trying to slide to first
22.
Nov.
New York,
Liberty
WALTER A. DISQUE,
base under the gas stove, the next
$95.24; first 4s,
story will be about Uncle Wlggilv's bonds closed:
first
second
$94.90;
4s,
$94.90:
Dated November 18th, 1921.
washing.
$95.00;
$95.10; second

GETTING READY TO REDECORATE THE FLAT.
TTJi

4s, 4s,
fourth
$96.50:
4s.
Victory 3s, $99.88; Vic4s, $99.89.

$96.18;

tory

THE MARKETS

We
"Today Is Thanksgiving,
should first of all be thankful that
we are alive and "
Just then there was a noise out
In the hall. A sklffling, skuffling
sort of a noise, of long, shain
claws scraping over the floor. And
there was the sound of sniffling
and snuffling and growls.
children!" whispered
"Quick,
the bunny. "Hide under the tabl!
one
is
Some
coming!"
Under the table ducked all the
animal boys and girls. And no
sooner were they safely hidden
from sight than in stalked the bad
Bushy Bear, the Fuzzy Fox and
the Woozle Wolf.
"Oh, wow!" howled the Wolf.
"I thought Uncle Wiggily. would
have a fine Thanksgiving dinner
for us. But look! His table is as
bare as Mother Hubbard's cupboard!
There's no use staying
He must be eating his
here!
Thanksgiving dinner at the home
Matthew Adams

-

1313c;

.

,

Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent O

I

NEW YORK MONEY.

New York, Nov. 22. Call money
Bj The AuodateA rreis.)
Firm. High, offered at and last
New York, Nov. 22. Unlmport loan, 6
per cent; low, ruling rate
ant shares of the railway, steel, oil and closing bid, 6 per cent.
Time loans Firmer. Sixty and
and utility groups were conspicuous 90 days. 6 to 6 per cent; six
features of today's uncertain stock months, 5 to 6 per cent; prime
market, taking the place of stand- mercantile paner. B to K per cent.
ard issues.
NEW YORK METALS.
Buying of the Junior rails was
stimulated to an extent by the re'
New York. Nov. 22, Copp
organization of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas railroad and was ac- Firmer.
spot and
Electrolytic,
celerated by unconfirmed reports nearby,
later, 1S
tnat otner roads recently under re- 13o.
Tin Steady. Spot and nearby,
ceivership are contemplating resumption of dividends. Missouri $29.62; futures, $29.62.
Iron Steady, unchanged. .
Pacific, one of the day's most active
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.70-stocks, owed much of its promt
nence to such rumors and others of
Zinc Quiet. East 8t, Louis dethe same class were favored by livery, spot $4.76.
Antimony Spot, $4.56 4,75.
poois ana speculative interests because of their better earnings.
Foreign bar silver, 67 c.
were
sustainMexican dollars, 51 c.
Independent steels
ed by circumstantial gossip of prosFOREIGN EXCHANGE.
pective mergers for further advances in prices of crude and reacfined products accompanied the
New York, Nov. 22. Foreign exGreat Britain
cumulation of oils.
change irregular.
Call money's rise from 6 to 6
demand, $3.08; cables, $3.99.
7.12;
cables,
demand,
per cent In the final hour was made Franco
the occasion of a selling movement 7.12, Italy demand, 4.13; cables,
In which the tobaccos. Anaconda 4.13.
Belgium demand, 6.89;
Copper, United Fruit, Sears Roe- - cables, 6.90, Germany demand,

Homsse.!

"N

111 TooOT

The Ideal Lunch
la tha Tnrof AaaAnflal nart .'
my lunch. But our bread shoul
ot your littU
be the mainstay
daughter's lunch because you reali- s
ze the wholesomeness, the pure-nesand dellciousness that cTO
Thit
bines to make our bread.
realization should lead you to believe that sandwiches made of our
bread are Ideal.
ZtroaA

Pioneer Bakery

f-

i

First Street

By Gene Byrp

ffice)

Icyf?

207 South

'

'un

r

-'

-

GERMANY WITHOUT CURRENCY.

The German mark has reached a point where
the daily fluctuations are not important. It matters
little whether 200 or 800 may be exchanged for a
dollar. The point has almost been reached where
the more one has of the marks the less of value
one has. Because of the state of the mark there
If talk of Germany being bankrupt, yet that is be- -

.
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
e.

By

George McManu

HELLO

lbTHIt

DR

(

CUTTENPWELL, THI-lb MS JICC, COME
O'LR A"b QUICK Afs
YOU Can- -

A REAL BCY IX THE
WAKD.
FOl'KTU
Good brick house, completely
four
rooms, large
furnished;
screened in front and back
porches; modern; extra largen
lot. This house is a real
and can be bought on
good terms If desired. If interested in a good little home let
ua show you this one.

'r

V

I

RAN ALL THE. WAV

(

YOU HAVE. A

FEVER '""fOOR
HEART
WEAK
AND VOUR LUN
ARE CONGESTED
OU MUbT CE.T

lt

re

' it

SAt: bENT FOR TOO TO
COME OVER TO bEE
WIFE
WHO lb ILL A IN VOURE
TRMN TO MAKE AH INVALID
OUT OF ME
r

)

i,

TO

24-

5-

4-

5-

.

FOR RF.XT
Highlands
- Room and sleeping
$25.00
porch, furnished
- Rooms,'
furnished.
$25.00
- Room house, furnished
$75.00
- Room house, furnished
,....$60.00
furnished ....$20.00
house, furnished
$50.0C
- Room, apartment,
furnished
$40.00
- Room house, furnished
$75.00
for light house
keeping, furnished. .. $ 35.00
and sleoplng:
porch, furnished . ...$ 40.00
Low hinds.
house, fur$ 65.00
nished
house, furnished
$100.00
house, fur- $ 55.00
nished

TO
SHOW

most restricted
and fHSt'-s- t
growing district.
THERK LOTH ARE A SPLENDID INVESTMENT
AND
SAVINO ACCOUNT
All lots 50x112 feet anil ran
be bought $10 cash and J10
per month.
Look our city over Ask your
frlenclH
where Albuquerque's
futuro residential section will
be?
YOU'LL LEARN TIT AT IT'S
UN1VERSITV HEIGHTS
All who live thore are
L'OOKTEr.3.
WHY?
IT CANNOT BE HEAT.
Over $200,000 has been spent
In
on
the
improvements
HEIGHTS
That
this year.
means a steady increase in
values.
We Arc At Your Service.

OE-- O

apartment,
furnished

.

7-

8-

$ 25.00

furnished
and garage
.$ 35.00
house, fur
$75.00
nisheu
house, unfur$40.00
nished
- Room house, unfur- nished, hot water heat. $60.00
- Rooms, furnished
....$40.00
furnished
$42.60

Tell

:
210

us what you want
may have it.

we

D, T. KINGSBURY,
REALTOR
Loon and Insurance.
W. Cold.
Phone 007--

KoOmTnO HOt'SE Rooms all filled1;
central location; profitable Investment.
Inquire it Ersrybndy' Candr Shop, Hi
South Third.
SALE SMALL RESTAURANT and
FOR
'
lunch room, doing; good business,
bad health and leaving city; some
terms. Inquire 419 went Central
FOR SALE At a bargain, five secondhand pool tables and one billiard table.
In first-clas- s
condition; also one twelve-Coo- t
soda fountain. A- -l condition, In
.ulre at 120 West Silver.
brick rooming
FOR SA I. E Two-storx house and residence combined, on largf
lot rem business aeitlon. room for a
business building a bargain at Id.SWi
par terms. J. A. Hammond. 824 East
Silver.
TmsiNBSfl CHANCES
FOR KALE Meat market: doing X grod
business; good location; good reason
for selling. Address A. C. E., raro Journal.
..
'abllshed
BUSINESS FOR SALE Old
marcahtr business, located in railroad.
Will tell for vslue of tmprovinents i.lo.u
Oood reason for selling. If Im.rrst-- d In
gnnd-Blse- d
joeMff'cs
proposition, addr-e- a
3
Alnuouernu.
box
BALE OR TRABE Paying busineM.
i ilgars. fountain,
pool
luncheonette,
down, bus-ti m In rear; small payment
In
will
take
good
bslance;
is pays

f'R

Arte

"'Jo

Lot on East Quid,
SAI.K
dan Sonth Walter.
lot, 60x142.
FOR SALE One

trm.
'
twl'"i
Paatft Fe.

nI Blste,

Inquire

41

1350;

cornr

Wait

FO.. PA E At a bargain, lot 0xl4J
Ideated Ninth and Kllv r price 1700 If
sold at once. Phone )4H-T

oRT iiady's red wool sweater, Sunday
afternoon on Isleta road, or near town.
Phone J404-P-

FOR RENT

Storeroom

FOR BENT Larae store.
nue. Phone 423.

Central

ave-

LEGAL NOTICE
jsbnc2"i oh ih.iu.iiaTToS.

,

(PUBLISHER)
REiniQI.ICATION.
of
the Interior, U. 8. Land
lepartment
.
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., November
. s, 1921.
Notice Is hereby given that Julian Oar-eta- ,
of Barton. N. M.. who, on December
Homestead entry, No.
13
191b, made
2S3t8. for SE14 NWK. WH Wii bWI4
Section 13, Town-hi- p
8W14,
and
EH
NEV4,
E.. N. M P. Meridian,
9 N., Range
to make
Intention
of
notice
filed
has
three-yeproof, to establish claim tt
before
above
described,
land
'b'J1'
the
M..
H. Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
,
on the 10th day of December. I'"-- Will-laa
witnesses!
Claimant names
McOulnness. of 'rljeras, N. M.l Jesus.
Maria Oareia, of Barton, N. M.i Demeat-rcMcOulnness. of Tlleras, N. M.i Bolom
Morlarty, N. M.
.Tnavei, of N.
M. BEROERB. Itegliter.

'

NOTICE

SOME

Phone 748

OF DISSOLUTION

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
to all those with whom the coof GOTTLIEB.
partnership firm had
commercial
BEER ahall have
to all others
and
correspondence
concerned that said
has been dissolved as of thin
ALBERT
date), the undersigned
BEER retiring from said business,
MOIIR1H
and the undersigned
GOTTLIEB agreeing to pay all
All acoutstanding liabilities.
counts due sal V firm should be
paid to said MORRIS GOTTLIEB,
who is authorized to receipt for
same in full.
DATED. Albuquerque, New Mexico, this Jlst day of October,

R. McCLVGIlAN,
Phone

204 W. Gold.

DIECKMANN

R"ALTr

COMPANV,

Real Erfnte. Irsur nee, f
Phone SIS

309 Went Gold avenue.

HK.vi
tult
water

paid.

Three

Dwelling
rooms.

1H

Jurn.MiieU;
South Kdlth.

FOIl RENT
house, at 121 North Fourth.

four-roo-

Dr,

FOR RENT Two-roocottage, furnished, too
Ejst Pacific Inquire I2S
Walter.
Spilth
FOK KENT Modern three-roohouse,

with glassed-isleeping porch. 100S
South Arno, phone 2140-J- .
KO It" R E N
wo furnished light housekeeping rooms; reasonable. Qildersleeve
Electrlo Ci phone
FOR RENT Por year or more, with
furnished
view of selling, five-roohouse and garage. Phone 672.
KOK RENT Flvt-roofurnished housp.
at 801 Soith Arno. Inquire I'll
South Arno, phone 1S40-R- ,
Five-roounfurnished
RENT
FOR,
fine location.
house, with garage;
1001 North Fourth; rent 140.
furnished
FOR RENT New three-rooMrs.
house, large lot) no children.
Valdpi, roo block on North Broadway,
li.0 RENTS a brand new moderd flve- room house;
furnished
elegantly
Room 10, Flrat National Bank building.
Four-rooFOR RENT
modern unfur- nihhed bungalow, with garage. Apply
1 22D Nort hl-2ft( rear).
Phone 1029-J- .
two
house,
FOR RENT Three-rooscreened porches, newly decorated In1.118
furnished.
water
side; lights and
Bouth High.
cottage
FOR RENT Furnished
with sleeping porch, phone 2185-or call 1203 East Copper.
FOR R"E."ii' Nicely furnished o i malow,
sleeping
very mffiern, large glassed-iporch, fine place for sick, Inquire 801
South Edith.
FOR RENT Modern three, four and five
room houses and apartmen.s; a.nn
W. H. McMllllon, 208 West
furnished.

SALEMisceIlaneou8
in

S.uth Walter.

nuDiif

it l

Phrne

- Ml

I.I-.-.

?418-B-

lii;il in luiv.V

SWEET ClUUK 60o a silloni war ax,
cents. HQ South Walnut.
PUST de.lvcrtd at your door,
IjE.NVEU
tea per month.
Phone 1848-FOR SALE New l,G0O Baldwin player
piano, liOO, Phone 1825-Furl BALtt canary . buds. 2l SuutU
Walter, phone H7-JJ6.
Full BALIS 'ihresning machine,
Postufflce boa 412,
n
FOK SALE! Adobe to build house.
Uarcia, 1202 North Amu.
FOR SALE Two ranges, one heater.
1 1 12 West iron,
phone ina-- h
NAVAJO KUCJS Kisltlv ly at coat. 117
North Mulberry, phone 1i30-- j
FOR SALE Hull pup, three mon'.us 'i'l.
120 South Cedar, phone 1438-line Simmons
FOR SALE Three-fourt- h
bed, complete; like new; also wooden
bedstead; real cheap. 806 South Eillth.
FOK HALE Moore runge, in excellent
12
condition also andiron Ironi.
West (lold.
FOR SALE A few choice Navajo rugs,
reasonable.
right from reservation:
20 6 South Arno.
FOIt SALE 1125 hot water heater, for
135: suitaole for heating store, ware
house nr work shop. 110 Bouth Walnut,
PHOTOS, 15 CENT3 A DOZEN till I
change my mind. New Studio, over
Butts' Drug Store.
FOK SALE Nice fresh eggs, loo per
dozen, at Ely's Poultry TarJs, B23 8"Uih
Eighth, phone 1168.
6
FOR PALE Used tractors, 1 and
Hardware Depart
with gang plows.
ment J Korhet A) Co.
FOR SALE Fresh pork, by the half or
whole hog. Delivered. C. W. Hunter.
phone 84
eyeningi
BUY YOUR GUN before the season opens;
fifty ahotguna and rifles to select from.
116 West Oold.
FOR SALE One rocker, one clothes
chest, library table, Hoosler kitchen
cabinet, ch'ld's bed. 118 North Bltn.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. There
la on'y she place ta obtain it. Albu
querque Pair? Association. Phone afti
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotIn gallon
tage cheese; also fresh milk 181S-lots.
Swsyne's Dairy, phone

c.

'
modern furFOR RENT Tlrree-roonished cottsge, at 613 East Coal, 828;
412
South
at
Call
High, or
water paid.
phone 1524-J- ,
FOR RENT November 86, furnished
utc hnm..m.rt. sata tnftilf, til Order:
brick houss, two rooms and glassed-i- n ! fruit cuke for the holidays a specialty.
sleeping porc!, garage, 1 2 5. Call 806 Mrs. George Mackey, 207 East stiver.
West Marquette.
Phone 128S-R- .
'
brick houie.
FOR RENT Five-roodh .ng
cabinet,
FOR SALE Kitchen
window
bath, screened sleeping porch,
table and four chairs, two oak d eseers,
shades and coal range In house, newly two beds, two springs; will .ell cheap.
Call
decorated, garage, 860, water free.
223 South Second.
at 320 North High
FOR SALE Oood selection of Navajo
FOR RENT Furnished cottage, three
ruga and Qirmsntown pillow tops,
south prloed. for quick sale. 1008 East Cen
rooms and bath and glassed-i- n
Phone Hl-key at tral. Firone m-sleeping porch
1B24
East Central, phone or call be- iiofTlrn A.V vnne
-- rooer
for Albu
tween
and 18 a. m.
querque Dairy Association butter; atif
call
can
you,
hot
supply
FOR RENT On South Broadway, flvs' your grocer
1
North Second.
room brick house, unfurnished, ISO; the dairy,
rooms,
furnished, West Marble, three
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions
bath, two porches, $25; furnished apartprevent fallen Ineteps, euree all ('
ment, West Coal, five rooms, 135. Real troubles. $1. Thumae t. Keleher, Leather
Estate Exchange, 409 West Copper
Phone 1087-- J.
Co., 408 West Central.
FOR SALE Detroit Jewell gaa range,
PERSONAL
four burners, large oven and broiler.
homes. Phone Oood condition. Also has cook stove
BARBER"for
private
808 Luna Boulevard. Phone
attachment.
1481-1085-.
VIOLIN 'essons by a French violinist
.
Pearl
SALE
necklace, beet made.
FOR
ioi-w522 Bouth Broadway, pnone
es
if not
Imported, Indeetructable;
DO YOU WISH to learn Spanish with beautiful
es those sold for 1:5 to 843,
teacher born .nd raised in Spain T you may return It) price $18. AddreU
1007 North becond.
"Pearla," care Journal.
WAMED-Prlva- te
pupils; teichet hoe FOR SALE Fine applee, by the box;
pedal training for primary gradte.
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Ark&nsaw
lis Mrth High, phouujmi
Phono
Davis.
Ben
Oanos,
Blacki,
or oall Wm. Dolde, 101 South
STUDY FRENCH with aFrench teacher. 162J-W- ,'
Either class nr private Instruction. For Broadway,
call at -- 21 South Broadway,
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
particulars1R6I-W.
or phone
OOOD for all kinds of roofs, $1 per gal
lon.
Co., 110 soutn
The Msniano
Would you care to learn
EPILEPTICS:
about new rational treatment fo" 1m Walnut; phone 1814-- J.
Try a built up
mediate lellef of EPILEPSY, positively roof, wilt last ss long aa the bulldlrT
stopping selsures from first 'liy'i -- se.
"SPECIALIST,?
FREE.
Information
Drawer "C"-l9Lander, Wyoming,
hundred shares of City
FOR SALsV-Fl- ve
email
I CAN give mother'e care to
B eotrio Railway, below par. Sr. R.
.
ehiid. from rood family de L. Hust, N. T. Armljo building.
hithv
siring Ideal home and excellent training
for child; no other children; terms
Address Mother,
references.
oare Journal
CARPENTERING

f

PETTnSHlS

ODDJOB

GREAT BUY

A

hwdwood
corner,
floors, garaKe, $4,500. ElRht-roohardwood
two
garages,
corner,
HOUSES FOR SALE
floors, steam heat. They are fine
and good buys. Close
$ 850.00 location
furnished
furnished..... 960. op to postoffice.
- Rooms, two corner lots 1550.00
W. II, McMIIXION,
806 West (iold.
- Rooms, modern. Fourth
. 1800. 0U
ward

J

45-

MAN.

MONEY TO LOAN
A . kind of worlr
rhone 167J-WE HAVE 110,000 to ioan on close-f- a
WANTED Odd Jobs carpentering, paintShort
Qober,
Albuaucraue property.
ing end roof repairing, phone 1468-and uoi er
BEFORE BUILDING or having your
On watches, diaLOAN
TO
our figures
house repair. d. call 164-jloNliV
monds, guna and everything valuaole are right. No Job too large nr too email.
Mr. B. Marcus, 218 Bourn first.
CARPENTER AND FIN1SHE1. will De
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
ready for another building within a
and gold Jewelry; liberal rellatfte, con- few dayai highest quality work guaranfidential Gottlieb Jewe. 'y Co.. 10 N. 1st. teed. Work by day or oontract.
120
Carpenter, care The Exchange,
CONFIDENTIAL loans nn Jewelry, dia"
West Gold, phone 1111.
monds watches, Liberty bonds. Plan
automobiles. Lowest raise. Rnthmans
Bonded to the etate.
117 South First.
FOR SALE Furniture
1921.
MORRIS GOTTLIEB,
FOK SALE Sectional bookcase, roll-tu- p
Ranchc
WANTED
desk, Morris chair,- haatihs et''ee. gaa
ALBERT BEER.
0
leaae range.
Winchester rifles, and large
c'StOUTFiT " WANT--W- lll
at
of used furniture. 118 South First
more
cows,
stock
or
rang and buy 1,000
For having given fictitious ages,
Write
me,
value.
giving
actual
market
Moore range, used one seaSALE
17
FOR
to
15
more than 600 youths from
definite description and bottom price.
pui.i-bu'to- n
son, perfect oondltlon;
.rears of ago have been discharged Thomas Hester,
delivery,, phone Morrla chair, teakwood
Irslon
general
table,
this
I.
lia-.States
United
army
the
book
cam. two
'from
writing desk, mission
LOBT Silver mesh bag, containing psarl beautiful brass beds, complete; Hoover
year.
ear rtnna, bill and small change; re- electrlo sweeper, 180 booke, lo;Ia. leu
eaoh, to. 111 North Bsoonl
Journal Want Ads bring results. ward given. Phone liOI-t- f,

RANCH FOR RALE
Seven acres, Irrigated.
Alfalfa,
fruit and garden. Hag an excellent four-roohouse. Only two
miles out. Can be had almost ot
your own terms. It is a real bargain.
ROIXIN e. ounminGE,
311 V. Gold Ave.
Phone 1023.

HOMES--For sale by owner,
Thompson, 102 Yale

Phone

108 S. TulrtJ.

SHADE TREES AND ORNAALBUMENTALS FROM
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order In Now. Writs
for catalog.
J. T. YOI.NG & CO.,
Albuquerque. N. M.

863--

4
W"

M,

Avenue.

W

TO PHYSICIANS OR
CHIROPRACTORS

TREES

FRUIT

ILEVlSElSf If

beautiful

lots on East
Silver. Price reduced for ritiick-saleor
sliiKly
together. Want
to see them? Call
3. A. HAMMOXD,
B24 E. Silver.
rhone 1S22-Two,

Mcdonald a worsiiam,
Insurance.

Real Estate
Phono 066--

BARGAINS

FOR BALE
Canaries. 2I SoulH Walter.
FOK BA i.li Cement block, cheap,
I

442--

v

Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six
750
room house
W
have a customer for your
let's
have
house
it
SIIELLEY REALTY CO.,
Realtors
at W. Gold
Phone 459-J- .

FOR

m

terms.

Good

$5,000

MCE LITTLE HOME
OrTHIDE CITY LIMITS
ON t ACRi.S OF WELL IMl'ROVEl)
LAND.
Four-rooadobe, pebble-dashewoodwork newly painted, cement
sidewalks, fine well, adobe storehouse
stsble. chicken houses and runa
main ditch, plenty of water for Irrl
ftutlon, 40 bearing fruit trees, vines,
bushes, flowers, shade trees; place la
mile north of
well located, one-hatown, food neighborhood. Price la
14,760.
Easy terms. See us.

five-roo-

oak
features, basefloors, bullt-l- n
ment, furnace, garage, splendid
location, in Fourth ward. Price
$5,250.

r

Road.

West Mountain

"

A HOME
will appeal to you,
finish,
whits
brick,

That

'

703

Inc.

m

Five-roo-

t

Oold.

V

"

228 W. Gold.

MOTOR CORP,
SI? West Central.

W, C, THAXT0N

Loans.
Phono 150.

Insurance,

surprised.
NEW MEXICO

J.

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all uver the West) ren
ilers sudden service on Kodak finishing
Work
lo people who demand quality.
n before II s. m. mailed same day
Work In before
p. fn. mailed noon nut
Address work te
day.
THB RED ARROW,
B. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
I We want
representative in TO";t

Real

-l

modern house, close Jn, splendid
finr
location: newly decorated,
shade; $750 cash, balance like
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000
J. P. GILL, REAL ESTAT3.
115 S. Second.
Phone 723--

FOR RENT

FOR BAI.B
Garage, best location Tn
town. Phoae 7".
Man
with small capital to In.WANTED
vest in Rood business. Address O. 0.
M.,' car Journal.
IFOR SALE One of the beat huslnena
properties In Albuquerque. C15 Souih
First street. Inquire at Savoy Haul

Write T. F. Beale.

large rooms, two good porches

Six

L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Estate, Fire and Auto

A,

The best J 919 Seven Passenger
Bulck in town, ivew top and
connew paint Job and in Adition. We will compare this
car with any one in town
selling for $500 more. See It
for yourself and ride in it before you buy, and you will be

CASH

A

.

14 000.

$750

street is now being opened
which makes these stmong the
best located lotg in the entire
addition. Don't delay. Get started on the upgrade right now.
$20 cash and tlO per month.

l FcatuM Slavics

Int

FINE HOME SITE

For quick sale the owner will
sacrifice one of the best and
most substantially built small
houses on the market. You
have to see it to really believe
so much can be offered for the
money. A cut in price of $500.
J, D, Keleher, Realtor,
ruuuu iiv.
in est vioiu,

I Rtill have nix fifty foot lots
Adleft in ths Albright-Moor- e
dition at $300 each. Seventh

a

1921

Extraordinary

Bargain

LEFT

ONLY SIX

house comWe have a
pletely furnlehed, conveniently located on car lino, that we
can offer you for the reasonable price of $5,250; $1,000
will handle it.

850
450

CHANCES

-

.FURNISHED,

$850'
BUYS

territory.!

FOB 8AI.K.
18,800
brick, modern, aleeplnit
corner
lot, highlands, close In
potch.
4,3uo
brick, modern,
law
rooms. large glassed porch. Third ward.
close 'n
white stucco, adob,
5,500 New
bungalow. Just completed, oak floors
i fine garage, University Heights.
8' me good ranches for sal. Houeet
and tots In all parts of th city. Bust
ness prorertv and business ormortunliies
A. FLEISCHER, REALTOR.
Fire Inruronre,
Autom i.ie InMir-m-I'l.nlo nines. Bnrgliirjr, Puhltr Liability, Compensation Inhunince.
Suretr Hands.
'
Phone 674.
Ill South Fourth St.

ir.Ua

!

NOW

WANTED

LOAN WANTED.
First mortgage loan of $500 onv
houso and lot close in for
two years at 10 per cent inter-(- t.
Value of security $1,760

iikaij

40

i:st.te
West

exchange,

ttoppcr.

FC3 RENT
KUJi It ION

fUii

It

lilii.-.'- !

Rooms
416 Nortn Koiirih.
ilB Weal Copper,

1- '-

n

flKNTBed "room.

FOK

Fourth.
port I. BXT

f 'Uth

124

PR

Scvefai

210

North

.

hree furnished fooma,
moJeru. mil North First
FOR RS:"T Three unfurnished rooms.
5
N"rth VWi-FOrooms.
Jl
RENT Furr.'slied
Phone US7-J- .
South Walter.
rooms,
ruriilshed
KENT
Fl'U
Moiir.
West central.
steam heaL to
Front bed room, modern.
FOR KENT
Call after
p. m , 41D West Marquette.
In lowFoil RBNT Furnished room, 1054-lands; furnace heat. Phone
FOK RENT Nicely fuinlstied bed room.
t;o West Coal.
close In. Phone 158!i-FURNISHED rooms, hot water' heat: tin
414 Wast Silver
lick; no chlldren.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnish!, wll- hented rooms In private fam.ly. Phone
NT

FOR--

1

'

197S-T-

FOR RENT
Large housekeeping room,
on ground floor; bath and phone. 414
West Oold.
furnished sleeping
FOR RENT Neatly
room, steam heat, close In, 817 South

Third.

FOR RENT
Cnll
FOR

4!0--

Furnished room with
in private home, steam heat.

RENT Room with board, in prl- vate family, for two gentlemen, oi
employed Indies. Phone i:i.,7-J- .
FOR RENT Three modern rooms, furnished for housekeeping, 428 West

antaFe,

RENT Three furnshed rooms,
with porches, for housekeeping; no chil716 F.jst Haxeldliie.
dren
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms f ir gentlemen employed, $8.00 up; no sick. 818
west
FOR REN J Front room for light housekeeping phone, bath, well people; no
cnuaren. fie west uoin
rou Ri:MTM'l"tv furnished ' oolll. out- Side entrance; also garage; no sick.
1116 North Second.
FOR RBNT Nice room with private
family; with or without board. 807
North Fourth.
FOR REN'i Two front rooma furnished
for light housekeeping. Apply after 1
p. m., 408 West Lead.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
sleeping porch, for two persons: nn
children. 110 South Walnut, .
IMPERIAL ROOMS r'lce. clean rooms;
rates by day nr week. Over Pastime
Theater. 211H West Central.
FOR RENT Cilaseed-l- n
porch and two
airy rooms, board across street. 114
North Maple, phone 1886-FOR RENT Nice front sleeping room,
for one or two gentlemen; prlvilo entrance; close In. 400 West Iron.
Three rooms, two sleeplnrf
FOR REN'T
porchos,
newly decorated; light am!
water furnished. 1818 South High.
rooms
and
KI11N HOTF.I
Sl.eplna
housekeeping apartments, by the day
week or month
soft West rvntral
FURNISHED front room, private entrance, bath adjoining; one or two
garage; no alck. 1007 North
FOR

wly
furnished, nice,
cleen rooms and housekeeping apartor
month. 812
week
ment, by day,
South Third
FOR RENT Furnished room with toilet.
bath, lights and ateam heat, 88 per
month; close to car line; next door to
Tavlor's store, Old Town.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front morn,
In private Irome. with use of kitchen;
on car line; employed lady preferred. '11
NVrth Twelfth, phone 1946-FOR RENT Strlotly hlgh-clas- e
room;
north, eaet and south exposures: southeast sleeping porch; beet residential dls- trlct; home privileges. Phone70.
FORRENT Nice large frontf'tfn'l7hed
housekeeping mom: private entrance,
sunny, comfortably furnished, close In;
no sick; reasonable. Ill West Marquette.

WOODWOBTH-Ne-

DRESSMAKING
DRESSMAKINO

apartments,

Miss

Balchurch, Crane

lH North Seventh.

DRESSMAKINO
Room U
Imperial Hotel, phone 805.
Call
WANTED
of all kind.
Sewing
after 8 p. m., phone 1468-R- .

WANTED Dreesmaklng, by day or jX
home. Mrs. Baker, phone 1130-H EM HT ITCH I NO, pleating. Williams' Mil
llnery. 200 Sonth Broadway, ph 1073-DRESSMAKINO
and altering, by the
Mrs. E. F.
day. Phone 1648-Ladiee' tailoring, evening dresses, beading and embroiderPhone 1826-ing.
PLEATING, accordion, ' side and box;
mail orders. N. Crane, lis North
Pevenih Crane Apartments, phone 814.
DRESSMAKING

FOR RENT

--

Office Rooms

steam
Attractive
office,
furnlehed
water
and
heat, light
Wright building, opposite poetofflce.
rORRENT Three very desirable office
rooms light, heat and water: will rent
separately nr as a whole. A. B. Mllner,
111
Wait Central, hene ill.
FOR

RENT

house.

oijL'iiH.m

phone

FOR

Ju

Two

small
Apply

lAi.e

right;

ie,

H

J'J

small
h.nisis, by
casn
paymeut; easy
rloulh r.dith.

prtcu
and oe your own
fine location; terms. 143V West
It over

look

MUST SELL 1MMEDIAT&-L-

T

and

make your offer.
Four-roohouse,
garbath, porches,
ages, full else lot. Everything In good
6SS North Sixth.
repair.
hr!it
FOR SALE
modem
and adobe residence, In Fourth wtnf;
nice location, close to school; might trade
for vacant lots or smallor house In
highland. Phone H75-FOR SALE Account leaving city, furmodnished or unfurnished
ern house; screened porches, nicely arWest
families.
two
Central,
for
ranged
Phone owner, 2204-near park.
and
FOR SALE By owner,
large front porch, modern bungalow.
In good residence
section; east front,
lawn and trees, In Very best condition;
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
Inspect

VVAN'I

riU

sthoo.

V.

ANTED

M. "sei: ;tT
i,.ys. not going lo
Western I'nion Teli graph Co.

buuaaiuw,

Central.
FOR SALE Hy owner. 71""Weet Coal,
frame stuoco, 4 rooms and bath. 8
large porchee, newly decorated, vacant.
Terms If desired. Phone 1S03-KUH isAI.E
.ew four-ruoimodern fur
nished college, on South Walter, lion
down anj
monthly payments. J. A.
Hammond. Z4 East Silver, phone l8-K- .
FOR SALE New
porch, 10
feet eorner; water) 11,150; terms.
1302 South Edith.
Inquire J 70S s u'.h
Edith.
FOR SALE By owner, four-roohouse,
with Bleeping porch, water inside and
electrio lights, lot 60x142; 13,000. 1400
down, balance (30 per month. 907 West
Iron.
FOR SALE

HELP

lUSS--

BALI4

onner,

terms.
feOlt

town,
rh.ne 14R-FOR BALE
By owner,

modern
ward,
age, hae Heht and heat;
dential district in cltyi
easy terms; not
prloed
shown by
appointment

In the Fourth
bungalow, garvery best resiprloed
right)
over phone;
Phone
only.

For

with Board

Rent-Room- s

3 per week.
BOARD
tMuth Broadway.

in
North
phone 24ol
mod-er- n
FOR SALE Brand new four-roobungalow; clohe In; l,ne locautin;
n.

K

tcnns.

nrui nished rooB

Gdi.S

uu bAl.s

lxp riencrd collar

WAN1 Ell

girl.

E.

celslor Laundry.
WANTED Competent second girl. Ap- ply morning. 701 West Copper.
WANTED
Housekeeper for four nl't" e;
must be good cook. Phone
In a family of four;
WANTED
, rlrht nortv
......A cook
Mrs. D.
West
Copper
Weinman, toe.
We
OFFICE
furish all
EMPLOYMENT
110
kind of help. Try our servln.
BS4-rvuth Thlrn, phone
10
month
and
Boom
EARN BOARD
while attending school, catalogue fr-- v
Marker Business College. 9001, South
Main, f.o An?les.
Male and Female.
Two girl
WANTED
for hand sewing.
Call Meyer ft Meyer.
WANTED
Strong, willing girl, to asslet
with housework half days. Apply 1110
West Central.
WANTED
Girl ur woman foi general
housework, from :3i a, m. to 4:30 p.
0
m Call
West Slate.
IF YOtI are unemployed and efficient,
with our Employment DepartreglsteWestern School for Private Secrement.
taries, phone 901-Examinations." GovCIVIL SERVICE
ernment clerk, railway mall clerk, carrier. I1.400-J1.80upward.
Age, 18
Experience unnecessary. For free
R. Terry
write
Instruction,
(former Civil Service examiner), 2 Continental Btdg, Washington. D. C.

..

drs. Knight,

20

Mi Bl.l furnished roon. with board;
private family, no sick. 1027 Forrester.
FOK RENT Sleeping porch, room and
excellent board. 1208 East :jiitril.
FOK
RENT Room nnV board, "with"
board.
411)
Sleeping porch; first-oias- s
r.:;si i enirai.
Furl luEM Large furnished room with
table lionrd: rates for two nttoola. 217
South Fourth.
IJOAKD by the day or week; first-clas- s
home cooking. 110S East Silver, nsar
snnitoriuma.
FOR RENT Room with glassed-i- n sleep
ing porch, with board. Phone liill-J- .
112 North Walter.
rooms
FOK REM Newly
furnished
with or without board. 418 Boutb
1909-R- .
Broadway, phone
RANI H Ideal location tor
JAN.KSO.VS
healthseekerB; few reeervatlone now
Phone 2238-- J
available
Foil HEN"! Sleeping porch and room,
adjoining bath, with board; rates tii
UU8 East Central.
month
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with or
without hoard) bath and phone,
lSft
South Becond.
Phone 820-F R RENT
Room anc Bleeping porch.
1th board for convalescent! ; gentlemen only; private home. Phone 2148-FOIl" RENT Nicely
ruriilshed ' room
with steam heal and first-clas- s
table
board

110

Bomh

Arno,

phone

1327--

Foil II EAI.TIISEEKEHS Modern acnurss service.
with
commodations,
Cfi a de Pro, e18 West Oold.
phone 014-FOR RENT Nice rooms With sleeping
with
porches,
board, for convalescents.
Mm. Reed, 512 South Broadway, phone
1123.

Foil

Rooms
RENT
with sleeping
porches; board If desired. Also gar
for rent, 301 South Edith, Ph me

age

1340-.-

FOR

Phone
WTS

Pot geese and fat turkevs.

HALE

303

South Broadway.

Bucks does end frying rab'
bits and hens. 710 West T.ead.

FOR SA I B

FOR SALE Fat hena. dressed and
modern houso In 240--drawn, if desired; will deliver. Phone
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, firethree FOR BALE Fine corn-fe- d
votn.l turkeys.
porches,
place,
large screened
irl.T now for
with extra large
eight to fifteen pounds;
light airy bed room
2412-flclosets, front east on large lot with Thanksgiving. Phone
In
excellent
FOR BALE Turkeye and all kinds of
lawn, tree, etc.) everything
If
desired. Phone
condition i term
poultry at the Albuquerque Poultry
1977-- J
Tard. 303 South Broadway, phone 352-bronzo turkeys.
A SPLENDID flock of
FOR
breeding birds; also oung turkeys for
dinner.
yonr Sunday or Thanksgiving
FOR It E.N T Furnished small
241S-.Tapartment; no alck, no children, lit H. B Walklns. phone
YA RDS
South Edith.
Thorouithbred
RED POULTRY
furnlatr-e- d
s. C. R. L Rede, Ringlet Barred Rocks,
FOR RENT New small,
piillete, hen and pens for breedapartment.
Inquire apartment 1. cockerel,
411 West Atlantic phons 1483-ing.
1316 West Roma.
"MOUNTAIN
VIEW" 8. C. R. I. Rods.
urnltr.ed apartments;
RENT
FOR
won twenty ribbons January. 1921: a
three rooma with bath. Albuquerque
lot
eockerel and cocks now
of
superb
North Second.
Hotel.
for Isle; bred from my finest exFOR RENT Two nice clean furnished ready
C.
visitors welonms.
hibition
room
and sleeping porch for hou.ee-. - P. Hay. mallngs;
23
North High.
keeplng 121 South Waller, phone1670-JMY ENTIRE stock of 8. C. R. I. Reds;
room unfurnished
FOR ' RENT Two
hens, pullets, cocks and cockerels;
heat; sleeping porch;
apartment; steam
breedln.
pen or singles, pure bred C. P.
1
larire ecreeno
porch, Vath and ra igo. Hay
stock, backed iy generation of
1053 North Fifth.
.
winners In the " et shows in the
prise
FOR RENT Apartment, new and olean; country, H. B. Watkine, phone J4H-J5- .
heat, llgjit and cooking gaa; furnished
complete Crane Apartments, SIS North
FOR SALE Ranches
Seventh. Phone 114.
Fine Vulley Uui.h, close in.
FUR RENT Two-rooapartment, com- FOR SALE
at tese than Improvements cost; or
pletely furnished, kitchenette, both,
lralle and porches, two private entrances, will trad for good residence In town.
modern with gas. 1005 Forrester, phone Postofflce box 324 or phone r,ns.
1379-FOR SALE Country "home, stucco house.
seven rooms, steam heated, electric
FOR SALE Exceptional barnaln In used
e
o
ranch; In alfalfa and
light; en
tires; 94x4, 12x4 and 10x341
several spot lights, slightly used; prices- orchard. Addrese Poetofflce box 177, nr
J407-R- 4
ComMcintosh Auto
phone
very reasonable.
08 West Central,
pany,
FOR SALE Nine-acr- e
ranch, on main
h
FOR RENT For the winter, beautifully
garage;
ditch; new house and one
with
four-rooand one-ha- lf
from
echool.
mile
furnlehed
apartment,
miles west Hernias bridge. Inglassed Bleeping porch, close In; no alck;
I0
1.
no children) vacant December
quire at Hunt's Ranch.
West Lead.
FOR HALE Seven acree land, four acr, s
Three-roofurnlehed
in alfalfa, fruit trees: 800 feet east
FOR
RENT
two
and
sleepbath
with
frontage, on Boulevard, five blocks from
apartment,
line, 11,200; term. J. M. Eaater,
ing porchee newly decorated Inside ana car
nut; water and light pa'd. 822 East Old Albuquerque, N. M.
Coal.
Phooe 169-IF LOOKINO for a comfortable home
and a pleasant and profitable estabAUTOMOBILE?
lished business, you can serure earns at
a bargain; four acre, two ml lee lr ra
TO TRADE Almost new f
use.
on main ditch, douoie
car; what have you? 2 South A'alter. poetofflce.chicken
tnols. blooded
houeea,
FOR SALE
Buick touring car; garage,
also
furniture;
chickens
and
turkey;
flrst-cla- a
Co., will eell nn term
oondltlon, Bond-Dillo- n
to responsible .ope.
city.
Phone t41 J.
O.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING.
K. sheet Metal
Works, 21 North
FOR
Third.
s"a LlSHolsT'el
cow and
FOR SALE Some extra good ueed care; FOR
heifer calf: will take
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co, 408 alfalfa In trade for calf. 1220 South High.
Wsst Central.
FOR SALE Carload fresh Jersey milk
FOR SALE Two Sulck light sixes, HI!
cows, from
cow
and several
models, feto and 1730; Ford truck. three to tlx yeers springer
all tuberculin
1176) one-to- n
ford truck, worm drive, tested. Can be seen old;
Yard,
McAllister
at
1350; Ford speedster. 1176; Dodge tour
1301 North First. corner Mountain road.
ing car. 1400. n West Gold
oveeder"of
are
We
grade
FOR8AI.E
for
FOR SALE A Hudson Buptr-SI- x
Holsteln cows, and have on hand
This Is a fine car ana in
11,000.00.
three and four hundred choice
fine condition and I worth more money oows and
heifers. A we are a little
a
It
at
eale
Legitimate reasons make
would eel) a limited
crowded
Short St number atfora room,
sacrifice
Qober,
necessary.
reasonable price. The City
Gober.
..
Phone 66S.
Park Dairy Company, Denver, Colo.,
AUTO necessity of th highest merit that phone York "B41.
sells Itself on to days' free trial.
Profit liberal
Paet seller. Thousands MATfRESS RENOVATING
now In use. Excellent opportunity for
substantial business of your own. Write
Rug fleaning. furniture repairing, fur
now for
Service
exclusive territory.
Cushion Tube Co., 4010 East loth St., nlture packing. Pauue 471. Ervln BedKansas City, llo,
ding Company,
i040--

BY "dVNEft,

RENTAprtroent

-

RENT Furnaced-heatewith private entrance

FOR

2421-R-

bed uto bath; lor,e
1. 1207

porch, for two; December
BIT POI'LTRT of all kinds. Phone sleeping
East.

I62--

LELivertyk

TAT?Ri3sm?TTr

Ocnrral
Stxxmd nwl Go!I Avenue.
I'hono 010.
Arr-nts-

UK HE'S YOl'R OITORTtNITV
Nine lariro rnnms,
wit h pnrehM
lore, completely fnrnlnhpi, Mclurt-In- jf
plnnn, two c:nplrto bath rnrima,
room
all tn ktti this it a money--mnkt- r.
on of th
cornpr Inca-tioin the Flit.hl.m'l
nnd it eluse
in: owner loavini. for t)i punt. If
InterftRted cnnif In n1 talk It over.
A. C. STAR FN,
Rpftl Ffctfito and Iiifiiirnnre
810 Wfit Gold Are.
i'lione 10R.
ira

lit

GOOD BUY
ranch, close in, Price
$3,000. Splendid orchard. Terms.
Special nttentlon Riven to rentals
list your property with
J, L, Phillips, Rnal Estate,
A

Ten-acr-

e

Third.

I'lione

Central.

can
GENTLEMAN
HEALTIISEEKKR
find best of accommodations with first
1123 East Cen
clnsa board, reasonable.

3.71--

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
t

JOHN W. IV11.NON,
Atifirney.
Re me II. 1? and 19. tmmwcll

Building.
J
I'llVHK
(Ml "I Xl.tltVrt
I.. lU IU'OV
iK.
DIsrnscB of tue Sfrffl'irh.
Suite.
nnrt.dt riullrtlng
Phone

T--

Houses

ZAfF

COMPANY

Si

110 8.

For rent or tvr sale, a fully
office,
physician's
equipped
with an unusually fine electric
treatment
operattable,
bath,
ing table, violet ray machine.
?tc. In best location in town.
Address
MRS. L. B. PRINCE,
111 Palace Avenge or Box
Santa Fe.

Assistant Seamstress In Alteration room; must bs
competent. Apply
ECONOMIST.

FOR SALE

HEIGHTS,

Albu .tier (juo's

23
IDEAL LOCATION

YOU

UNIVERSITY

...

For health seekers. Five rooms,
bath and sleeping porch. South
furnace.
fire
exposure,
place,
Completely furnished. Linen, sil- verware, dishes, rooking utensils;
$1,500 cash will handle,
A GRIJWrn,
ACKEItSON
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Phone 414.

.

ASKUS

I

bar-Bai-

1-

TEACHERS

r

n

I'll

C

H

6 .1

I.AHKK,

V.y. Kite, Vm
Barnett Building
Office
to 13 a m

-

and Thruut.
l'.Vms

111.

l.jiir

si.J t to ft p m.
TitfT5iu?rTrATtTv ititiiTT,
dr.
Office Oram UMg., R,.m in. 1'hnne 671.
Reeldenc 1I2S Kast Central
Phiine

R71

W. irt. SHERIDAN,

M. D.
Limited to
OKNITO - CIHXAItY DISEASKI?
AND DISKASKH OK THK SKI.

rmctltv

t'rf

WaHsermnn

Cltl.etw

In

Rnnk Bldir.

(

iinnecllon,

I'lioiie

SKA.

CHIROPRACTORS

"
kTTa uin Lis?"hlmpriictor.

10 and it) Amnio liiilldlng.

WA
VVA.s

fM

I KO

IVJicelUneous
nuard.

tu

i nu-C- attu

Pluuie

24l'9-R-

fr'UU

king and serving
J!iS9-W- .

o-

dinners and

parties. pln.nn
WAN'ifcTlJ
Phone153G-J-

To buy a fight epring wugolu
.
8' OVES POMSmCt) and let ap. KrviO
Bedding Cn., phone 471.
Music iui!3 ly yo'i ig luily
WANTKI)
teacher, Ai(lres Alunic, care Journal.
W AN'i'EU
roilTgailTuee '"T'noliTrtVilHj",
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.

i3.tiiTrrs

trunk and furniture crating.
l'hones 3U7 or 396; price

Call for Joe.
n.ble.

reus-

& t'O.
Cleaning puper and
cleaning kalsomlne; all work guaran- teed.
Ht'ine li4-V'"e7r located
WAN'TKU
tutlding lot In
Fourth ward; give location and price.
A'ldrcK
Lot, care Journal.
Unne
UiNION
LATHEHS
r.nthititf
promptly by J. K. Thlchoff A bone.
h t me 875 .T.
11Q4 North E e vnth
WKLDINd AND CCTtTnO of myrtle;
QOODMON

r

alio weldere' iuppllea and carbide for

pme

1947-.- f.
eale. N. M. HLqpI O.. Inc.,
MAX
BA KG aTn BTUKK, at316 South
will
tbe
hlKbest
puy
Flnt,
prices for
your vecond-hanclnthing. ahoca and
Sr8.
furniture. Pht.ne

tral, Cedar atreet entrance.
aoHEALTH SEEKER can get home-lik- e
Tl:i (l.KANKHB B
commodatlona in modem country home.
MATTRRSSK3
and ap,
rem.vatfd. 13
neas
to
bed
care
given
patients:
special
furniture repaired and packed. Ervin
car line. Addreee postofflce box zis
471
Co.,
Bedding
pli"ne
city.
KINlrtHI&i it la
BKTTKK
IXIKAK
MtR AMONTES-ON-TA SANATORIUM-HOTEfor tubercular
better. Return ptitoge paid on mail
btudto, 'Jl3 Hi We
convalescents; graduate nurse In at- nrdera. The tiurnum
tendance: rate by tb week or month. Central, Albug u c rq u p, n. M,
Call 2400-JCareful KiMlali flnithTtaA
WANTF.D
Twice dally aervlceRESERVATIONS may now be had at St.
Hcmember, eatlaV
rates.
John's Panatorlum (Episcopal):
faction guarantucd, Send your fir.lehlng
317.50 to 125 per week: Include
Uaona
private to ft reliable, estatiiiihed firm.
room with sleeping porch, connected to A Hnnna, Manter Photi'rapherir
bath and toilet: medical care, meuicinee. ALBUQI.'EHQ L'I3 W IN DOW ('LEAN I sh
general nurulng; excellent meale, tray
CO.
end
Winddwa cleaned
flior
service: no estras. All rooms have eteam scrubbed; etorce,
officee and houne
heat, hot and cold running weter. Rov. cleaned; reanmabl ratei and bun est work.
Phone Poetofflce box 101,
W. II. Zlegler, Superintendent.
phone A. Uranone, 22
491.
BAZOR I3L'd ES Son d or" bring yvt
dull blades fur reeharpenlnf.; doul:e-edff- e,
S5c; single edge, 25c per duztn;
WANTED Position
have your r2or hnned and ect y exto
take
WANTED
and
Ironing
perts; work guaranteed. Kobza Brn.hori
Wnshlng
10S East Coal, phone 1505-at Ruppe'a Drug Store,
home.
WANTKD
Work for high school boy, of
Iff.
Phone 14SI-R- .
evening.
WORK of all kinds Repairing
WAITRESS wants position, or will con- ROOF
and painting, roofs built up, work guarsider anything. Phone 210-anteed. Call 64 2 for man.
I
to
WANTS V
sundry work 2101--take home,
or by the dey.
Phone
WANTED
Washing and Ironing to take
SEWING MACHINES
home; aleo clothee rough dried; prices
very reasonable. Phone lUfiB-.SEWl.sr,
llAri.lNta- repaired
WANTED By University student, work
cleaned; parts end supplies for alt
spare hours, for board or room. Ad- mskes, all work guaranteed
C.
II.
dress Student, 201 Bouth High.
lfl ,T
Morehend. nb'.n
415 V Copper.
WANTED Position as housekeeper or
ItlNf. KI'.K At I'D LINK
American wonurse, hy middle-age- d
Th orange colored cars. Engle, Eleman.
Address XX. enre Journal.
Butte Dam and Hot Springs, N.
phant
Girl for general mousework; M.
WANTED
Meet all trains at Bngle. leaving
must stay on premiees. Call at 1021 Hot Springs at
a. m and 2 JO p. m.
West Roma.
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam care on
WE AUDIT. CHECK, OPEN. Cl.OSB and the Dam line.
We drive our own care.
WILLIAMS A ZANO,
Write for reservations at our expense.
keep Bonks.
Phone 701 W.
room
Meiinl building.
HEFFERNAN BROS
Props.
M
N
Hot Springs.
colbusiness
YOUNG MAN, attending
lege, desires place to work for room
TIME CARDS
and board. Phone Albuquerque Business
?7
College,
NURSE wants position, nursing and keepfor Invalid or healtheeeker;
Iwuse
ing
two years' experience In hospital. Address N. C.. care Journal.
Work of any kind
WANTED AT ONCE
by man and wife; will go on ranch,
run hotel or do any work; capable and
reliable. Addrese P. A., careJournal.
BUSINESS
depteeslnti makes available

WESTBOUND

Train.
No.
No,

1

k
accountant-booAmerican
capable
J
keeper and etenngrapher, with thorough No. T
knowledge of Spanish and salesmanship;
No,
detailed qualifications on request. Address Reeulta, Postnfflc bog 341. phone Nc. 89
281)

Nn. 27

The Scout....

Dally.

Arrive.

Depart.

30 pm 8:30 pm
t'allf Limited ti:S em 1100 am
farg,, Fnt. ill 50 am 1 1 10 am
The Nevnti' 13:n am J:00 am
SOUTHBOUND.
10:10 pm
El Paso Rxp
11:30 am
El Pano Rxp
EASTBOUND
The Navalo. i:10 pm 140 pm
Calif. Limited i 00 pm t :4i pm
S
T:25 pm 110 pm
F Eight
7 20 am
7:50 am
The tc .ui
FROM BOt'TH
CI Paan I Is pm
From El Past 7 no am
T

JANITORIAL AND WINDOW CLEANING SERVICH COMPANY hee been N'a t
organized for the purpose of doing Jani- No. 4
torial work and at the same time giving No. I
the unemployed of our group employ- No. 10
ment. Contracts will be taken by the
day, week or month. Banks, office build- No, il-P- mrn
houses, etc., will be
ings, apartment
taken care of. The office is located at NnNo.jo 10 oonnects et
Pelen e'th Na II
223 Weat Copper.
Phone 8S-for Clovla, Perns Valle
Kns Cits and
n
Coast.
Nn. : c nnect at 'iel. n with No. I
TYPEWRITERS
end pulnte eest and anjth
TYPE WH
aU m akft Mvirhaud frm cvle
for every
Ribbon
and repaired
Ex
Albuquerque Typewriter
change, phone 0W. XU Bouili fourvti.
A

V
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New York and Chicago Has Nothing On

Albuquerque
We have first of thn scnson. Southeast

Texas,

now

Dr. H. M. Bowers
Pi

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
K. of P. nulldlns.

Phone

wax

rrop

brans, direct by express, fresh and bridle, pound EOc.
We were lucky, two barrels of cranberries received Inst eveng
ing. Nice white cauliflower. Express California lettuce,
Arizona and navel oranges, just did
tomatoes, cucumbers.
sizes.
four
here
pet
And more of those nice large Roman lieauty apples at $3.50

89--

a

AXD

M.iininn

Ked Emperor drapes, Bartlctt Pears.
a few pounds of the extra nice fruit calte left, rium
Pudding, Fard dates, Promedary dales; first, imported fiffs
received for many a day. Extra larpe and very nice, 11). Rue.
Of course you will come to heacbiuarters for green or ripe
olives, sweet or sour pickles.
Those Monarch extra small sweet peas and Monarch corn are
Just the. cream of the pack.
Pon't overlook the cider.
Afrain today our special on Chocolate Cnnrly at 50c for a
pound box.
Ben Hur Coffee Ben II ur Tea.

Fresh Country Pork

Pure Sausage, backbone, Freah
Hams and Bacon and Pure
Lard, any quantity delivered

Phone

1915--

For Sale
SIXIXTKP

l

We

South Arno

298

Central. Phono

973-A-

SAVE
EXPENSES
I will build you a modern
home of four to five rooms,
ready to move in, for $1,200
to $1,500. Why pay more?
Room 10, First National Rank
Building.

AID OF THE WEST"

All
be

Union
closed

Ry W. E. Spencer.

T0NIGI1
HALL

Dime

Sunday

Dance

A
JAZZY

Dinner

MUSIC

CHICK EX, 60c.

MANHATTAN
CAFE

IT

DID

FOR

YOU

cards and refreshments.

I. O. O. F. Hall.

Effort to Provldo JoM tho TlilnRS
Your Thanksgiving Dinner Perfect.
e
In
canned fruits (ready to serve) you will find
nothing quite so tempting as the Glass Jar Brand Pineapple,
Peaches, Pears, Plums, Blackberries, Loganberries or Cherries.
We have olives, pickles, dates, raisins, nuts, apples, pears,
bananas, grapes. Our vegetables are fresh. California head
high-Krad-

G6e

Also "FOX NEWS" and
"MUTT AND JEFF" CARTOONS
ADMISSION PRICES

REGCLAR

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
Many of the visiting tcacheiM
took advantage of the weather yesterday and visited the Heights.
at the
They were astonished
growth and character of hornet-buil- t
in
the
there,
up
past year.
The first section of the new water extension throughout tho western half of the Addition was completed Saturday night. Over
feet of pipe line has been laid
in the Inst two months.
One of the business lots was
sold to a well known Albuquerque
merchant last week.
The building of fences across
the "Hhort cut" roadways has been
a success. Delivery drivers are
now keeplnor on the streets which
adds materially to the appearance
of the Addition.
12.-00- 0

C. If. CONNER,

Stern

Osteopathic
Bide. Tel.

M. I).

I.

Specialist.

701-.-

O.

2033-W-

I,

.

CITir KI.F.CTBIC SHOE SHOP
211 South Second.
Tbonr M7-Frrt Call and llrllvrrr.

We deliver any size anyi

where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.
J.

W.

nit AS

IKI.K. (hf Watt-.Maker.
Sivlsi anii ..nlli.h Makei.
All Work uuar.iiitecd.

Ameruan.

117 South

riicine

Lucidas Fiestas

FOGG,

Popular Sheet Music
3 Copies for 10c

Phone

on the Market.
Sl'PERIOR WHITE LIME CO
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
Phones 4 and 5.

U U

of

014-- 1.

ANYWHERE.

Leather
Puttees

Leave Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrives in S'anta Fe. . .10:45
4:10
lpavea Santa Fe
Arrive? In Albuouernne 7:50

Phone 600

f:ve-roo-

am
am
pm
pm

Slmcer

210

West

THARKSGIVIRG

Central

Then

-

.

I

.

Prof. Coffman
About YOT'Il Problems.
Phone 1727-for appointment

$3.00
S1.25

S6

Where Will You Eat
THANKSGIVING

Open Until 9 P. M. Tonight

DAY?

Cranberries, per quart
27c
Fancy Selected Celery, per bunch, ,10c, 50c, & 90c
Yams, Fancy Bradley, per lb
5c
Grapefruit
9c, 13c and 15c
California Oranges, doz
35c, 51c and 63c
Plum and Fig Pudding
60c and $1.04
Nonesuch, Prepared Mince Meat, No. 2i2 can. .55c
18c

66c
Marshmallows, 2 pkgs
25c
Marshmallows, large pkg
39c
After Dinner Mints
10c and 25c
Our Fruit and Vegetable Department is complete
with all the fruits and vegetables the market affords
We Deliver Your Order for 10c.

Why Pay More?
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE

CAFETERIA
from 5 until 7

205 South First Street

2.1c

Bisque of Oyster Soup
Olives
Radishes
Celery
Roast Turkey with Dressing
Candled Sweet Potatoes
Ksrallopcd Corn
Tomatoes
String Beans
'

Tomato

SALADS
Cheese Balls
Waldorf

Lrtture

PIK
Mince
Apple . Pumpkin
with
Sauce
Plum
Tuddlng
Fruit Jello
Coffee
Closed for Breakfast and Lunch

10-l-

I.

s.

FRANK TROTTER
Gold"

Avenue.

CHOCOLATI

CREAM COFFEE
Sold At This Store.

we seii

WILLY-WILL- Y

10c

Premlnm Soda
15c
Bulk Pcannt Butler, lb
20c
Cure .sorghum .MolnsM's, o
and
cans.
Comli Honey
30r
$1.75
Honey
00c
Honey
10 bars Borax Naphtha Soap. 50e
Lima Benns
50c
1 tial. Cider Vlnecnr
....50e
1
lb. Itojal Coeoa
fillc
Sack of Meal
S.V
I'l-- t
Bacon
25c
PlR Ham
2.V
Star and Horseshoe Tohaceo. . 80r
dozen
43c
:kr,
Jl fJT IX 1021 Holland Milkers
Horrliifrs.
THE ONLY CASH AXD DELIVERY STORE IX THE CITY.

fill West

The Affairs

of Anatol

(XQanamounlQictm

"CURRENT
NOTE:
,20o
,20o
.2Sc
,80c
.25c
35o
. 1 5c
.30o
.30o
.25c

MATINEE Adults
NIGHT (6 to 11)- - -- Adults

.35c; Children.,
50c; Children .
(Including Tax)

..15c

Dinner

a

T IE

lil IE
13S

Macaroni
Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

t

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

The Highest Crad
Egg

. . .10c;

.

'Urn

riiriwiin(irr

CONTINUOUS

SKIIWERS

IN PRICES

.

AliBt'QUERQtF STORES CO., Incorporated
No Mall Orders Taken.
Corner Broadway and Central.
Phone

We
Sell

EVENTS"

ADVANCE

Broadway Central Grocery

"If yon loved mo,

SERVICE ECONOMY
First Class

Real

e' v.

H

NEW STATE COAL CO.
PHONE 35
GALLUP, SUGARITE, SWASTIKA COALS
ALL SIZES
CEDAR AND PINON WOOD
Dry sawed and split to suit your needs.
Phone and tell us your coal and wood requirements

B

X'Al!'

4;

Y. W. C. A.

TODAY

HOMINY,
Crackers..'....

PRODUCTION;

f,t

Dinner Served at the

First St

l

BI LK FLAKE

TODAY

frtttntt

DeMi lies

B

Old Fashioned
Thanksgiving

DPPLV CO
624

5

Raymond Hattori
Julia Faye

Cecil

Skinner's

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and

other Macaroni Products.

Fee's
SALTED ALMONDS
MINTS
SATIN FINISHED
CONFECTIONS

0.

MARKETS

K.

.'.

501 North

Phone

First

421 South

Phone

29-- J

SPECIAL

FOR

'i if

t

Broadway

839-- W

v

l

St

i

if'

-

THANKSGIVING
NAZI

TURKEYS, LB. 40C & 45C
Veal Shoulder Roast, lb
Veal Rump Roast, lb
Pork Ham Roast, lb
Pork Shoulder Roast, lb
Fresh Side Pork, lb
Pork Chops, lb
Armour's Star Hams, (whole) lb
Chuck Roast, lb
Shoulder Roast, lb
Short Ribs, lb
Brisket Boiling Beef, lb
Prime Rib Roast, lb
Home Pork Sausage, lb
Hamburger, 2 lbs. for
Hens, dressed, lb
Fryers, dressed, lb...;

Seem From "CAMILLE"

OVA In

THE INCOMPARABLE

20c
25c
28c

NAZI MO Kit

.24c
24c
30c
30c
13c
15c

M

in

"CAMILLE"
The World's Greatest Drama of Love and Sacrifice

12V2c

,

10c

"80 bays en

.20c
35c
27c
32c

' ' We
Phone your orders early.
deliver.
Come and Select Your Thanksgiving Turkey.

A

Comedy
NOTE ADVANCE IN PRICES
25c ;
Matinee Adults
Children . .
35c;
Children.,
Night (6 to 11) Adults
Two-Pa-

rt

,10c

.15 c

(Tax Included)

CHOCOLATES
No Thanksgiving Dinner
is complete without
Candy.

Phone 91
GALLUP

Fee's

304 West Central Ave.
Phone 435--

For Your

LUMP,

Wood Kindling

GALLUP

Fuel
EGG

and Factory Wood
Combine satisfaction'- and economy by using
Cerrillos Egg, biirns longer, produces more heat.

COAL

and WOSD

We give you service and quality

and guarantee every order,

-

II ANN COAL COMPANY

f

:l

ALSO

.........18c

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4
Lot Our

'
s

mm

Agnes Ayres
Theodore KoslofP
Polly Moran

FRUITS

Fancy Del Monte Prunes, per lb.
lb
Fancy Peaches,
Fancy Figs, lb
Fancy Apricots, lb
Brazil Nuts, lb
English Walnuts, lb
lb
Black Walnuts,
Almonds, lb
Pecans, per lb
Filberts, per lb.....
Give us your Poultry order for that Thanksgiving

Highest

av.y...S4.00
.

DDIED

QUALITY

LIBERTY
North

Consult

4V

why did you leave
me? Why don't you
come back?"

S1.95

WE REM FOR CARn
ALL GOODS
DFJ.IVFHF.n
VK HAVR COMPLETK SFPPLY
OF TlfWKStilVLVt; EATABLES
GET
VOlll OltDEKS IX
EARLY.
FELL TJNE OF FRESfl DRIEI
FRI ITS JEST RECEIVE!)
NEW CITRON. ORANGE AXD
LEMON PEELS AND GLAZED
CHERRIES JUST RECEIVED.
NEW DRIEI) PR EXES,

STORE CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY

Nonesuch, Condensed Mince Meat, pkg
Monarch Mince Meat, jar

Po8-

85.00

tDft

PHONE

DIHFIER

WE EXPECT STRAWEERRIES

Read the "American" Magazine
for December Pago 34.

1

ALSO

IS ASTROLOGY

Clear Store,

THE

FOR

9 a. m. to 6 p. m.

Iaces.

TO
ATTENTION

117

la

Borradile

r.eather
rt rjj?
. iOCt,iU
Army Jerkins
Prompt attention to mall orders
100 Men's

SINGER
TAXI
Office

ii'G

J. A. Skinner

Andres-Borradi-

Indian BulldiliK
Postoffice.

Class A,
Blankets
Repaired.
Russet Hhoes. .
lOxtra Heavy
Blankets, new
Class A,
O. D. Breeches.
Reclaimed
Army Shirts

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Call Albmnieniue Transfer Co
Phone 512.

:

Holiday Suggestions.
Made in
Shop, Los Angeles, Cal.
Shown by Miss Grace

A FACT?

Tri"

Wool

STAGE

n

4lh St.

West Central Avenue
Handmade
Exquisite
Lingerie, Negligees and
Neckwear,
Appropriate

nunc 9'

Opposite

We Are on the Job
25 Cents

GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.
Phone 328
Corner Coal and Arno.

516

0 5

WRIGHT'S

Southwestern
Poultry Company

for

I

RIoccusius, Baskets,
Jewelry, tiems,

them?

Phone
DELIVER

n

MAAin

Small Hens (about 2 'a
27e lb
lbs.)
30c lb.
Heavy Hens
II).
.32c
Sprlnccrg
Our list of satisfied customers
is growing daily. Are you one

017--

FOR BALK BY OWXfcll
lust finished elwoom modern
nress brick nd new
modern except heat. Roth in
.
Highl-inr'amod-srAlso
house on West Gold. Just
"nmpletlng. Call at
R2I W. Silver.
1'lione 1III0--

122 S.

The mountain resort for health-seekeof moderate
means.
Just east of Albuquerque.
Kates reduced. Thone 490-Write
Areli Howard. Tijeras, N. M.

Hest

Note These Prices!

WE

Hauled

003..T.

Well Country Camp

J

Fresh Lump Lime
In Bulk

HishlandGrocery

Dorris Tea Room

rs

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323
North Tenth.

Your Trunk

The Jeweler

Find Out About

Music and Jewelry Store
017--

TODAY

Expert Watch, flock and Jewelry
Also Eiwavlns?.
Ail
Kepairlnu.
work guaranteed. Opposite

ROTHMAN'S
Phone

DISPLAY

IHT

'

Elliott Dexter

JI55E L.LA3KY

at the

SPECIAL

117 S. First St.

ON

IE RNCIIi:S ATRISCO
November 23 and all day
Thursday 24.
LOXGIN'O
KATARAIN
HALL

.'1

&JtM

Debe Daniels
Monte Blue
Wanda Hawley
Theodore Roberta

....................

The Tale of An Heiress, An Aviator and Society Crooks.

a.

,J

popular players:.
"Wallace Reid
Gloria Swanson

lettuce, New Mexico Celery.
.25c
Today we have fine Comb Honey.
40c
2'3 pound can Native Strained Honey
Mince
Meat,
Prepared
per pound
,,..230
25c
Lnrge, firm Cranberries, per quart
Orders of $10.00 delivered, free to any part of tha city.
NOTE This store will be closed all day Thursday (Thanksgiving Day.)

bssd J

fi

stop!

And remember tho rash and
beauty you've always found
In tho gorgeous pictures of
Cecil U. Do Mllle.
Sow seo tho latest and far the
(frentest he ever made! With
tho follownlg peerless cast o?

TFRKEY and

ing,

will
Thanksgiving Day.
..... .,0 i.peii
unm
8 P.
v
ednesday.

al

TVj.

For Modern Wroodmen, Royal
Neighbors and friends. Danc-

Barber Shops

for"

Attraction, Secured Expressly
Convention Week. A Real All Star Picture

Super-Speci-

Every teacher should take
mother one of our 75c high
grade Kitchen Sheer Knives.
;On sale 25c.
Whitney
i Hardware Co.

COLOMBO

VANN

Inspector, Santa Fe

Big Dance Tonight

NOTICE

IN

-

le

Modern Woodmen's

PERCY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY-

.$1.10

SAVE

m iLPING

A IJ C E

DOX'T FORGET THE

V

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Syncopators

Orchestra

We ITave Made a Special
You Will Need to Make

SCPERFLVOrs HA1II
Etc., Permanently Removed. Multiple Needle Method
KIS.W CHITTENDEN
Electric Needle
Art Aseptic BeautySpecialist
Parlor

UlEiist

at

2-- t

Colombo Hall
Step Lively

Must Meet the Rigid Requirement
Time Service
of tho Santa

Moles,

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

--

for appointment.
TERRY DEAMER. Prop,
608
'none fl85-j W. Central

Special

November

Thursday,

.

Admission

Call
MRS.

Department.

Thanksgiving Dance

145.

MEDICATED AND SIXI'IIL'R
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
in attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty.

Our merchandise la the
highest
pradn obtainable tor tho price
and fully Kuaninteecl. Our
nre 2 5 n?r cent to CO perprices
cent
cheaper than our competitors.
WISEM.WS WATCH SHOP.
--'15
South Second.

TODAY

EILEEN

or

GOOD

The Higheat Crade Macaroni
Ess Noodles, Spaghetti and

PJ

75

SAVE

Watcb

ether Macaroni Product

LET'S GO

PHONES

1

WATCH REPAIRING

Coal and Sonth Walter
Phone
67

I'honee

Bennett.

CENTRAL AVE

205

OUR

Cheap

NEW
NAVAJO RIGS

CRESCENT GROCERY
ROBERT ilONEH

815 Marble Avenue

FOR. SALE OR RENT.
Six brand new
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong or L.

C.

THEATRE

Will Give Their
RELIABLE!
WATCHMAKERS
& JEWELET!

VOIR

STOKE CLOSED AIL PAY TOMORJtOW

WARD'S STORE
HOMER II. WARD

Bl'lI.DKRS

Legion

Auxiliary

W

promptly nttotided to
Cement work mid floor Bunding
,.
IM.-211 West Gold.

Just

American

423 North II r si I

I'hone 431.

ll

lFKI(!XKIiS

box.

Established 1883

To replnee that .broken window I
Class. Alnuqucriine Lumber Co.. I

Rtie-in-

Kossiter-McConne-

Let Us Send a Man

KTovember 23, 1921.

PHONES

5

Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Dome.

